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Executive Summary
“J Street has been the most damaging organization in American history against Israel . . . J Street has done more to turn young people against Israel than any organization in the whole of history. It will go down in history as one of the most virulent, anti-Israel organizations in the history of Zionism and Judaism. It has given cover to anti-Israel attitudes on campus and particularly its approach to Israel’s self defense.”1

And Jerusalem Post Senior Editor Caroline Glick explained:

“J Street is an anti-Israel, pro-Iranian and pro-Palestinian lobby run by American Jews. . . . J Street’s . . . goal is to destroy the power and influence of the American Jewish community. . . . The tools it employs are demoralization and deceit. . . . Israel is the most extraordinary collective achievement of the Jewish people in thousands of years. It is the embodiment of the dreams, faith, blood, sweat and tears of the Jewish people today and throughout time in both spiritual and physical terms. Israel is something that every Jew should celebrate and be thankful [for] not only on Yom Ha’atzma’ut, but every day of the year. . . . It is J Street’s purpose to hide this truth from the American Jewish community. So it is the task of American Jews to build on the decision of the Conference of Presidents [overwhelmingly rejecting J Street] and ensure . . . that J Street goes down in time as the great failure it deserves to be.”2
Executive Summary

In J Street’s Orwellian world, being “pro-Israel” means promoting policies on every front that endanger Israel’s existence, and damage American support for the Jewish State. This executive summary outlines the extraordinary breadth and extent of J Street’s hostile-to-Israel statements and activities.

Anti-Israel & Muslim Donors

J Street has numerous anti-Israel, foreign and Muslim donors – and lies about this. For years, J Street falsely denied that anti-Zionist billionaire George Soros was a major J Street funder. Soros and his children continue to be major J Street donors, and Soros’s foundations work closely with J Street. Other significant J Street donors include a board member of NIAC (Iranian lobbyist); an attorney who had represented the Saudi Embassy and whose husband was a major Saudi lobbyist; leaders of Muslim student groups; Saudi- and Iranian-born Americans; Palestinian- and Arab-American businessmen who also give to Arab-oriented anti-Israel PACs; the Turkish producer of a virulently anti-American, anti-Semitic Turkish film which depicts a Jewish American doctor harvesting organs from prisoners; a Muslim professor who writes about alleged Israeli “repression of the Palestinian people”; and many others of this ilk. If J Street is so “pro-Israel,” then why do so many Israel-haters support J Street?

Even Opposes Israel’s Existence

J Street officials have spoken against Israel’s very existence: At J Street’s 2010 national conference, J Street co-founder Daniel Levy called Israel’s rebirth in 1948 “an act that was wrong.” J Street’s Advisory Council member Marcia Freedman told the 2015 J Street conference: “Israelis should not have a state.” The 2017 president of the J Street U student group sent a letter to Congress saying it was unfair to label as anti-Semites those who oppose Israel’s existence.

“J Street? They are just smug advocates of Israel’s destruction delivered from the comfort of their secure American sofas – it’s hard to imagine anyone worse.”

- U.S. Ambassador to Israel David Friedman

Promotes Anti-Israel UN Resolutions

J Street lobbies for anti-Israel UN Security Council resolutions that condemn Israel, demand that Israel to retreat to indefensible pre-1967 “Auschwitz” lines, seek to cut off the Jewish people from their holiest sites, and unilaterally create a Palestinian Arab terrorist state that does not recognize Israel. J Street urged former President Obama to support or to not veto notorious anti-Israel UN Security Council Resolution 2334 (which absurdly and falsely labeled Judaism’s holiest places such as the Temple Mount and the Western Wall, and Judea and Samaria, the Jewish Quarter in Jerusalem, Hebrew University, Hadassah Hospital and the Mt. of Olives – the site of the oldest Jewish cemetery in the world – as “occupied Arab land”). J Street then took out major ads thanking and praising former President Obama for doing so. J Street then lobbied against the bipartisan Congressional resolution condemning UNSC Resolution 2334. When anti-Israel NGO B’tselem denounced Israel at the UN and urged the UN to take action against Israel, J Street supported B’tselem over Israel. J Street conferences call for “pressure without limits” on Israel, including not protecting Israel with UN vetoes.
Supports Anti-Israel Boycotts

**J Street promotes anti-Israel boycotts, divestment and sanctions** (BDS) and U.S. & EU anti-Jewish labeling regulations – another form of BDS. J Street urged then-President Obama to enforce discriminatory US Customs regulations prohibiting “Made in Israel” labels on products made in Judea/Samaria, and lobbied against a bipartisan Congressional amendment to make rejection of anti-Israel BDS a principal trade objective in Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) negotiations with the European Union. J Street conferences have featured and honored leading advocates of anti-Israel BDS, “lawfare” and “courtroom Intifada” (bringing abusive, groundless legal cases to attack and harass Israel and Israeli leaders, in courts throughout the world).

J Street officials have openly supported full BDS (BDS against all of Israel), although J Street (falsely) claims that this is not J Street policy. Notably, J Street’s “official” BDS policy does not oppose “targeted” anti-Semitic BDS. (“Targeted BDS” is discriminatory boycotts of Jews and Jewish businesses and institutions located in Jerusalem and Judea/Samaria past the artificial “green line.”) J Street also conducts “Green Line” campaigns that are actually “targeted BDS” campaigns. J Street also absurdly claims that the only way to “combat BDS” is to agree with the lies that fuel the BDS movement, and to promote the BDS movement’s anti-Israel goals (to “end the occupation,” etc.) J Street condemns the mainstream pro-Israel groups that truly combat BDS as “fringe voices” and “liars.”

“[J Street, JVP and APN] is . . . a bunch of anti-Israel groups criticizing a pro-Israel amendment. While a broad bipartisan, bicameral group of Members of Congress are focused on strengthening the mutually beneficial U.S.-Israel economic relationship, this small handful of outside organizations are more interested in defending destructive efforts to delegitimize Israel.”

- Congressman Pete Roskam (R-IL), criticizing J Street (and its partners Americans for Peace Now and Jewish Voice for Peace) for lobbying against an amendment requiring U.S. trade negotiators to make rejecting anti-Israel BDS a principal trade objective in Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) negotiations with the European Union.
Promotes Disastrous Iran Deal & Opposes Sanctions on Iran

J Street supports anti-Israel, anti-U.S. Iran over Israel and the U.S. J Street was a leading lobbyist for the catastrophic Iran deal (which gave Iran $150 billion in sanctions relief, severely limits inspections, has "sunset" clauses on Iran's restrictions, enables Iran to continue enriching uranium, and paves Iran's path to a nuclear bomb). J Street also lobbies against sanctions on Iran, including both pre-deal and post-deal sanctions targeting Iran's terrorism and missile test violations. J Street also lobbies against imposing timetables for imposing sanctions; against even laying the groundwork for a credible military option; and against keeping any military option on the table – even as a last resort. These J Street positions are identical to the Iran regime lobby's positions. From its earliest days, J Street collaborated with and had financial and overlapping directorship ties with the Iranian regime's lobbyist, the National Iranian American Council (NIAC).

J Street engaged in numerous deceptive Orwellian practices while lobbying for the Iran deal and lobbying against sanctions on Iran. J Street falsely characterized nuclear Iran's opponents (people who opposed the Iran deal and who sought to sanction Iran) as warmongers, and as against a nuclear-free Iran. J Street also ran phony polls using hypotheticals that were vastly different from the actual Iran deal, and falsely claimed that American Jews and the Israeli security establishment supported the deal. J Street also worked to stop scheduled major public speeches by prominent officials about Iran's genocidal ambitions and the need for strong action to stop Iran, including speeches by then-Vice Presidential candidate Governor Sarah Palin, and Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu. And J Street PAC finances and runs ad campaigns for pro-Iran deal Congressional candidates, and targets Iran deal opponents for defeat.

"J-Street (Pro-Palestinian Jewish Organization) representatives... have recognized me and wanted to chat. I just have to shake my head when these citizens ask me to believe in Iran and support a two-state solution... When I ask them how does one negotiate with leaders who do not even recognize your existence, they respond with, you have to believe in them. Well, looks like I will have to save these people from themselves. I take a man at his word when he says he wants to kill me, I ain't suicidal."

- Then-Congressman Allen West (R-FL)
“At a time when a million Israeli citizens have been living in bomb shelters for four days and four nights, have not gone to school or work and anxiously await the next siren, the terrorists firing on them are getting encouragement and support, not just from Iran and Hezbollah, but also from the [from Gaza] left-wing Jewish American organization J Street . . . The anti-Israel and anti-ethical statement of J Street should serve as a warning for Israeli politicians and left-wing activists, including members of my party, against supporting and identifying with J Street, as they have done in the past.”

- *Knesset Member Otniel Schneller, of the left-wing Kadima Party*⁶

“J Street’s appalling missive [during Israel's war with Hamas] concludes: ‘This is our moment to show that there is real political support for shedding a narrow us-versus-them approach to the Middle East.’ [But] What if you shed an us-versus-them approach to Hamas, but Hamas doesn’t shed its us-versus-them approach to you? J Street’s . . . treatment of the Gaza crisis is simply contemptible. Are there any limits to the group’s capacity for self-delusion about the nature of Hamas? May we now conclude that J Street is incapable of recognizing when it is staring genocidal fanatics in the face? It is time that thinking people started calling J Street what it actually is — an anti-Israel group.”

- *Noah Pollak, Executive Director of the Emergency Committee for Israel*⁷
Undermines & Endangers Israel’s Defense

**J Street lobbies against increasing military aid to Israel** to counter increased Iranian threats, but lobbies for sending American funds to the Palestinian Authority – which uses almost $400 million per year of these funds to pay Palestinian Arabs to murder Jews! J Street says that aid to Israel to counter Iranian threats ignores American financial needs. Yet, J Street PAC requires candidates receiving its campaign contributions to support U.S. aid to the Palestinian Authority. J Street is lobbying against the Taylor Force Act – the legislation to reduce U.S. aid to the PA if the PA continues to pay Palestinian Arabs to murder Jews and Americans.

**J Street condemns Israel for defending herself from Hamas** rocket attacks and terror tunnels, and makes pro-Hamas demands on Israel. When Israel defends herself from terror attacks, J Street viciously condemns Israel and Israel's supporters, and demands immediate ceasefires to stop the IDF from destroying Hamas's terror infrastructure. J Street also equated Hamas rocket attacks on innocent Israeli civilians to Israel's defensive targeted action to destroy Hamas's rockets, and equated the IDF to Hamas. After operation "Cast Lead" (Israel's Dec. 2009 to Jan. 2009 operation in Gaza to stop Hamas rockets constantly being launched at Israeli citizens), J Street championed the "Goldstone Report" that falsely maligned Israel's actions in Gaza. (Goldstone later retracted his accusations against Israel.) In 2010, J Street lobbied Congress members to sign the infamous "Gaza 54 letter" (a/k/a "Hamas 54 letter") that condemned Israel, and urged then-President Obama to pressure Israel to lift the weapons blockade of Gaza. J Street also attacked pro-Israel groups that opposed this anti-Israel letter. J Street continues to demand that Israel must lift the Gaza weapons blockade. J Street falsely accused Israel of killing Palestinian Arab civilians in Gaza in a 2012 anti-terrorism action in which no civilians were killed – and J Street's purported "correction" still failed to acknowledge that no Palestinian Arab civilians were killed.

During the 2014 Gaza War, J Street called for an early ceasefire before Israel could begin to destroy Hamas's terror tunnels, and again condemned Israel. J Street's campus arm, J Street U's recent former (Muslim) president Amna Farooqi praised Gazan (Hamas) "resistance" and falsely accused Israel of inflicting horror on Gaza. J Street also supports engaging with Hamas.

"[J Street] could find no moral difference between the actions of Hamas and other Palestinian militants, who have launched more than 5,000 rockets and mortar shells at Israeli civilians in the past three years, and the long-delayed response of Israel, which finally lost patience and responded to the pleas of its battered citizens in the south. . . . [J Street’s] words are deeply distressing because they are morally deficient, profoundly out of touch with Jewish sentiment and also appallingly naïve."

- *Rabbi Eric Yoffie, then-President of the Union for Reform Judaism*
Justifies & Legitimizes Arab Terror

J Street blames Israel for and justifies Palestinian-Arab terror, other Islamist terror (including Al Qaeda), and the Palestinian Authority's promotion of anti-Israel hatred and violence. For instance, J Street President Ben-Ami accused Israel of "treating them [Palestinian Arabs] in a way that forces them essentially to become terrorists," and asserted that "the situation in Israel and Palestine [sic] is directly related to recruitment by extremist forces, by Al Qaeda, of the terrorists who then come here [to the U.S.]."

J Street falsely claims that PA leaders dedicated to anti-Israel terror are "peace partners."

J Street continues to call PA dictator Mahmoud Abbas "peace partner" despite his payments to Palestinian Arab terrorists to murder Jews; his glorification of Jew-killers by naming schools, streets and sports teams after them; his long, continuing history of inciting terror and murderous intifadas against Israelis in PA official media, mosques, schools and textbooks; his replacement of all of Israel with "Palestine" in the PA's official maps, emblems, stamps, stationary and schoolbooks; and his rejection of extraordinarily generous offers for territory and a Palestinian state.

J Street conferences also feature PA officials such as Arafat-loyalist, PLO official, propagandist and chief negotiator Saeb Erekat, who had infamously fabricated the gigantic lie that Israel perpetrated a massacre and murdered thousands of Arabs at Jenin – when in fact no massacre occurred. Erekat was the chief PA negotiator who rejected over-generous Israeli offers for Palestinian statehood, and rejected former U.S. Secretary of State Kerry's requests to extend peace negotiations. Yet, at J Street, Erekat pretended to want "peace" while hurling accusations at Israel.

"J-Street is not an organization with which I wish to be associated. . . . The [J-Street] decision to endorse the Palestinian and Arab effort to condemn Israel in the U.N. Security Council is not the choice of a concerned friend trying to help. It is rather the befuddled choice of an organization so open-minded about what constitutes support for Israel that its brains have fallen out. . . . [The Palestinian Authority] sent peace talks into a dead end. But astonishingly, it is Israel that J-Street would put in the stocks in the public square."

- Liberal Democrat former Congressman and Mideast Subcommittee Chairman Gary Ackerman (D-NY), explaining why he cut ties with J Street⁹
Opposes US Embassy Move

J Street campaigns against moving the U.S. Embassy to Israel's capital Jerusalem and for dividing Jerusalem. As soon as Donald Trump was elected, J Street launched a campaign against moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem, asserting that the move would be “inflammatory” and a “danger to U.S. interests.” At J Street’s 2017 national conference, featured panelist Ziad Abu Zayyad (a BDS advocate and former PA Minister) threatened that a move would have “dangerous implications” and falsely claimed that an embassy move would violate UN Resolution 181. (In fact, UN Res. 181 merely recommended making Jerusalem a separate international entity. It never became binding international law, because the Arabs rejected Res. 181 and instead invaded and tried to destroy Israel. Jerusalem thus legally remained an area designated for Jewish settlement and the Jewish homeland under binding international law, including the League of Nations Mandate and San Remo resolution.) Another J Street panelist insisted that Israel's capital should be Tel Aviv.

Supports Ethnic Cleansing of Jews

J Street supports ethnic cleansing of Jews and condemns “settlements” as “illegal.” J Street promotes uprooting Jews from their homes and preventing Jewish building in the Jewish homeland past the 1949 Armistice Lines (a/k/a the “green line” or “1967 lines” or “Auschwitz lines”). The 1949 Armistice lines are simply where the fighting stopped after six Arab nations invaded Israel in 1948-1949, and seized historic Jewish territory legally designated for the Jewish homeland (eastern Jerusalem and Judea/Samaria).

J Street’s website promotes plans to evacuate 100,000 Jews from their homes. J Street repeatedly features speeches by the PLO’s chief Washington representative Maen Areikat, who advocates ethnic cleansing of Jews from Judea/Samaria and from Jerusalem’s Jewish quarter and holy sites. J Street President Ben-Ami likewise makes the racist, anti-Semitic statement that he does not see how “Israelis and Jews continue to live over the Green Line” (where 700,000 Jews live) and falsely and viciously portrays “settlements” (Jewish communities in the historic Jewish areas of Jerusalem and Judea/Samaria) as an “obstacle to peace” and as part of an “unfolding darkness” and “assault” against “core Jewish values.”

J Street also supported the Obama administration’s settlement freeze demands; promotes ending tax exemptions for charities with operations beyond the “green line”; promotes declaring Jewish communities past the green line “illegal” in UN resolutions and elsewhere; and supports the suicidal-for-Israel “Arab Peace Initiative” that demands Israel's retreat to the 1949 Armistice lines and that Israel must make other dangerous concessions in return for a mere possibility of some sort of vague “normalization.”

J-Street is an organization giving cover to those “inherently opposed to Israel's existence.”

- Caroline Glick, Jerusalem Post senior editor and columnist"
Demonizes Israel on College Campuses

**J Street U promotes Israel’s enemies on campus and elsewhere.** J Street’s campus arm, J Street U, partners with anti-Israel groups and brings anti-Israel speakers to campuses and conferences to demonize, defame and delegitimize Israel and the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). J Street U has even partnered with: “Students for Justice in Palestine” (SJP) – an extreme, Hamas-supported, virulently anti-Israel group that holds violent demonstrations on college campuses screaming for “Death to the Jews”; notorious extremist NGOs such as “Breaking the Silence” and B’tselem that specialize in creating and disseminating vicious anti-Israel fabrications; and the radical Sheikh Jarrah Solidarity Movement, which opposes the idea of Israel as a Jewish homeland, defames Israel as a “fascist state,” and talks about victories over “cowardly Zionists who are perpetrating an apartheid state and ethnic cleansing in Jerusalem.” At a J Street U sponsored campus event, Sheikh Jarrah's founder declared "Jerusalem is a symbol of evil."

J Street makes phony excuses for bringing anti-Israel speakers to college campuses, such as claiming that it does so to hear “diverse perspectives” and “to argue against them.” In fact, J Street honors and agrees with what its anti-Israel speakers say, and does not “argue against them.” For instance, at the “MPAC-J Street Peacemaking Forum” at Georgetown University in April 2010 (a collaboration between the extremist radical anti-Israel Muslim Public Affairs Council and J Street, featuring J Street President Ben-Ami and MPAC’s Salam Al-Marayati – who has called for Israel’s destruction and defended the “right” of people to claim that the Holocaust never occurred). Al-Marayati repeatedly falsely accused Israel of “war crimes,” “atrocities,” “a history of injustice,” etc. Ben-Ami failed to correct any of al-Marayati’s falsehoods, and, instead, piled on more anti-Israel mistruths, such as allegations about “how we [Jews] treat another people that are oppressed [Palestinian Arabs].”

J Street U also targets campus Hillel houses, and demands that Hillel open its doors to anti-Israel speakers and groups.

J Street U's 2015-2016 foul-mouthed Muslim president Amna Farooqi bluntly said: “We are not here to talk about the pro-Israel conversation on campus.” (Farooqi's public tweets include words such as “f—ing” and called Israeli Prime Minister a “douchebag.”) Efforts initiated at that J Street conference included “targeted BDS.” Farooqi also candidly admitted that she has “Muslim solidarity with Palestinians” and was using a “Jewish” organization to pressure Israel because Muslim groups cannot do the job as effectively. J Street U also incubated the openly anti-Zionist, lawless “If Not Now” group.

J Street also encourages Jewish students to travel to Israel to join anti-Israel Palestinian Arab protests, which are often violent, and involve throwing lethal projectiles at Israelis. J Street U also attempts to subvert pro-Israel “Birthright” trips. J Street brings college students on anti-Israel trips, which include paying homage at terrorist Yasser Arafat’s memorial in Ramallah, and participating in propaganda sessions with anti-Israel NGOs in Israel.
Demonizes Pro-Israel Groups

J Street demonizes mainstream pro-Israel Jewish and Christian groups and leaders as “far right” extremists; as not “true friends” of Israel; and as holding U.S.-Israel policy “hostage.” J Street’s introductory video attacked Jewish and Christian pro-Israel groups’ leaders. J Street’s targets include AIPAC, ZOA, the Emergency Committee for Israel and others. J Street viciously condemns Christian Zionists (as supporting Israel only for nefarious purposes), to try to drive a wedge between Christian Zionists and Jews. J Street also promotes and expands on vicious anti-Israel academics Mearsheimer & Walt’s canards. While Mearsheimer & Walt “only” said that Jewish pro-Israel lobby groups hold American policy “hostage,” J Street says that both Jewish and Christian pro-Israel groups hold American policy “hostage.”

“My message to J Street is this: if you are truly pro-Israel, stop patronizing us. Stop lecturing us, publicly defaming us, and using a foreign government to pressure our democratically elected government from thousands of miles away. . . . And every once in a while, since you profess to be ‘pro-Israel,’ perhaps you can say something nice about my country.”

- Hen Mazzig, a self-described “leftist Israeli” about being confronted by J Street on American campuses

“J Street [is] a virulently anti-Israel and anti-Zionist propaganda machine, founded by Jeremy Ben-Ami with money from virulently anti-Israel George Soros. . . . Having come to Israel in the ‘90s to help Peace Now realize its delusions, [Ben-Ami] saw instead an era of bloodshed and civilian deaths. Finding these ideas now totally unsellable to Israelis, [Ben-Ami] repackaged the shoddy goods . . . in bright new colors to sell in America to gullible, liberal young Jews who are only too eager [to] be sold. And what exactly is J Street selling? 1. That if Israel moves back to the pre-1967 borders (called the Lines of Auschwitz) there will be peace. (Hello, were you awake in the last decade?) 2. That Israel is totally to blame for the Arab hatred against it, which will completely dissipate by giving up land. 3. And that if the Israeli government won’t do what Ben-Ami and his leftist cabal want, then maybe American Jews can elect enough anti-Israel congressmen to pressure the US government into forcing the tiny Jewish state, besieged on all sides by homicidal maniacs, to indefensible borders that will usher in its demise.”

- Naomi Ragen, author and Jerusalem Post columnist
Turns Officials, Politicians & Platforms Against Israel

J Street PAC raises millions of dollars and uses deceptive practices to elect hostile-to-Israel U.S. Congresspersons and to defeat Israel's best friends in Congress. J Street PAC deceives voters by misleadingly branding anti-Israel Congresspersons "pro-Israel" and vice versa. For instance, J Street PAC glowingly describes a hostile-to-Israel Senator who accused Israel of war crimes as "a strong supporter of Israel and two-state peace." J Street PAC gushes that a J Street PAC endorsee "is a true champion of the pro-Israel, pro-peace movement" – when that endorsee in fact co-authored a Congressional letter falsely portraying as a "moderate" Iran's new president, who was implicated in blowing up the AMIA Jewish Center in Argentina. J Street also ran Orwellian campaigns falsely accusing Israel's best friends in Congress of "endorsing policies that are not pro-Israel," and calls pro-Israel opponents of the disastrous-to-Israel-and-America Iran deal "obstructionists."

J Street promotes U.S. pressure on Israel to adopt J Street’s agenda: Israel’s retreat to the indefensible 1949 Armistice Lines, dividing Jerusalem, and a "right of return" for millions of supposed descendants of Palestinian Arabs to move in to Israel to overrun and destroy the Jewish State. (In fact, there are only about 30,000 Palestinian Arab refugees today. Further, there would not have been a single Arab refugee if six Arab nations had not invaded Israel in 1948-1949 and told the Arab civilians to leave the area.) J Street calls for U.S. "intervention" – for the U.S. to "take away Israel's car keys," for the U.S. president to "close the door with the Israeli prime minister," etc. – to force Israel to adopt J Street policies that the Israeli public wisely rejects.

J Street supports anti-Israel appointments, such as Israel-basher and Farrakhan-supporter Keith Ellison's bid for Chair of the Democratic National Committee.

J Street opposes pro-Israel appointments. J Street lobbied vigorously against the pro-Israel David Friedman's confirmation as Ambassador to Israel.

J Street advocates for anti-Israel political party platforms; and condemned the 2016 pro-Israel Republican Party platform. J Street Pres. Ben-Ami called for rejecting supposedly "outdated notions of what it means to be pro-Israel," and demanded that the 2016 Democratic platform committee rewrite the platform to include: "opposition to [Israeli] settlements"; opposition to "occupation over the Green Line in the territory Israel has occupied since the 1967 War"; and affirmation of a Palestinian "right to dignity and self-determination" in their own state. Thus Ben-Ami wanted the Democratic platform to support ejecting Jews from their homeland – even from the Jewish quarter in the old city of Jerusalem – in favor of creating a Palestinian Arab terrorist state – a betrayal of Democratic party champions of Israel. The 2016 Democratic Party platform moved in J Street’s direction, and specifically called for a Palestinian state, and deleted the 2012 Democratic platform provision that had stated: "We will insist that any Palestinian partner must recognize Israel's right to exist, reject violence, and adhere to existing agreements." However, this was insufficient for J Street. J Street’s Ben-Ami praised the direction in which the Democratic party was moving, but demanded that the Democratic platform must go even further next time, and must add planks to oppose settlement expansion and “call out the ongoing occupation." Ben-Ami also called the Republican platform "extreme" because the Republican platform did not call for the creation of a Palestinian state, and refused to label Israel an "occupier" of her tiny own land.
J Street is “a left-wing lobbying group that also claims to be pro-Israel even while promoting positions that treat Israel as the cause of the Middle East’s problems.”

- William McGurn, Wall Street Journal columnist

Web of Anti-Israel Organizations

J Street is also part of an interconnected web of extremist organizations working to delegitimize Israel, founded by and/or coordinated by J Street President Ben-Ami’s consulting firm, Ben Or Consulting. J Street is also part of an overlapping Soros-funded web of anti-Israel organizations. Leaked Soros documents show Soros's foundations’ involvement, and the coordination among these groups.

Opposes Palestinian Recognition of Jewish State

J Street opposes requiring a Palestinian state to recognize Israel as a Jewish state. J Street's position means no real PA recognition of the Jewish State's right to exist. The PA's maps, official emblem, official stationary, textbooks, etc. will all continue to show “Palestine” replacing all of Israel.

“[J Street is] a unique problem in that it not only opposes one policy of one Israeli government, it opposes all policies of all Israeli governments. It’s significantly out of the mainstream. . . . This is not a matter of settlements here [or] there. We understand there are differences of opinion. But when it comes to the survival of the Jewish state, there should be no differences of opinion. You are fooling around with the lives of 7 million people. This is no joke.”

- Then-Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Michael Oren
Deceptive Polling

**J Street lies with push polls and statistics** to create the false impression that American Jews support J Street's agenda. J Street's own vice president conducts J Street polls, destroying their credibility.

J Street repeatedly misrepresents polls. For instance, J Street falsely claimed that a June 2009 showed that 56% of Israelis supported a settlement construction freeze – when the actual question was a hypothetical choice between Israel agreeing to a settlement freeze and Obama placing sanctions on Israel. (In other words, Israelis only agreed to a settlement freeze if a gun was held to their head.) J Street ignored that another question in the same poll found that Israelis (including Israeli Arabs) "opposed the American demand for a halt to construction in Judea and Samaria" by almost a 2 to 1 margin.

J Street ignores the polling data showing that J Street’s constantly-touted so-called “two-state solution” will not bring peace. J Street also conducted a phony Iran deal poll that asked about a hypothetical good Iran deal. Then J Street falsely claimed that the poll showed that American Jews favored the actual Iran deal (which was far worse than the hypothetical that the J Street poll asked about).

J Street also falsely and misleadingly stated that a Gallup poll “showed that just 24% of American Jews would support the move” of the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem. The Gallup poll was of all Americans – not just American Jews, as J Street falsely claimed. Moreover, the majority of the respondents who had an opinion supported the embassy move. (56% had no opinion; 24% supported the embassy move, and only 20% opposed the move.)

Subverts Jewish Values

**J Street subverts Jewish traditions and values.** J Street ignores the real, basic Jewish value of self-defense; and falsely turns appeasement into a “Jewish value.” J Street has even subverted the Holocaust, for instance, by supporting a program featuring a play that promoted the blood libel that Israel's treatment of Palestinian Arabs is analogous to the Nazis' treatment of the Jews. J Street also subverts the traditions and meaning of Jewish holidays – turning holidays such as Passover and Hanukkah – that celebrate the Jewish people's freedom to live in their own land, Israel – into occasions to demand that Israel must separate from her own land.

“As [J Street president] Ben-Ami himself explains . . . J Street is about redefining the meaning of pro-Israel. . . . [F]or J Street, ‘pro-Israel’ simply means ‘Palestine Now.’"**

- Lori Lowenthal Marcus, Jewish Press journalist & attorney
Endnotes


The full ZOA report on J Street, documenting all items outlined in this Executive Summary, begins on the next page.
INTRODUCTION

In J Street’s Orwellian world, being “pro-Israel” means promoting policies on every front that endanger Israel’s existence, damage American support for the Jewish state, and poison young vulnerable minds against their Jewish brethren. Harvard Law Professor Alan Dershowitz indeed summed it up when he stated: “J Street is one of the most virulent anti-Israel organizations in the history of Zionism and Judaism.”

In this report, the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) – a leading voice for the defense of Israel and the Jewish people – describes and speaks out against J Street’s wide-ranging falsehoods and nefarious anti-Israel activities.

I. J STREET’S ANTI-ISRAEL, FOREIGN & MUSLIM DONORS, & ITS LIES ABOUT THEM

If J Street is so “pro-Israel,” why do so many Israel haters support J Street?

(1) For Years, J Street Falsely Denied that Anti-Zionist Billionaire George Soros Was A Major J Street Funder

For years, J Street director Jeremy Ben Ami consistently falsely denied that self-professed “anti-Zionist” Jewish billionaire George Soros was a major funder or founder of or engaged with J Street. (Soros proclaimed “I am not a Zionist”; said he enjoyed assisting the Nazi confiscation of Jewish property in Hungary in 1944; said that Jews and Israel cause antisemitism; and condemned Israel for refusing to recognize a Palestinian government run by U.S. designated terrorist organization Hamas1.) Until about September 2016, J Street’s website included a “Myths and Facts” posting entitled “George Soros Did Not Found J Street” (oddly dated “November 30TH, -0001”), which asserted that:

“George Soros did not found J Street. In fact, George Soros very publicly stated his decision not to be engaged in J Street when it was launched -- precisely out of fear that his involvement would be used against the organization. J Street’s Executive Director stated many times that he would in fact be very pleased to have funding from Mr. Soros and the offer remained open to him to be a funder.”2

In a profile of J Street president Ben-Ami in Moment Magazine’s March/April 2010 issue, Ben-Ami continued to falsely assert that Soros was not funding J Street. Ben-Ami claimed that, at an October 25, 2006 meeting (when Ben-Ami was “incubating” J Street’s launch):

“[Soros] walked into the room with a prepared statement that announced that he would not be a part of the project [J Street] because he felt his involvement would be counter-productive. . . . We [J Street] got tagged as having his [Soros’s] support without the benefit of actually getting funded!”

J Street also omitted Soros and Soros’ children from J Street’s 2010 Annual Report donor lists on J Street’s website. (J Street’s 2010 Annual Report lists 26 donors who “contribute a minimum of $25,000 annually in general operating support; and 56 donors who contribute at least $10,000 annually, split between J Street PAC and J Street.)

In September 2010, the Washington Times obtained an un-redacted copy of a J Street IRS Form 990 filing, which revealed that J Street had secretly received $245,000 from George Soros and his two children during the July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009 fiscal year. These Soros contributions were one-third of J Street’s contributions from all U.S. sources during the fiscal year.

Ben Ami was then forced to admit to an additional half million dollars of Soros contributions; Ben-Ami admitted “that the $245,000 was part of a $750,000 gift from the Soros family to his [J Street] organization made over three years.”

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency noted that the disclosure of Soros’ involvement and Ben-Ami’s admissions of Soros’s additional contributions “revers[ed] years of claims by the group [J Street] that it had nothing to do with the liberal financier [Soros].”

Yet, even after this exposure, Ben-Ami still misleadingly attempted to minimize Soros’ involvement, and falsely denied that he and J Street had lied. Ben Ami claimed that altogether, donations from the Soros family amounted to about 7% percent of $11 million that Ben-Ami claimed J Street and J Street PAC received during the three-year period since J Street’s founding in 2008. The inclusion of J Street PAC contributions (which likely passed through J Street and went to candidates) in the denominator misleadingly made the Soros’s percentage of the actual monies going to J Street look less than it was. Moreover, as The Washington Times had regular annual donations to J Street, that comprise just over seven percent of its funding.”

indicated, J Street’s 2008-2009 FY filing revealed that the Soros percentage (and especially the Soros percentage of U.S. contributions) was significantly higher during J Street’s critical start-up year.

Two days after the Washington Times article, Ben-Ami posted a statement on J Street’s blog (which has since then been removed) that tried to recast his blatant lies about Soros into being just a bit “less than clear.” Ben-Ami’s statement also still tried to characterize Soros as “not providing initial funding” – despite the fact that Soros began funding J Street almost immediately after J Street’s inception. Ben-Ami wrote:

“I accept responsibility personally for being less than clear about Mr. Soros’ support once he did become a donor. I said Mr. Soros did not help launch J Street or provide its initial funding, and that is true. I also said we would be happy to take his support. But I did not go the extra step to add that he did in fact start providing support in the fall of 2008, six months after our launch.”

The Washington Times reported regarding Ben-Ami’s above blog post:

“James Besser, Washington correspondent for New York Jewish Week, wrote Sunday that J Street deceived him about receiving support from Mr. Soros. ‘I was one of the many journalists who asked the question and received in return something significantly less than the truth,’ Mr. Besser wrote. ‘Okay, it was a lie.’”

Soros and his children have continued to be major J Street donors, at double their initial annual rate. The Weekly Standard reported that Soros contributes $500,000 per year to J Street. J Street President Ben-Ami also publicly admitted during a December 2015 speech that George Soros “remains a significant funder of J Street to this day,” and privately admitted to a ZOA representative after the same speech that Soros donates $500,000 per year to J Street.

Avowed anti-Zionists George and Alex Soros’s major donations to J Street further evidences that J Street is not a genuine pro-Israel organization.

Why did J Street conceal Soros’s funding of J Street for so long? Perhaps it’s because J Street’s policies mirror Soros’s well-known abhorrent anti-Israel views. For instance, in 2003, Soros

---

7 E.g., Id. (quoting Ben-Ami’s statement on J Street’s since removed blog). Ben-Ami’s blog statement was widely quoted throughout Jewish news media.
11 J Street Annual Reports, at http://jstreet.org/about/annual-reports
blamed the United States and Israel—“the policies of the Bush administration and the Sharon administration” for “a resurgence of anti-Semitism in Europe,” and stated he would support the “Geneva accords” – a “peace plan” that created a Palestinian Arab state on the (indefensible-and-suicidal for-Israel) 1949 Armistice lines (a/k/a the “green line”) and a Palestinian Arab “right of return” (to overrun Israel within the “green line”). J Street tries to pressure Israel into adopting the same suicidal-for-Israel policies that Soros stated he supports.

In a 2011 op-ed, Soros accused Israel of being the “main stumbling block” to democracy in the Middle East; and Soros claimed there was a “hopeful sign” in the Muslim Brotherhood’s likely ascendance in Egypt. Soros ignored the fact that the Muslim Brotherhood is a terrorist organization responsible for murdering scores of Egyptian Christian Copts, and that the Muslim Brotherhood is allied with Hamas and is the father of al Qaeda and other terrorist groups. Soros also patronizingly declared in the same op-ed that “Israel is unlikely to recognize its own best interests”; that “some U.S. supporters of Israel are more rigid and ideological than Israelis themselves”; and that AIPAC “is longer monolithic or the sole representative of the Jewish community.” All of Soros’ statements are mirrored in the J Street playbook.

Moreover, as the next section explains, Soros’s involvement with J Street went way beyond Soros’ generous annual financial contributions and Soros’ and J Street’s shared anti-Israel ideology. Soros’s Open Society Foundations (“OSF”) worked closely with J Street and a web of anti-Israel organizations to damage and attempt to destroy Israel.

(2) J Street’s Arab, Muslim and Foreign Donors:

In a September 2009 interview, Mr. Ben Ami said that J Street has “about five” Arab and Muslim donors and that “These are individuals, not organizations, corporations or foreign countries. Well over 90 percent of our money comes from Jewish Americans and Christians.”

Ben-Ami’s statement was blatantly false. The Washington Times revealed that:

“Nearly half of J Street’s revenue during the [July 2008 to June 2009] timeframe — a total of $811,697 — . . . came from a single donor in Happy Valley, Hong Kong, named Consolacion Esdicul.”

Moreover, U.S. Federal Election Commission (“FEC”) filings for J Street PAC disproved Ben-Ami’s statements: The Jerusalem Post’s review of J Street’s FEC filings revealed that:

“The J Street political action committee has received tens of thousands of dollars in donations from dozens of Arab and Muslim Americans, as well

---

For instance, as the Jerusalem Post catalogued, J Street’s 50 finance committee members, who each donate a minimum of $10,000 per year, included:

- **Richard Abdoo**, a Lebanese-American businessman, and board member of Amideast and a former board member of James Zogby’s anti-Israel Arab American Institute.

- **Genevieve Lynch**, a board member of alleged Iranian regime lobbyist the National Iranian American Council (NIAC), which worked closely with J Street to block sanctions against Iran.

Other prominent J Street donors mentioned by the Jerusalem Post included:

- **Nancy Dutton**, an attorney who once represented the Saudi Embassy in Washington. She is the widow of Fred Dutton, who served as a Saudi foreign agent in Washington for 30 years. During the 1982 debate on the sale of AWAC aircraft to Saudi Arabia, which AIPAC opposed, Mr. Dutton reputedly originated the query, ‘Reagan or Begin?’ to insinuate that AIPAC supporters were disloyal to America.

- Several leaders of Muslim student groups, Saudi- and Iranian-born Americans, and Palestinian- and Arab-American businessmen who also give to Arab-oriented PACs.

- **Nicole Shampaine**, director of the State Department’s Office for Egypt and the Levant.

- **Lewis Elbinger**, who used to serve in Saudi Arabia. (The Investigative Project on Terrorism also noted that Elbinger’s address in FEC filings is 6300 Riyadh Place, Dulles, Virginia.)

- **Zahi Khouri**, a businessman behind major Palestinian investment groups and enterprises. He splits his time between the “West Bank” and Orlando, and told the Jerusalem Post that he believed J Street could help achieve a home for Palestinians, along the 1967 border with a shared Jerusalem, and symbolic treatment of refugees. Khouri also said that he considered AIPAC to be an enemy of Israel.

A subsequent Jerusalem Post blog, authored by former Israeli diplomat Lenny Ben David, catalogued additional prominent Arabist and Muslim anti-Israel donors to J Street, including:

- **Ray Close**, the former CIA station chief in Saudi Arabia for 22 years and father of Kenneth Close, who is registered at the Justice Department as a foreign agent, working for Saudi Prince

---
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18 Amideast’s Ramallah office was involved in a slanderous claim that Israel canceled SAT tests for Palestinian Arabs. In fact, the tests were merely briefly delayed because the tests arrived when Israeli customs offices were closed for Jewish holidays. See “SAT Delay Used For Israel Bashing Exercise,” by Simon Plosker, Honest Reporting, Oct. 22, 2012, at http://honestreporting.com/tag/amideast/
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Turki al-Faisal, the author of the suicidal-to-Israel “Saudi Peace Plan” a/k/a “Arab Peace Plan” - which requires Israel to make every concession in return for a possible subsequent vague concept of “normalization.”

• Mehmet Celebi, who was fired from serving as a former fundraiser for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, after it emerged that he produced the virulently anti-American, anti-Semitic Turkish film titled “Valley of the Wolves,” which depicts a Jewish American doctor harvesting organs from prisoners.

• M. Cherif Bassiouni, a DePaul University law professor who wrote in the Harvard International Law Journal that

> “A large segment of the world population asks why Israel’s repression of the Palestinian people, which includes the commission of ‘grave breaches’ of the Geneva Convention and what the customary law of armed conflict considers ‘war crimes,’ is deemed justified, while Palestinians’ unlawful acts of targeting civilians are condemned? These are only some contemporary examples of the double standard that fuels terrorism.”

In still another Jerusalem Post article, columnist and author Naomi Regan pointed out that “50 percent of J Street’s budget comes from outside the US, from people who are not always known for their pro-Israel stances, to put it mildly,” and listed additional such J Street donors, including officials of the Arab American Community Coalition; “Stop the Occupation”; and an Islamic Center in Michigan.23

More questionable J Street donors “not known for pro-Israel stances” include Saudis, Syrians, other Arabs, and a contributor to the Arab American Leadership Council PAC – which supports many of the same anti-Israel candidates supported by J Street PAC.24

The Investigative Project on Terrorism (IPT)’s “J Street Dossier” listed even more troubling J Street donors, and further information about some above-described donors, including:

• Judith Barnett, who is registered with the U.S. Justice Department as a foreign agent for Saudi Arabia. Barrett served on J-Street’s Board of Directors, and contributed money to J Street PAC. Barnett founded The Barnett Group, L.L.C. in 2003, and signed a contract with the public relations firm, Qorvis Communications, to implement The Women’s Project for Saudi Arabia. After the 9/11 attacks, the Saudi Arabian Embassy signed a $14.6 million contract with Qorvis “to promote public awareness” of Saudi Arabia’s “commitment in the war against terrorism and to peace in the Middle East.”25
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J Street’s annual reports show that Ms. Barnett was also a member of J Street’s Finance Committee who gave at least $10,000 to J Street in 2013, and provided a monetary contribution and served as a J Street event sponsor in 2012.27

• **Susan Manilow**, who is the Vice Chair of the hostile-to-Israel “Human Rights Watch,” is listed as donating at least $1,800 to J Street’s “Political Advocacy Network” in 2010, and at least $10,000 in both 2013 and 2014,28 and at least $5,000 in 2016.29

• IPT also noted that Turkish-American J Street donor **Mehmet Celebi** (initially described above) posted anti-Israel tweets such as “arrogant @ntanyahu govt is breeding an arrogant immoral & nefarious military & generation,” and wrote an article accusing Israel of “increasingly aggressive and combative political leadership” and “becoming paranoid, intolerant, and undemocratic.”30

• IPT also noted that J Street donor **Ray Close** (whose other Saudi ties are described above) went to work for Saudi intelligence (and became wealthy doing so) after serving as CIA station chief in Saudi Arabia, and was also an advisor to and wrote a memo to the 2006 Baker-Hamilton Iraq Commission endorsing the (suicidal-to-Israel) Arab Peace Initiative and Hamas’s ascension to power.31

• And, as described in this report’s Section VI (“J Street Takes Iran’s Side”), the pro-Iran-deal Ploughshares Fund donated hundreds of thousands of dollars in each of several years to J Street. J Street responded to the disclosures regarding its anti-Israel donors by denying and minimizing
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the facts and attacking those who revealed the truth. Contradicting the information found in its own Federal Elections Commission and IRS filings, J Street claimed that “J Street receives no funding from any foreign government or agent — Arab or otherwise” and asserted that the researchers who examined J Street’s donors were “right-wing bloggers” and “all but racists” engaged “in a fear-and-smear campaign attempt to tarnish J Street because — among its thousands of donors are a small handful who have worked in some capacity with Arab countries or are themselves Arab Americans.”

Former Israeli diplomat Lenny Ben David mused:

“[A]ccording to the FEC and the Pos story, [J Street] PAC donors also include the Saudi Embassy’s lawyer, Arab American leaders, student leaders at Islamic centers around the US, board members of the de facto Iranian lobby in the US and Arabist American foreign service officers. Among the organization’s advisory council are former US diplomats and public officials who later became foreign agents in the pay of the Saudis, Egyptians and Tunisians. . . . Do these well-known detractors of Israel know they are giving to an organization that advertises itself as ‘pro-Israel?’ Or do the Arab-American and pro-Iranian donors give because they perceive that the goals of J Street match their goals: to weaken the State of Israel and undermine the US-Israel relationship? . . . Does J Street set its policies to attract their donations, or do the contributors set J Street policies? . . .

A pro-Israel organization’s bona fides should be judged by the company it keeps and the FEC documents suggest that J Street keeps questionable company indeed - a “not employed” man is really a Palestinian billionaire; a “self-employed” contributor is also a board member of the National Iranian American Council and serves on J Street’s finance committee with a minimum donation of $10,000; a “lawyer” who contributes $15,000 is a board member of the discredited and anti-Israel Human Rights Watch; a “housing specialist” is an anti-Israel activist in the Methodist Church; a “teacher” is a founder of an Islamic school indoctrinating students to be anti-Israel.

J Street’s director must take the Post’s readers for fools when he claims, ‘I think it is a terrific thing for Israel for us to be able to expand the tent of people who are willing to be considered pro-Israel.’

Why should a National Iranian American Council board member give at least $10,000 to J Street PAC? Perhaps it is because of the very close relationship between the two organizations. In June the directors of both organizations coauthored an article in the Huffington Post, ‘How diplomacy with Iran can Work,’ arguing against imposing new tough sanctions on Iran. The two organizations have worked in lockstep over the last year to torpedo congressional action against Iran. Why would a supposedly pro-Israel, pro-peace organization work

32 “J Street Receives No Funding From Any Foreign Government Or Agent,” J Street Archive, Apr. 15, 2013, at http://archive.is/ZcdtG
II. J STREET’S INTERCONNECTED WEB OF EXTREMIST ANTI-ISRAEL ORGANIZATIONS:

(1) J Street Is Part of a Soros-Funded Web of Anti-Israel Organizations:

In August 2016, the “hacktivist” group DC Leaks published online a treasure trove of 2,500 hacked documents from George Soros’s Open Society Foundations (“OSF”), including OSF’s Open Society Institute (“OSI”). Several of these documents revealed that:

(i) Soros’s OSI “works closely with . . . J Street” and other anti-Israel organizations on anti-Israel advocacy; and

(ii) Since 2001, Soros’s OSF has been quietly sending (and is continuing to send) millions of dollars to anti-Israel non-governmental organizations (NGOs), including 14 grants totaling $2.7 million to lawfare group Adalah; and multiple grants to Mossawa; the so-called “Woman Against Violence”; B’Tselem – which provided the false information in the Goldstone report and defames Israel throughout the world; and 9 grants to Jeremy Ben-Ami’s former employer the New Israel Fund, which funds other anti-Israel groups.35


35 The DC Leaks “Presidents’ Office” Soros file contained the relevant documents, at http://soros.dcleaks.com/view?div=president. (DC Leaks’ Soros’ file has since been removed – possibly due to hacking. ZOA saved copies of the relevant documents, which are available upon request.) Charts of OSF/OSI grantees, with grant purposes and amounts are contained in the document titled “Arab Regional Office (ARO)-Presidential Portfolio Review, Palestinian Citizens of Israel-List of Portfolio Elements” (Aug. 6, 2015); and the document listed in the next footnote.
A 21-page OSF Palestine/Israel advocacy review document explains that:

“OSI works closely with progressive US Jewish organizations, including J Street and Americans for Peace Now, who increasingly take advantage of new openings to raise critical issues with policymakers, i.e., need for effective aid to West Bank and Gaza, problematic settlement expansion, and need to respect human rights of Palestinians. OSI grantees in Israel and Palestine, as well as others, increasingly seek to conduct advocacy in Washington to promote their work and viewpoints. Several have already undertaken visits or have considered opening offices in Washington (as B’Tselem did with OSI funding).”

The same OSF report describes the history of Soros’s OSI funding and other assistance to “international advocacy efforts . . . [so that] the US and EU governments could . . . engage more constructively to bring pressure on the Government of Israel.” The report also notes that the 2007 Walt & Mearsheimer book (which falsely condemned pro-Israel groups such as AIPAC and ZOA) set the stage “for a challenge to AIPAC with the start of J Street.”

The report also notes that “Key direct advocacy targets are: US Congress members, US Administration officials, US media and journalists, and the NGO community and general public.” The report also sets forth the following guidelines for keeping OSI’s involvement in pro-Palestinian, anti-Israel initiatives quiet:

“Risk Assessment/ Mitigation

In order to reduce potential risks associated with OSI’s affiliation with this initiative, the following guidelines are suggested: . . .

- Limit new grant making in initial phases of project development and rely mainly on current partners.

- Limit coordination and strategic communication to supportive/understanding groups in D.C such as J Street, Americans for Peace Now, Institute for Middle East Understanding (IMEU) and B’telem, as well as current OSI grantees in the region.

- Maintain a low public profile regarding OSI sponsorship of this initiative.”

The Observer noted regarding the leaked Soros documents:

“Soros has repeatedly tried to hide his support for the anti-Zionist Jewish progressive[s]. Consequently, J Street for years denied Soros’ support, . . . Both Soros’ foundation and the New Israel Fund, another Soros beneficiary,

37 Id. at p. 3
38 Id. at p. 21.
II. J STREETS INTERCONNECTED WEB OF EXTREMIST ANTI-ISRAEL ORGANIZATIONS

fund Adalah, a group that trains Israeli-Arabs and Jewish progressives to wage lawfare against the Jewish state and is a strong advocate of BDS.

Clearly, organizations like J Street and NIF share Soros’ anti-Zionist agenda. Otherwise, they would not receive funds from him. But their sharing of that agenda needs to be hidden from their fellow Jews, who might appropriately conclude that these are not organizations seeking to liberalize the Jewish state as much as they want to destroy it.

The revelations from the hack of Soros’ foundation only add support to what we already know. Soros’ agenda is to destroy Israel as a Jewish state, and those who receive money from him share that agenda. Their attempts to distance themselves from Soros simply show that they cannot afford to have the Jewish community comprehend the actual nature of their intentions.39

The leaked Soros documents also show that Soros’s OSF has been funding the anti-Israel “al Quds University” since 2012.40 Al Quds students affiliated with terrorist organizations Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad have held repeated anti-Israel demonstrations at the university. At a 2013 demonstration, al Quds students gave Nazi salutes, trampled on Israeli flags, and displayed pictures of dead Israelis.41 Nice bedfellows.

(2) J STREET IS ALSO PART OF AN INTERCONNECTED WEB OF EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS WORKING TO DELEgitimize ISRAEL, FOUNDED BY AND/OR COORDINATED BY J STREET PRESIDENT BEN-AMI’S CONSULTING FIRM

In 1998, J Street President Jeremy Ben-Ami founded, and still co-owns Ben-Or Consulting, an Israeli company that coordinates and does strategic communications and consulting for a web of anti-Israel NGOs. Ben Or’s clients have included anti-Israel NGOs J Street, Amnesty-Israel, the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), Bimkom, Keshev, Physicians for Human Rights - Israel (PHR-I), and The Parents Circle. Ben-Or clients have also included the New Israel Fund (NIF) and the Ford Foundation, both of which fund anti-Israel NGOs. Ben-Ami was also previously the communications director for the New Israel Fund.42

40 DC Leaks Soros file, previously at http://soros.dcleaks.com/view?div=president, “President’s office” sub-file document previously listed at: /2015pr/higher education support program network institutions june 12 2015/hesp network institutions prd apndx 1 portfolio elements.docx
Disturbingly, J Street paid large amounts (including $56K in one 6-month period) to Ben Or Consulting – a possible violation of self-dealing rules.43

Ben-Ami also founded Yesh Din, an NGO that invents and spreads false accusations against Israel and the IDF. Yesh Din and Ben Or Consulting share Tel Aviv offices and certain key employees. Former Ben-Or Consulting employee Ran Goldstein was Yesh Din’s spokesperson (and is now executive director of Ben Or client PHR-I). Former Ben Or Consulting employee Loir Yavne, who also formerly worked for anti-Israel NGO B’Tselem, is Yesh Din’s director of research.44

This incestuous web has effectively multiplied the impact of its individual anti-Israel groups. For instance, on January 14, 2009, during the Gaza War, Ben Or Consulting coordinated a joint press conference criticizing Israel, featuring nine Israeli NGOs, entitled “A Clear and Present Danger,” which received international media attention. Also, J Street conferences often feature speakers from fellow anti-Israel NGOs whom Ben-Or consults for.45

Another interesting group that a J Street U member described as a “frequent J Street partner” is the pro-Palestinian Arab NGO “One Voice.” “One Voice” built infrastructure with U.S. taxpayer funds (a U.S. State Department grant) to try to defeat Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu in the 2015 Israeli elections. One Voice Palestine also organizes anti-Israel protests.46

III. J STREET EVEN OPPOSES ISRAEL’S EXISTENCE, PERSISTENTLY DEFAMES AND CONDEMNS ISRAEL, AND HAS EVEN ENCOURAGED ANTI-ISRAEL VIOLENCE

(1) J Street Persistently Maligns and Blames Israel:

Alan Dershowitz, Professor Emeritus at Harvard Law School and a prominent liberal Democrat, explained that J Street persistently maligns Israel, saying:

I went back and I read every single J Street press release from the first day of its existence. I could not find a single one of them that praised Israel. How can you be a pro-Israel organization and never express any pro-Israel views? It is absolutely shocking to me. Every press release seems to have a negative about Israel.47

45 “J Street, Ben Ami, and Ben-Or Consulting: The NGO Connection,” supra.
The Zionist Organization of America’s extensive examination of J Street’s press releases, videos and statements has likewise found that J Street invariably expresses negative views towards Israel.

Self-described Israeli leftist Hen Mazzig similarly summed it up when he implored J Street: “every once in a while, since you profess to be ‘pro-Israel,’ perhaps you can say something nice about my country.”

Examples abound throughout this report of J Street’s and its speakers’ false attacks on Israel.

Those attacks are often as absurd as they are outrageous. For instance, at J Street’s February 2017 annual national conference, keynote speaker Ayman Odeh – who is an Arab member of the Israel Knesset (parliament) from the Joint Arab List, who has a history of endorsing anti-Israel terror, discussed below – began his talk by falsely blaming Israelis for a Palestinian Arab terrorist’s deadly car-ramming attack. The Palestinian Arab terrorist drove his car into and murdered Israeli police officer Erez Levy. Yet, at J Street’s conference, Odeh portrayed the Palestinian Arab murderer as the victim.

J Street’s conference speakers are a veritable “rogue’s gallery” of Israel-bashers and blamers. Numerous such speakers are described later in this Report. In addition, the Emergency Committee for Israel set forth this chilling list describing the Israel-hating speakers at J Street’s 2011 National Conference (which was entitled “Giving Voice to Our Values”):

• Maen Areikat of the PLO, who denies there was a Jewish Temple in Jerusalem and accuses Israel of “state terrorism.”

• Mustafa Barghouti, a Palestinian leader who said that Israel has “a full-fledged Apartheid system” that is ‘much worse than what prevailed in South Africa,’ and that Israel has been ‘ethnically cleansing’ Palestinians since 1948.

• Nadia Bilbassy-Charters, a correspondent for MBC TV, who says that Hamas should not be ‘lumped in’ with other terrorist groups because ‘once Palestine is liberated then [Hamas] will cease to use violence.’

• Edina Lekovic, of the Muslim Public Affairs Council, who was a managing editor of a magazine that praised Osama bin Laden as a ‘freedom fighter.’

• Imam Feisal Rauf, the Ground Zero Mosque leader, who refuses to call Hamas and Hezbollah terrorist groups.


**III. J Street Even Opposes Israel’s Existence...Encouraged anti-Israel Violence**

- James Zogby, president of the Arab-American Institute, who has compared Israelis to Nazis and accused the IDF of ‘genocide’ and a ‘Holocaust.’ Only three months ago he wrote that ‘In a real sense, the plight of the Palestinians is to the Arabs, what the Holocaust is to Jews worldwide.’

- Lawrence Wilkerson, a former State Department official, who has repeatedly accused Jewish members of the Bush administration of ‘working for Israel’ and being ‘card-carrying members of the Likud Party,’ and asked whether ‘their primary allegiance was to their own country or to Israel.’

- Jessica Montell, executive director of B’Tselem, who says that ‘the situation in the West Bank is worse than apartheid in South Africa’ and that Israel’s policy toward Gaza is a ‘siege.’

- Naomi Chazan, a leader of the New Israel Fund and a conference honoree. Her organization funds NGOs that accuse Israel of war crimes and Apartheid, provided the bulk of the accusations contained in the Goldstone Report, support the BDS (boycott, divestment, and sanctions) movement, and seek the end of Israel as a Jewish state.

- Rebecca Vilkomerson, who runs the BDS group Jewish Voice for Peace. She has said, ‘Just as in Apartheid South Africa’s day, Israel’s society seems to be turning more bluntly racist and repressive.’ She says her organization ‘speaks out for Goldstone, and we speak out for BDS campaigners.’

- Debra Delee, president and CEO of the NGO Americans for Peace Now, who commented on the Turkish flotilla attack on IDF soldiers, ‘The root of this disaster lies not in the actions of the flotilla’s participants.’

- Oded Na’aman, a founder of Breaking the Silence, which accuses IDF soldiers of war crimes. He says the IDF ‘is guilty of a wide range of abuses’ including ‘allowing Jewish settlers to poison Palestinian wells’ and evacuating entire blocks of Palestinian towns and then demolishing them. Palestinian terrorism, he says, is merely a ‘perceived threat.’

- Daniel Seidemann, founder of the NGO ‘Terrestrial Jerusalem,’ who claims that the Old City of Jerusalem is being turned into an ‘Evangelical settler theme park’ and compared Israel’s security fence to the Berlin wall.”

J Street’s practice of piling unilateral blame on Israel is so entrenched that a J Street Chicago representative attacked prominent Palestinian Arab real human rights activist Bassem Eid for daring to speak about Hamas’s and the Palestinian Authority’s human rights abuses against their own people. Two groups attacked Mr. Eid at his University of Chicago speech: the anti-Israel hate group Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) (which threatened Mr. Eid) and J Street. J Street’s representative demanded to know why Mr. Eid was speaking about “disappointment in your own leadership” instead of “the issues [blaming Israel] that the Americans need to base decision [sic] [on].” After relating this incident, Jerusalem Post senior editor Carolyn Glick commented:

“For J Street, Eid committed a crime by teaching the American public – and first and foremost, the American Jewish community – that the absence of peace isn’t entirely Israel’s fault. As [J Street representative] Emma – and her Jewish comrade – see things this is completely unacceptable. There is a [J Street] narrative. That narrative
places all the blame for the absence of peace and Palestinian suffering on ‘the occupation and settlements.’ Any deviation from this narrative is a crime against peace.”

(2) J Street Speakers Have Called for the End of the Jewish State; and a J Street Official Letter to Congress Supported Those Calling for an End to Israel’s Existence:

At J Street’s 2015 conference, speaker Marcia Freeman called for an end to the Jewish state, and said that Jews should “lose control” and should live as a “protected minority” under “democratic” Arab rule in Israel. In other words, Israel should become a state ruled by groups seeking to exterminate the Jewish people.

Moreover, despite the fact that U.S. college campuses are plagued with radical anti-Israel groups such as Students for Justice in Palestine, which hold violent demonstrations calling for Israel’s destruction and for murdering Jews, J Street recently opposed Congressional efforts to condemn those on campus who demand Israel’s destruction.

On November 7, 2017, J Street U’s national student board president, Zoe Goldblum, submitted a letter to the U.S. House of Representatives Judiciary Committee, “on behalf of the leadership of J Street U” (J Street’s student arm), objecting to Congress’ proposed “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act” (an act to combat campus antisemitism). J Street U’s letter argued that it is “unfair and unhelpful” to describe all those who seek to end Israel’s existence as antisemitic, because this “ignores the nuances and sensitivities of a complicated political debate.”

In response, international human rights lawyer Arsen Ostrovsky told The Algemeiner, “It is astonishing that J Street, an organization that claims to be pro-Israel and pro-peace, could imply that it is ‘unhelpful’ to label those who oppose Israel’s existence as ‘antisemitic’ or that this is a ‘complicated political debate’ with some ‘nuance.’ There is no complication or nuance here whatsoever. . . . [T]here is universal consensus amongst all those who truly care about Israel and fighting bigotry and hatred that, at its most basic, calling for the destruction of the State of Israel is a blatant and unequivocal form on antisemitism. . . . For J Street to imply otherwise, only serves to embolden antisemites and those who oppose Israel’s existence.”

(3) J Street’s Co-Founder Called Israel’s Creation “Wrong” – a Repeated J Street Theme:

55 Id.
At J Street’s 2010 conference, J Street co-founder and board member Daniel Levy outrageously called Israel’s rebirth in 1948 an “act that was wrong” and unjust. Levy stated:

“I believe the way Jewish history was in 1948 excused – for me, it was good enough for me – an act that was wrong. I don’t expect Palestinians to think that. I have no reason – there’s no reason a Palestinian should think there was justice in the creation of Israel.”

J Street conferences repeat the same destructive theme, that Israel’s creation was wrong. For instance, MK Ayman Odeh stated during his keynote speech at J Street’s 2017 annual conference that Jews “must recognize the terrible prejudice of the Nakba.” (“Nakba” is the Arabic term for saying that Israel’s reestablishment in 1948 was a “catastrophe.”)

J Street apparently saw no problem with Odeh’s statements, or with giving a key platform to Odeh – despite the fact that Odeh has endorsed Palestinian Arab terrorism against innocent civilians. J Street wrote after Odeh’s speech: “J Street is proud to have hosted MK Ayman Odeh as a featured speaker at our conference. We are also pleased to have had a strong working relationship with the Joint [Arab] List. . . [W]e hold MK Odeh in high regard.”

Similarly, at J Street’s 2013 annual convention in Washington D.C., J Street’s audience gave a standing ovation to Fatah/PLO official Husam Zomlot, when Zomlot called for recognizing that the state of Israel’s establishment in 1948 was a catastrophe (“Nakba”) and called for a so-called Palestinian Arab “right of return” to overrun and destroy Israel. Zomlot declared:

“As for the refugee issue, how do you want me to sign a deal with my own hands that would compromise the rights of two thirds of the nation? How am I doing to build cohesion and eternal peace on such a compromise? Why do I have to compromise? . . . What do the refugees want? . . . Some of them might want to come back to the State of Palestine. And some of them might want to return to their original homes. But all of them want one thing: full recognition of the Nakba that has befallen our people. . . .

J Street fails to explain to its vulnerable audiences the “Palestinian refugees” were created because the Arab nations rejected peace with Israel, and demanded that Arabs living in Israel should

60 Zomlot is now head of the PLO/PA delegation to Washington DC.
leave, to get out of the way so that six Arab nations’ invading armies would have a clear path to slaughter Israel’s Jewish population. J Street omits that Israel asked Arabs living in Israel to stay, and many did, becoming full Israeli citizens and doctors, lawyers, Knesset members and Israeli Supreme Court judges. J Street also never mentions that most “Palestinian refugees” were fairly recent arrivals in Israel: the UN definition of a “Palestinian refugee” only required that a person had lived or worked in Israel for 2 years. And J Street fails to mention that at the time of Israel’s rebirth, Arab nations expelled close to one million Jews who had been living Arab nations for thousands of years. J Street also neglects to mention that “refugee” status for every group other than Palestinian Arabs does not pass down to future generations.

Instead, J Street teaches that Israel’s rebirth was “wrong.”

(4) J Street Has Even Justified and Promoted Violence Against Israelis:

At the same 2010 J Street conference during which J Street co-founder and board member Daniel Levy characterized Israel’s rebirth as “an act that was wrong,” Levy also justified Palestinian Arab terrorism against innocent Israelis. Levy declared:

“It is a human reaction when a foot is being held to your throat to respond violently.”

J Street conferences have also promoted anti-Jewish violence in the name of “civil disobedience.” At a Palestinian perspectives panel at J Street’s 2012 national conference, moderator Nadia Bilbassy-Charters called intifadas – in which Palestinian Arabs murdered and maimed thousands of Jews – “civil disobedience,” and agitated for a Palestinian revolution and massive Palestinian marches into Jewish communities, security checkpoints and security fences, saying:

“In the beginning when the first revolt or revolution or uprising started in Tunisia, many people thought that the Palestinians, not the Egyptians, will be the second. It was obvious from the First Intifada, that they live for a campaign of civil disobedience, and it will only be a matter of fact [sic] when we will see thousands of Palestinians marching into settlements and into checkpoints and the nearest part of the wall. But we haven’t seen much of that, except for few flashpoints here and there. And we would like to know, where is the civil disobedience campaign in the Palestinian Authority and in Gaza as well?”

At J Street’s 2017 conference, keynote speaker MK Ayman Odeh also called for building “real opposition and resistance.” “Resistance” has long been a Palestinian Arab euphemism for anti-Jewish violence.

MK Odeh moreover has a well-known history of supporting anti-Israel violence. During a 2015 radio interview, when asked whether he had any problems with Palestinian-Arab terrorists’ murder of an American Jewish couple in front of their 4 children, Odeh stated that Palestinian

---


Arabs have “a right to struggle” against Israel. Odeh also stated that he supported the First Intifada, claiming it was “fully justified.” (In the First Intifada, Palestinian Arabs perpetrated thousands of Molotov cocktail, shooting and grenade attacks, maiming and murdering over 3,100 innocent Israelis.) When he was asked if throwing rocks is part of an armed struggle or legitimate protest, Odeh replied, “I always blame the occupation [Israel] for being guilty. I cannot tell the nation how to struggle, where and which target to throw the rock. I do not put red lines on the Arab Palestinian nation.” Odeh thus espoused that “anything goes” – all Palestinian Arab violence is acceptable against innocent Israelis.

Sadly, as noted above, even after Odeh’s calls for anti-Israel violence, J Street still proclaimed that it was “proud to have hosted MK Ayman Odeh as a featured speaker at [J Street’s 2017] conference.”

(5) J Street Repeatedly Delegitimizes Israel by Falsely Accusing Israel of Being an “Oppressor” and Illegal “Occupier” of Arab Land:

J Street repeatedly delegitimizes Israel by falsely portraying Israel as an oppressor and illegal occupier of Arab land, and by calling for an “end to the occupation.” J Street speakers use the term “occupation” to mean several different false and demonizing notions, and it’s frequently ambiguous as which meaning of “occupation” they are referring to.

One meaning is the maximalist claim that Israel’s entire existence is an “illegal occupation.”

Another more limited meaning is the false notion, palatable to some well-meaning liberals, that it is illegal for Jews to live on lands that Israel recaptured from Jordan in 1967, during a defensive war, after Jordan attacking Israel despite Israel’s pleas to Jordan to remain out of the 1967 war. The lands that Israel recaptured from Jordan in 1967 were with the area legally designated under international law for “close Jewish settlement” and reconstitution of the Jewish homeland and included Judea/Samaria and the eastern portion of Jerusalem, including the Jewish Quarter and Judaism’s holiest sites. Jordan seized and illegally occupied these areas when Jordan and five other Arab nations invaded Israel in 1948. Israel’s withdrawal from these all these areas would leave Israel with indefensible borders, and the eventual elimination of the Jewish state.

Still another meaning is the absurd notion that Israel is somehow an “occupier” of lands such as Gaza and the Palestinian Authority territories in Judea and Samaria, which Israel has withdrawn from.

66 “First Intifada,” Jewish Virtual Library, at http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/first-intifada
69 See, e.g., “We All Have A Responsibility To Help End The Occupation,” by Hannah Bender, J Street website, June 9, 2017, at http://jstreet.org/responsibility-help-end-occupation/#.VVVMzFKZOMI;
The ambiguity as to what is meant when J Street speakers accuse Israel of being an illegal “occupier” and when J Street asks its members to engage in “anti-occupation work” misleads liberals who genuinely care about Israel into taking actions that assist the maximalist anti-Israel goals of destroying the Jewish state. Demands to “end the occupation” also ultimately demonizes Israel’s entire existence.

Interestingly, the seminal report unmasking BDS’s real goals and methods\(^7^0\) explains that the BDS movement’s call to “end the occupation” uses the same ambiguity to deceive liberals into supporting BDS’s maximalist goals of destroying Israel. (See discussion of BDS, and how J Street deceives its members about BDS’s maximalist goals, in Section V(6) of this report.)

“[C]onfusion over the true scope of the BDS call [to “end the occupation”] was not accidental. It allows liberal critics of Israel to express their support for the BDS movement by citing the more limited phrasing, while the original signatories of the 2005 BDS call can maintain their loyalty to the more expansive version referring to the dismantling of all of Israel. To add to the existing confusion, both versions of the text exist side-by-side on the BDS movement website. The BDS activists’ deliberate ambiguity attracted otherwise-unintended support for BDS from some liberal critics of Israel who are likely unaware of its maximalist goals. Nevertheless, however the first demand of the BDS call is interpreted, the BDS call’s three demands taken together require the dismantling of Israel to be fully satisfied.” diker

After J Street U officials called Israel an “occupier” at a 2017 UN anti-BDS conference, pro-Israel South Carolina legislator Alan Clemmons explained in The Wall Street Journal:

“Using the term “occupier” is a polite way of demonizing Israel as a thief. It suggests that Jewish invaders colonized territory rightfully belonging to the Arabs. Talk about a double standard. To suggest that Jews are occupiers in a region known for more than 3,000 years as Judea is as ridiculous as suggesting that Arabs currently living in Arabia are occupiers.

‘Occupier’ is a legal term that does not apply to Israel. Israel’s legal title and rights to its present territory were established in the San Remo resolution, an agreement adopted by victorious Allied Powers after World War I, confirmed by the League of Nations, and incorporated into the U.N. charter. None of the Jewish people’s rights to live, emigrate to and settle the land of Israel have ever been revoked, nullified or superseded by a subsequent act of international law.

\[\ldots\]

J Street doesn’t have to shed its support for a two-state solution or abandon the work it does to ensure the well-being of Palestinian Arabs.

\(^{70}\) See “Unmasking BDS: Radical Roots, Extremist Ends,” by Dan Diker, Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, at http://jcpa.org/unmasking-bds/
But it must reject the lie that Israel is an occupier. Until then, J Street can’t claim to have good intentions toward Israel.”

J Street fails to explain to its vulnerable audiences the fact that, as Legislator Clemmons wrote, the Jewish people have the legal and historical right to the lands that J Street refers to as “occupied.” Israel was Jewish “from time immemorial,” there never was a Palestinian state. All of Israel – including Judea/Samaria is area designated for Jewish settlement and the Jewish homeland under binding international law.

J Street also fails to explain that since at least 1997, 99% of Palestinian Arabs in Judea/Samaria and Gaza have been living under Palestinian Arab control – not under “Israeli occupation.” The Palestinian Arabs have their own (albeit corrupt, anti-peace, anti-Semitic, anti-Israel) legislature, courts, police, schools, governing authority and institutions.

J Street also fails to explain that despite Israel’s international legal right to Judea/Samaria, there have been no new settlements and no “unlimited settlement expansion” since the 1993 Oslo Accords.

Instead, J Street perpetuates the anti-Israel “occupation myth” to demonize Israel at every opportunity.

For instance, J Street sought to insert anti-Israel “occupation” language into the 2016 Democratic platform (See this report’s Section XVIII), and J Street focused 2015-2016 on “year-long anti-occupation work.” (See this report’s Section XII.(5).)

The same theme recurs throughout J Street conferences. For instance, at J Street’s 2015 conference, speaker Marcia Freeman falsely declared that “we [Jews] took the land” from the ‘Palestinians’ and “displaced” them. (As noted above, Freeman then called for Arab rule over Israel, and an end to the Jewish state.)

At J Street’s 2015 national conference, Obama Chief of Staff, Denis McDonough, declared (to thunderous applause and standing ovations): “An occupation that has lasted almost 50 years must end!”

---

J Street also frequently hurls the related false charge at Israel, of calling her an “oppressor.” The J Street 2011 Conference “Giving Voices to our Values” video, which was posted on J Street’s website, opens with a young J Street activist asserting this “J Street value”:

“There is an oppressor and there are the oppressed. Israel is the oppressor and the Palestinians are the oppressed.”

The same J Street video also likens the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) to designated terrorist organization Hamas (whose charter calls for the murder of every Jew).  

Similarly, the following year, at J Street’s 2012 annual conference, featured speaker and anti-Israel BDS leader Mustafa Barghouti described Israel as “the last oppressive colonial system in the world”; and falsely asserted that “they [Israelis] are oppressing us.”

Further, during her keynote address at J Street’s March 2015 annual conference, then-incoming J Street U President Amna Farooqi accused Israel of “oppression” and “racism [that is] pervasive and draining.”

Likewise, at J Street’s February 2017 annual national conference, keynote speaker MK Ayman Odeh falsely accused Israel of being a “nation that party oppresses another nation,” and perpetrating “discrimination and subjugation,” and “a type of power, fueled by hate that is growing in Israel and America” – along with Odeh’s other charges and euphemistic call for anti-Jewish violence, described above.

IV. J STREET LOBBIES FOR ANTI-ISRAEL US SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS

(1) J Street Urged and Offered to Help Obama Pass a UN Resolution Unilaterally Creating a Palestinian State:

At a White House meeting in April 2015, J Street urged President Obama to remove longstanding veto protection for Israel at the United Nations, and to support a Palestinian Arab state resolution at the UN and disregard Israeli objections. Such a UN resolution would have violated the Oslo accords, and enabled the PA to obtain a state while avoiding making peace with Israel, and empowered the PA/PLO to continue its efforts to destroy Israel. J Street assured Obama that if Obama decided to support the creation of a Palestinian Arab state at the UN over Israeli objections, J Street would pave the way, stating: “Let us know first, and we’ll do the legwork for...”

---

76 J Street’s 2011 Conference “Giving Voices to our Values” video, reproduced at “J Street and the Jewish War Against Israel,” by Caroline Glick, at http://carolineglick.com/j_street_and_the_jewish_war_ag/
77 “J Street 2012 National Conference Making History: Palestinian Perspectives Panel” – video, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kw5UfKJEAYc. More on Barghouti’s speech is discussed in this report’s BDS section (Section V.(3)).
78 “J Street U Student Board Member Amna Farooqi’s Incredible J Street Talk,” Mar. 25, 2015, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuTHJy6hNMe
you, in the community . . . so you’re not going to come in cold.”

And, to further pave the way for Obama to push such an anti-Israel UN resolution, at J Street’s 2015 national conference, anti-Israel BDS promoter Peter Beinart urged the entire J Street audience to support an Obama effort to pass a unilateral UN Security Council Palestinian Arab state resolution. Beinart exhorted the J Street audience that Obama needs J Street’s support for this (anti-Israel) move because “this will be fought brutally by the American Jewish leadership and the Republican party, and I don’t think Barack Obama is likely to get a lot of support from Hillary Clinton.” Beinart advised the J Street audience that Obama would be more willing to take on this fight if he knows that J Street is behind him.

(2) J Street Urged Obama to Pursue or Not Oppose an Anti-Israel UN Security Council Resolution, in October 2016, Leading to the Passage (on Dec. 23, 2016) of Anti-Israel UN Security Council Resolution 2334, Engineered by the Obama Administration:

In an October 6, 2016 Press Release, J Street condemned Israeli “settlement expansion” (which had not in fact occurred) and demanded “strong action” against Israel, including pursuing or not vetoing an anti-Israel UN Security Council resolution (which J Street mislabeled a “balanced” resolution), saying:

“J Street welcomes the US government’s strong condemnation of Israel’s latest announcement of new settlement construction in the West Bank. Yet we also urge the Obama administration to recognize that strong words have had little effect on Israeli settlement expansion and its creeping annexation of the West Bank. It is long past time for the US to move beyond mere condemnations and to take action to put real weight behind its opposition to settlements and its commitment to the two-state solution . . . .

As the White House spokesman noted, [Israel]’s announcement raises “serious concern” about “how good friends treat one another.” Israel and the US are great friends – but Israel’s ongoing settlement expansion demonstrates flagrant disregard for what its best friend has to say. Continuing to issue condemnations without taking action to put real weight behind them only weakens American credibility, and sends the message that Israel’s actions to undermine the two-state solution carry no consequences.

There are a number of steps that the US government can take to make clear that settlement expansion is unacceptable and runs counter to shared American and Israeli interests and values. These steps could

IV. J Street Lobbies for anti-Israel US Security Council Resolutions

Include enforcing existing US customs regulations which require that West Bank products not be labeled as “Made in Israel;” reviewing whether tax-deductible treatment for donations to NGOs that advance settlement expansion meet US eligibility requirements; and pursuing or not vetoing a balanced Security Council resolution at the United Nations. Without such steps, we can only expect to see this same sad scenario playing out again and again in the months ahead.82

(3) J Street U Also Urged US Support for Anti-Israel Resolutions:

J Street’s campus arm, J Street U tweeted on October 8, 2016: “US must back up its condemnations of Israeli settlement expansion with action,” and included a link to J Street’s October 6, 2016 demands that the US should vote for, or abstain from (thereby enabling passage of) an anti-Israel resolution.


UNSC Resolution 2334 was so biased against Israel that, among other things, it contradicted UN Resolution 242 and sweepingly defined all Jewish life outside the 1949 Armistice Lines (including Judaism’s holiest sites such as the Western Wall) as “illegal.” UNSC Resolution 2334 falsely and outrageously declared, inter alia, that Israeli

“settlements in the Palestinian territory [sic] occupied since 1967, including East Jerusalem, has no legal validity and constitutes a flagrant violation under international law and a major obstacle to the achievement of the two-State solution,”

and demanded that

“Israel immediately and completely cease all settlement activities in the occupied Palestinian territory, including East Jerusalem.”

Yet, J Street issued a press release welcoming and praising Obama’s abstention, which enabled passage of UNSC Resolution 2334.84 J Street also purchased a New York Times ad thanking Obama for the resolution and thanking Secretary Kerry for his December 28, 2016 anti-Israel speech.85

(5) J Street Opposed Congressional Resolutions Condemning Anti-Israel UNSC

Resolution 2334:

J Street also opposed U.S. Congressional resolutions condemning anti-Israel UNSC Resolution 2334. J Street then boasted that the fact that 80 members of Congress voted against Congressional resolution H.R. 11 (which condemned the UNSC Res. 2334) – whereas in the past Congress would have nearly unanimously supported such a Congressional resolution – was a “major shift . . . thanks in part to the work of J Street.”

A well-known pro-Israel blogger noted that J Street’s email bragging about so many members of Congress voting against H.R. 11 was very similar to an email message from a major anti-Israel BDS umbrella group (the “US Campaign for Palestinian Rights”). After quoting both groups’ mass emails, the blogger commented:

“Both of these groups [J Street and the anti-Israel BDS umbrella group] are thrilled that they got 80 members of Congress to vote against the bill. But J-Street claims that they were opposing it because they are pro-Israel, and the Palestinian group says that they were opposing it because they want to see Israel disappear. If J-Street is ‘pro-Israel,’ why are they campaigning for the same things that anti-Israel activists are?”

(6) J Street Also Urged Obama to Not Veto a 2011 Anti-Israel UN Resolution, and Confirmed It Would Do So Again:

In 2011, J Street also supported a UNSC resolution falsely condemning settlements as “illegal,” and urged the Obama administration to not veto such a resolution. J Street stated “we cannot support a U.S. veto of a Resolution . . . that appropriately condemns Israeli settlement policy.”

J Street’s support for the 2011 UN Security Council resolution condemning Jewish communities as illegal led a former J Street supporter, Congressman Gary Ackerman (Liberal D–NY), to cut ties with J Street, saying:

“I’ve come to the conclusion that J-Street is not an organization with which I wish to be associated ... The decision to endorse the Palestinian and Arab effort to condemn Israel in the U.N. Security Council is not the choice of a concerned friend trying to help. It is rather the befuddled choice of an organization so open-minded about what constitutes support for Israel that its brains have fallen out. Mahmoud Abbas’ PA had refused to make unilateral gestures of good faith and had sent the Obama Administration-led peace talks into a dead end ... But astonishingly, it is Israel that J Street would put in the stocks in the public square.”

IV. J Street Lobbying for Anti-Israel US Security Council Resolutions

In a subsequent +972 Magazine interview in 2012 about J Street asking Obama to not veto the 2011 anti-Israel UN resolution, J Street President Ben-Ami stated: “If there was a United Nations resolution tomorrow . . ., we’d take the same exact position, . . . to oppose the settlements over the Green Line.”

(7) J Street sided with B’Tselem When B’Tselem Denounced Israel at the UN and Urged the UN to Take Action Against Israel:

On October 14, 2016, anti-Israel group B’tselem’s Executive Director Hagai El-Ad viciously and fraudulently denounced Israeli “occupation” at the UN Security Council, and urged the UN Security Council to take action to end Israeli “occupation.” Israeli Ambassador to the UN Danny Danon correctly responded that B’Tselem was waging diplomatic war against Israel at the UN, and PM Netanyahu correctly stated that B’tselem was joining a “chorus of slander” against Israel. J Street sided with B’Tselem against the Israeli government, and accused Netanyahu of chilling free speech and persecuting progressive NGOs.

(8) In 2014, J Street Urged Passage of a UN Security Council Resolution That Outlines a Palestinian Arab State with Pre-1967 Borders And Divides Jerusalem:

J Street wrote: “We believe that the work going on right now around possible UNSC resolutions presents the US with an opportunity to play a constructive role in shaping a resolution that is consistent with longstanding US policy and internationally accepted parameters on which a two-state solution would be achieved. This outline would specify the need to establish borders based on pre-1967 lines with swaps, a Palestinian capital in Arab neighborhoods of East Jerusalem, mutual recognition and guarantees for the security of both states, an agreed-upon resolution to the refugee issue, mutual recognition by Israel and a new state of Palestine of each other as the national homeland of their respective people – and a diplomatic process to achieve agreement within a set period of time. The US and the international community should then invite the parties to reconvene talks based on the basis of that resolution.”

(9) J Street’s Featured Annual Conference Speakers Calling for U.S. (and European) “Pressure Without Limits” on Israel, Including Not Protecting Israel With UN Vetoes:

At the 2015 Annual J Street Conference plenary, Marcia Freeman, a former Knesset member and founder of Brit Tzedek v’Shalom who has called for Arab rule over Israel, said that the U.S. and
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Europe need to put “pressure without limits” on the Israeli government to “end the occupation,” including urging the United States to stop protecting Israel at the United Nations, by withholding the U.S. veto over anti-Israel resolutions.94

At J Street’s 2012 Conference, Mustafa Barghouti, a major BDS movement leader and proponent of bringing Hamas and Islamic Jihad into the PA government, condemned direct negotiations and claimed that: “Going to UN is nothing but an act of peaceful non-violent resistance to change the situation in the right way.” He called on J Street members to exert “your pressure” to advance his anti-Israel agenda and methods.95 (More on Barghouti’s 2012 J Street speech is discussed in this report’s Section V.(3) below.)

V. J STREET PROMOTES BDS, LAWFARE, and U.S. & EU ANTI-JEWISH LABELING REGULATIONS:

(1) J Street Urged Obama to Enforce Discriminatory US Customs Regulations Prohibiting “Made in Israel” Labels on Products Made in Judea/Samaria:

In its October 6, 2016 Press Release (more fully quoted in Item II.(2) above), J Street urged Obama to enforce anti-Israel labeling regulations, saying:

“. . . There are a number of steps that the US government can take to make clear that settlement expansion is unacceptable and runs counter to shared American and Israeli interests and values. These steps could include enforcing existing US customs regulations which require that West Bank products not be labeled as “Made in Israel;” reviewing whether tax-deductible treatment for donations to NGOs that advance settlement expansion meet US eligibility requirements; . . . . Without such steps, we can only expect to see this same sad scenario playing out again and again in the months ahead.”96

(2) J Street Lobbied Against Anti-BDS Provisions in Trade Legislation:

J Street lobbied against a bi-partisan amendment requiring U.S. trade negotiators to make rejection of anti-Israel BDS a principal trade objective in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) negotiations with the European Union. The amendment was designed to curtail the increasing problem of anti-Israel BDS in Europe. J Street partnered with anti-Israel group Americans for Peace Now (APN) and the virulent pro-BDS anti-Israel group Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP) in this effort. One of the amendment’s sponsors, Congressman Pete Roskam (R-IL), described J Street’s anti-Israel lobbying activities on this issue, saying:

“This [J Street, JVP and APN] is . . . a bunch of anti-Israel groups criticizing a pro-Israel amendment. While a broad bipartisan, bicameral group of Members of Congress are focused on strengthening the mutually

94 Video of J Street 2015 Nat’l Conference Plenary Session: Does Zionism Have a Future?, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh6ngI81Opo at minute 1:17:00 – 1:19:00
beneficial U.S.-Israel economic relationship, this small handful of outside organizations are more interested in defending destructive efforts to delegitimize Israel.”

(3) J Street Conferences Promote BDS (Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions), “Lawfare” and “Courtroom Intifada” Against Israel (bringing legal actions against Israel and Israeli officials):

J Street conferences give prominent platforms to top BDS promoters, such as Mustafa Barghouti, Rebecca Vilkomerson, Michael Sfard, and other leading anti-Israel BDS and Lawfare speakers. J Street U likewise brings BDS promoters to American college campuses. For instance:

- **Mustafa Barghouti** addressed J Street’s 2012 annual conference. Barghouti is one of the leaders of the BDS movement, as well as a Palestinian Legislative Council member, a former PA Minister for Information, and the leader of al Mubadara – the Palestinian National Initiative party (“PNI”). PNI advocates for including terrorist groups Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) in the PA government; a so-called Arab “right of return” to overrun Israel and bring an end the Jewish State; and a Palestinian state with “East Jerusalem” as its capital. Barghouti calls for BDS “against Israeli occupation, against Israeli apartheid and against Israeli segregation” and asserts that BDS “would help us liberate ourselves from the last segregation and occupation system in the world.” Barghouti has also falsely said that Israel has “a full-fledged Apartheid system” that is “much worse than what prevailed in South Africa,” and that Israel has been “ethnically cleansing” Palestinians since 1948.

During his 2012 J Street Conference address, Barghouti described Israel as “the last oppressive colonial system in the world”; claimed that “they [Israelis] are oppressing us,” described the Oslo peace process as a piece of Israeli “deceit” and “cover for settlement expansion”; accused Israel of confiscating land for profit and “confiscating 90% of the West Bank’s water resources”; accused Israel of war-mongering (“Israel has conducted one war after the other”); claimed that the PA is “obliged to provide security to our occupiers”; asserted that “what we are witnessing today is a creation, or a consolidation to be precise, of a system of segregation and Bantustans” and “ghetto areas”; and declared that Palestinians “actually live” in an “apartheid” regime.


pressure tactics. Barghouti stated that the Gilad Shalit negotiations (in which Hamas obtained the release of 1,027 convicted unrepentant Palestinian Arab terrorists from Israeli prisons) worked because Hamas had something Israel wanted (an Israeli hostage). Barghouti added: “I hope other 4,500 Palestinian prisoners are released. I call on you to do whatever you can.” He also asserted that (direct) “negotiations are not working because Israeli side is powerful. We are trying to change balance of power through your pressure.”

Barghouti also bragged during his J Street speech about mediating between Fatah and Hamas, and obtaining the “total agreement” of all groups, including U.S. designated terrorist organizations Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. Barghouti also stated that the “right of return has to be admitted, and implementation negotiated” and as noted above, called circumventing negotiations by going to the UN “nothing but an act of peaceful non-violent resistance to change the situation in the right way.” Barghouti also recommended flotillas - which he called a “little boat to break the siege of Gaza.” Barghouti urged J Street’s audience to take various steps to “support non-violent resistance” including writing about it, and added: “We need your pressure on IDF and Israel not to use violence against our non-violent movement.”

**Rebecca Vilkomerson** is the executive director of the virulent anti-Israel pro-BDS group “Jewish Voices for Peace” (JVP). JVP led campaigns to persuade Presbyterian Church (USA), TIAA-CREF and other groups to boycott and divest from Israel. The ADL lists JVP as one of the “top ten anti-Israel groups in America.”

During her address at J Street’s 2011 annual conference, Vilkomerson called BDS “the most hopeful strategy that we can engage in, a way to act on principles of equality and human dignity . . . These are the tools of our heroes” and stressed to J Street’s audience that “the BDS movement deserves support.” She accused Israel of having “Bantustans” (another way of falsely accusing Israel of apartheid).

Vilkomerson also compared the BDS movement to the American civil rights movement, the movement against apartheid South Africa, and movements opposing “dictatorial regimes.” She also praised the success of the BDS campaign against Veolia, a French bus company that cancelled its contract to build Jerusalem’s light rail, and lost millions of dollars in contracts, due to harassment from the BDS movement. She also praised artists for boycotting the performing arts center at Ariel University. (Incidentally, Ariel University in Judea/Samaria, happens to have a large percentage of Arab students, who are harmed by the boycott, along with the Jewish community.) Vilkomerson also demanded that the U.S. exert its power against Israel. She received hearty applause from the J Street audience.

An article by two J Street “experts” whom J Street has quoted and employed on its panels explains that J Street’s 2011 “Who is Afraid of the BDS? panel featuring Rebecca Vilkomerson helped “break the taboo” about considering BDS as a potential tactic for “progressives” to adopt to “end
the occupation.”

- **Michael Sfard** was another featured speaker at J Street’s 2011 “Giving Voices to Our Values: national conference.” Sfard is a leading advocate of “lawfare” – prosecuting Israeli soldiers and officials in Canadian and European war-crimes trials – as well as a leading advocate of enlarging anti-Israel BDS. Sfard is a lawyer for radical NGOs (including Yesh Din and Breaking the Silence) who demonize Israel, and accuse Israel of “Apartheid” and war crimes. Sfard testified as a paid witness for the PLO in a federal lawsuit by victims of terror attacks perpetrated by the PLO’s Al Aksa Martyrs Brigades. Sfard is also a member of the “Support Committee” for the South African “Russell Tribunal on Palestine,” a mock (kangaroo) court that puts Israel “on trial,” with Sfard’s assistance.

(4) **J Street Absurdly Claims That The Only Way To “Combat BDS” Is: (a) To Agree With The Basic Anti-Israel Big Lies That Fuel The BDS Movement, That Israel “Occupies” Palestinian-Arab Land And Is An Apartheid State; and (b) To Promote The BDS Movement’s Goal Of “Ending The Occupation”**

J Street’s official BDS policy, posted on its website, states that “the Global BDS Movement can only be successfully opposed with a genuine commitment to ending the occupation and achieving a two-state solution.” Likewise, J Street articles say that “effectively confronting BDS requires opposing the occupation.”

J Street U’s “method” of combatting BDS by promoting BDS’s lies and goals was on full display at a March 29, 2017 anti-BDS conference at the United Nations, sponsored by the Israeli government and various mainstream pro-Israel organizations, including ZOA, CAMERA and ACLJ. Fifteen J Street U board members showed up wearing “anti-BDS & anti-occupation” t-shirts and placards. J Street U’s shirts and placards, contemporaneous tweets, and follow-up articles revealed that J Street’s deceptive, dangerous, Orwellian “approach to combatting BDS” consists of: (1) disparaging pro-Israel speakers, students and organizations as “liars,” “fringe voices” and “counterproductive”; (2) falsely condemning Israel as an “occupier” of Arab lands - which means that J Street is promoting the exact same myth propagated by the “BDS” movement; and (3) advocating for the creation of a Palestinian Arab state in Israel’s historic heartland that the Israeli public overwhelmingly opposes (because, among other reasons, such a state would rain down non-stop terrorist and rocket attacks on the indefensible remainder of the Jewish State).

(5) **J Street Condemns Mainstream Pro-Israel Groups That Combat BDS as**

109 “We Went To Engage. We Were Called Pigs And Worse,” by Brooke Davies, J Street website, Mar. 31, 2017, at http://jstreet.org/went-engage-called-pigs-worse/#.WQeldlKZMmI
“Fringe Voices” and “Liars”:

When thousands of students and others attending the March 2017 UN anti-BDS summit gave ZOA President Morton Klein a standing ovation for Mr. Klein’s speech debunking the BDS movement’s false claims that Israel “occupies” Arab lands and practices “apartheid,” J Street U accused Mr. Klein of lying. J Street U’s Vice President for the Midwest tweeted:

“@mortonaklein received a standing ovation after lying to 1000+ students at #stobds . . . Claims occupation is a lie.” (3/29/17, 2:12 PM)\(^{111}\)

“ABSOLUTELY TERRIFYING TO SEE THESE LIES PROMOTED AS MAINSTREAM THOUGHTS TO 1000S OF HS STUDENTS @IsraelinUN #STOPBDS.” (11:01 AM - 29 Mar 2017)\(^{112}\)

“way to #stopBDS is to end the occupation.” (11:50 AM - 29 Mar 2017)\(^{113}\)

Likewise, in a tweet later the same day, J Street’s founder and president Jeremy Ben-Ami angrily condemned “those telling me and @jstreetu there is no occupation,”\(^{114}\) and enclosed a link to a “comedian” who accused Israel of apartheid.

In yet another tweet, J Street U’s vice president criticized human rights activist Natan Sharansky for stating during the UN anti-BDS conference that “human rights and Zionism go hand in hand.”\(^{115}\) In the same tweet, the J Street U official demanded that people at the anti-BDS summit “end the occupation” – the very same anti-Israel demand made by the BDS movement.

In tweets and follow-up articles, J Street U also accused the pro-Israel speakers and thousands of pro-Israel students of being “fringe voices”;\(^{116}\) criticized other suggestions for combatting BDS; and insisted that the only way to stop BDS is to “end the occupation.”\(^{117}\)

(6) J Street Founder and President Ben-Ami Misleadingly Defends BDS’s Goals:

In his book, “A New Voice For Israel: Fighting for the Survival of the Jewish Nation,” (essentially J Street’s manifesto), J Street founder and president Jeremy Ben-Ami defends the BDS movement’s goal of “ending the occupation,” portrays BDS as merely a tactic, and contends that one must distinguish among BDS activists depending on whether or not their (stated) goal is the total denial of Israel’s right to exist.

“The BDS movement is a loose but growing aggregation of activists who seek to raise pressure, primarily economic, against Israel to end the occupation. Those rallying around BDS tactics hold a variety of specific views and positions. Some involved in the BDS movement are vehemently

---
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anti-Israel and deny its right to exist. Some of the rhetoric used by BDS activists is taken by the Jewish community as anti-Semitic. But many of the activists are simply protesting Israeli policies related to the Palestinians, and would certainly support Israel’s right to exist in peace and security alongside a Palestinian state. The Israeli government and many of the Israel-right-or-wrong activists in the United States, however, refuse to make distinctions between these different positions.”

J Street’s and Ben-Ami’s explanation deceives listeners as to the true maximalist goals of BDS, and misleads J Street’s uninformed audiences into supporting political warfare against Israel’s very existence. In reality, BDS’s declared goal of “ending the occupation of all Arab lands” (which is also coupled with a so-called “right of return” of Arab “refugees”) refers to an end to Israel. The detailed Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs study explains that:

“BDS is more accurately described as a political-warfare campaign conducted by rejectionist Palestinian groups in cooperation with radical left-wing groups in the West. BDS leaders and organizations are also linked to the Palestinian Authority leadership, the radical Muslim Brotherhood, other radical groups, terror-supporting organizations, and in some cases even terror groups themselves such as Hamas. . . . [A]s some commentators – including the New York Times’ Roger Cohen and Professor Norman Finkelstein – have pointed out, the BDS movement seeks to eliminate Israel even before addressing the Palestinian issue. . . [T]he publicized “demands” of the BDS movement state clearly that the endgame of this punitive global campaign is to cause Israel’s implosion as the nation-state of the Jewish people and enable the creation of another Arab-majority state in its place.”

Confusion over the true scope of the BDS call was not accidental. It allows liberal critics of Israel to express their support for the BDS movement by citing the more limited phrasing [of the BDS call’s first demand, to “end the occupation”], while the original signatories of the 2005 BDS call can maintain their loyalty to the more expansive version referring to the dismantling of all of Israel [“end the occupation of all Arab lands,” which refers to “all lands stolen from Palestinians since 1948”]. To add to the existing confusion, both versions of the text exist side-by-side on the BDS movement website. The BDS activists’ deliberate ambiguity attracted.

otherwise-unintended support for BDS from some liberal critics of Israel who are likely unaware of its maximalist goals. Nevertheless, however the first demand of the BDS call is interpreted, the BDS call’s three demands taken together [which also include a so-called “right of return” for millions of descendants of supposed Palestinian refugees to overrun Israel] require the dismantling of Israel to be fully satisfied.\(^{119}\)

It is thus downright fraudulent and shameful for J Street and Ben Ami to portray BDS as a “tactic” that can be safely embraced by pro-Israel critics of Israeli policies.

(7) J Street’s Official BDS Policy Does Not Oppose “Targeted” Anti-Semitic BDS. Moreover, J Street’s “Green Line” Campaigns Are Targeted BDS Campaigns:

J Street’s “official” BDS policy states that J Street does not oppose BDS efforts that “focus only on occupied territory beyond the Green Line.”\(^{120}\) This means that J Street does not oppose anti-Semitic boycotts targeting Jewish businesses, universities, institutions, artists and workers located in historic Jewish areas past the 1949 Armistice lines (including the Old City of Jerusalem).

Moreover, J Street’s “Green Line Campaigns” are targeted BDS campaigns, by another name. As part of J Street’s “Green Line Campaign,” at J Street’s 2015 national conference, J Street distributed maps cutting off Judea/Samaria and eastern Jerusalem from Israel. Then J Street’s “Ben-Ami told attendees to demand that their Jewish organizations, communities, federations and charities not send money over the Green Line.”\(^{121}\) J Street also provided sample language for attendees to use for this funding boycott of projects assisting Jews, Jewish kindergartens and schools and other programs and facilities in Judea/Samaria and eastern Jerusalem.

And, the real J Street policy is even worse than its “official” BDS policy and its targeted BDS campaigns. J Street’s real policy is to give prominent platforms to BDS advocates to spread their bile, and to advocate for the same falsehoods and essentially the same policies as the BDS movement.

(8) J Street Officials Have Openly Supported Full BDS

J Street U’s recent former President, Amna Farooqi, supported BDS, tweeting: “I don’t oppose any form of nonviolent Palestinian protest, including BDS.”\(^{122}\)

VI. J STREET TAKES IRAN’S SIDE

\(^{119}\) See “Unmasking BDS: Radical Roots, Extremist Ends,” by Dan Diker, Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, at http://jcpa.org/unmasking-bds/

\(^{120}\) J Street Official BDS Policy, J Street website, at http://jstreet.org/policy/boycott-divestment-and-sanctions-bds/#.WQk81VKZMII


\(^{122}\) Farooqi twitter account, Nov. 14, 2014, at https://twitter.com/afarooqi99/status/53338294036545536
VI. J Street Takes Iran’s Side

(1) J Street’s Iran Positions (Lobbying for the Iran Deal, Against Sanctions, and Against Even Laying the Groundwork for a Credible Military Option) are Identical to the Iran Regime Lobby’s Positions. From its Earliest Days, J Street Collaborated with and had Financial and Overlapping Directorship Ties with the Iranian Regime’s Lobbyist, the National Iranian American Council (NIAC)

Both before and after the Iran deal, J Street repeatedly opposed and lobbied against sanctions (while later lying about its activities, and welcoming certain belated sanctions after-the-fact). J Street was also a prime lobbyist\textsuperscript{123} for the catastrophic Iran nuclear deal – despite the fact that the deal paves Iran’s way to a nuclear bomb and gave Iran $150 billion in sanctions relief, which, as was predicted, Iran is using to fund the terror groups on Israel’s doorstep. And J Street continues to falsely portray its pro-Iranian regime positions as “pro-Israel” positions - despite the fact that virtually the entire Israeli political spectrum and security apparatus, as well as most Americans, support sanctions and action to stop Iran, and opposed the Iran deal.

Further, J Street has continually opposed even laying the groundwork for a credible military option if sanctions failed, as J Street’s website continues to admit, saying:

“military action [against Iran’s nuclear facilities] would be ‘ill-advised,’ and we have urged Congress not to pass legislation moving the country in that direction. . . . We . . . oppose legislation authorizing, encouraging, or in other ways laying the groundwork for the use of military force against Iran.”\textsuperscript{124}

Thus, on these existential issues going to the heart of Israel’s security, J Street has persistently supported Iran over Israel, the Jewish people and America.

J Street shares its Iran positions with the Iranian regime’s lobbyist, the National Iranian American Council (NIAC). Moreover, J Street and NIAC collaborate, have had intertwining board members, and financial ties. J Street President Jeremy Ben-Ami and NIAC President and leading Iranian regime apologist Trita Parsi co-authored an Op ed opposing sanctions on Iran.\textsuperscript{125}

The Weekly Standard described NIAC’s and J Street’s collaboration and financial and other ties as follows:

“NIAC and J Street might seem at first an odd alliance. J Street is ‘pro-peace, pro-Israel’ and NIAC is pro-engagement, pro-Iran. But J Street isn’t all that pro-Israel, and NIAC will take any allies it can find in the fight against sanctions, so few and far between are such organizations in

\textsuperscript{123} “J Street Launches Campaign Backing Iran Deal; AIPAC Calls For Rejection Of Accord,” by JTA, Jerusalem Post, July 16, 2015, at http://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/J-Street-launches-campaign-backing-Iran-deal-AIPAC-rejects-accord-409167 (noting, among other things, that J Street had raised $2 million thus far for its Iran deal drive).

\textsuperscript{124} J Street’s “Setting the Record Straight” website posting, May 13, 2014, at http://jstreet.org/setting-the-record-straight_2/
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Washington. J Street director Jeremy Ben-Ami co-authored an op-ed with NIAC chief Trita Parsi making the (extremely unpopular in the Jewish community) argument against sanctions. J Street invited Parsi to speak at their conference last month. And the two groups have together constructed and embraced a narrative that explains away all the questions about their credibility and legitimacy as the work of the same nefarious right-wing conspiracy. But follow the money and the tie that binds seems to be George Soros, who provides substantial funding to both groups. Also, Morton Halperin, one of the top men at Soros’s Open Society Institute, sits on the boards of both J Street and NIAC. . . . Soros pays the salary of the NIAC staffer who runs the Campaign for a New Policy on Iran. Documents reveal that J Street participated in the discussions that determined the group’s agenda. And there’s another thing the groups have in common: they’ve both been caught telling their supporters they’ve taken one position while lobbying behind the scenes for the exact opposite outcome. . . . [W] hat is a ‘pro-peace, pro-Israel’ group doing allying itself so closely with a man [Trita Parsi] who is himself so closely allied with a Holocaust-denying regime that daily threatens the existence of the State of Israel? And why is it that neither organization is able to represent in public the views that they so aggressively promote behind closed doors?"126

In addition, NIAC board member Genevieve Lynch, was exposed as a member of J Street’s finance committee, and a significant initial donor to J Street and J Street PAC.127

J Street invited and featured as speakers at its national conference NIAC President Trita Parsi, and Hillary Mann Leverett, described as one “the Iranian regime’s most prominent apologists in Washington.” Leverett co-authored (with her husband) an op-ed applauding Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s controversial 2009 re-election victory, entitled, “Ahmadinejad Won. Get Over It.”128 At J Street’s 2009 annual conference, Leverett condemned anyone who did not “trust” Iran as “reinforcing stereotypes of Iranian duplicity” and as “fundamentally racist.”129

Further, the Ploughshares Fund, which financed much of the “selling” of the catastrophic Iran deal, gave J-Street $576,500 to advocate for the Iran deal, and gave over $281,000 to NIAC to

advocate for the Iran deal. J Street, NIAC and the Arab-American Institute also issued a joint statement applauding the Iran deal (discussed in Section VI.(6) below).

Ploughshares appears to also be funding J Street and NIAC to continue promoting the Iran deal’s implementation (despite Iran’s violations of the deal). The Ploughshares Fund’s 2016 Annual Report reports giving J Street and J Street Education Fund, Inc. $220,000 to support, and mobilize Jewish support for the Iran deal, and reports giving NIAC and NIAC Action $100,000 to continue “shaping the debate” towards implementing the Iran deal.

(2) J Street Repeatedly Lobbied Against Sanctions on Iran, Using Pretexts and Orwellian Logic – Such as Falsely Characterizing Those Supporting Sanctions as Warmongers who were Against a Nuclear-Free Iran

A senior Congressional staffer explained in 2013 that when J Street speaks up or lobbies regarding Iran, “it’s to weaken sanctions on Iran.”

As noted above, J Street President Jeremy Ben-Ami and NIAC President Trita Parsi co-authored a 2009 Huffington Post op-ed opposing sanctions on Iran. In addition, J Street’s website contained several 2009 statements opposing sanctions, which have since been scrubbed from J Street’s website. J Street also explicitly opposed a timetable for imposing sanctions on Iran.

In 2012, then-Congressman Allen West (R-FL) reported that J Street representatives stopped him in the halls of Congress and asked him to simply “believe in Iran.”

In 2013-2014, J Street lobbied vociferously against the bipartisan Nuclear Weapon Free Iran Act of 2013, S. 1881 (also known as the “Menendez-Kirk Sanctions Bill”) which called for additional sanctions to curb Iran’s nuclear weapons program. The bill was designed to encourage successful negotiations, and allowed sanctions to be suspended if there was real diplomatic movement towards a deal that would assure that Iran was nuclear free. The mainstream Jewish community

133 NGO Monitor’s Nov. 23, 2010 Fact sheet on J Street described these statements, at http://www.ngomonitor.org/reports/j_street_factsheet/
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(including AIPAC\textsuperscript{136} and ZOA\textsuperscript{137} ) supported the bill, and the bill garnered 59 co-sponsors. However, perhaps at least in part due to J Street, the bill’s progress then stalled in the Senate, and was ultimately withdrawn.

J Street lobbied against the S. 1881 on the Hill, and in the press, and loudly implored all its members to sign petitions and to contact their Senators through J Street’s website.\textsuperscript{138} J Street falsely claimed that the Menendez-Kirk Sanctions Bill “will very likely derail the diplomatic process,” and “sets an essentially impossible condition for a final deal” – and engaged in the same Orwellian scare tactics that J Street employed to promote the final Iran deal, including portraying the opponents of J Street’s appeasement positions as warmongers who were against a nuclear-free Iran. J Street asserted that the sanctions bill

\begin{quote}
“increases the likelihood of a nuclear-armed Iran, military engagement, or both. A vote for this bill is a vote that could lead to another US military engagement in the Middle East. If you truly support a nuclear weapons-free Iran, support our negotiators.”\textsuperscript{139}
\end{quote}

In fact, additional sanctions would have improved America’s negotiating position, and helped the U.S. obtain a far better deal. Moreover, the bill’s “conditions” were simply provisions that would have really made Iran nuclear-free, which the Obama administration had publicly assured the American people would be part of a deal. Specifically, Sec. 301(F) of the Menendez-Kirk Sanctions Bill suspended sanctions if the U.S. President certified that “the United States is working toward a final agreement or arrangement that will dismantle Iran’s illicit nuclear infrastructure to prevent Iran from achieving a nuclear weapons capability and permit daily verification, monitoring, and inspections of suspect facilities in Iran. . . .”

The Obama administration apparently did not want to be required to sign such a certification, because the administration was secretly agreeing to concessions to Iran that left Iran’s nuclear infrastructure intact, made inspections of undeclared facilities extraordinarily difficult to impossible, paved Iran’s way to nuclear weapons, and contravened the Obama administration’s promises to the American people.

The National Journal observed regarding J Street’s success in preventing the Menendez-Kirk Sanctions Bill from coming to a vote: “The rise of J Street . . . is serving as a counterweight to AIPAC . . . By decoupling support for Israel with support for new sanctions against Iran, the group is making it easier for lawmakers inclined to support the White House.”\textsuperscript{140}

J Street also often uses the pretext that the “timing isn’t right” to oppose placing sanctions on Iran. For instance, J Street’s website said in May 2014: “There have been times – as now – when

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{136} e.g., “Congregation Beth Shalom: The Nuclear Weapon Free Iran Act of 2013” (message to AIPAC activists), at https://bethshalomnb.org/TheNuclearWeaponFreeIranAct
\item \textsuperscript{137} “Hundreds Of ZOA Activists On Capitol Hill: Link P.A. Aid To Compliance; More Iran Sanctions; Affirm Jewish Legal/Historical Right To Live In Judea/Samaria,” May 23, 2014, at http://zoa.org/2014/05/10244772-hundreds-of-zoa-activists-on-capitol-hill-link-p-a-aid-to-compliance-more-iran-sanctions-affirm-jewish-legal-historical-right-to-live-in-judeasamaria/
\item \textsuperscript{138} “TELL YOUR SENATORS YOU OPPOSE THE MENENDEZ-KIRK IRAN SANCTIONS BILL,” (S.1881), J Street website, at http://act.jstreet.org/sign/oppose_1881_nsc/
\item \textsuperscript{139} Id.
\end{itemize}
we feel that further Congressional action on sanctions legislation would actually undermine the 
chances of reaching the goal of a diplomatic agreement.”141

Again, in late July 2014, in a speech to 20 Democratic Senators at the Senate Democratic Steering 
and Outreach Committee (DSOC), Ben Ami insisted that the Senators should not “legislate new 
sanctions at this time.”142

As discussed in subsection VI.(8) below, Iran has also been lobbying against post-Iran deal 
sanctions.

(3) From its Earliest Days, J Street Worked to Stop Scheduled Major Public 
Speeches by Prominent Officials About Iran’s Genocidal Ambitions and the 
Need for Strong Action to Stop Iran:

(a) Governor Palin: In 2008, J Street pressured “Stop Iran” rally organizers to cancel 
Republican vice presidential candidate, Alaskan Governor Sarah Palin’s scheduled speech at a 
planned bipartisan rally outside the United Nations to protest then-Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad’s UN appearance and calls for Israel’s destruction, and Iran’s nuclear weapons 
program. As an exciting new female Vice Presidential candidate, Governor Palin had huge 
“drawing power.” Palin’s scheduled presence and speech at the 2008 bipartisan rally was 
anticipated to draw huge crowds of some 100,000 attendees, and to focus widespread much 
needed public attention on Iran’s nuclear weapons program and calls for Israel’s demise.

However, J Street worked overtime to pressure the rally organizers to disinvite Governor Palin 
and unfortunately “succeeded.” J Street then boasted in a press release entitled, “We Won! Palin 
Not Speaking at Iran Rally.” J Street bragged that Iran Unity rally organizer Malcolm Hoenlein 
caved to our pressure” to remove Governor Palin from the rally. J Street alleged that it collected 
20,000 signatures in 24 hours for this purpose.143

Israel and America – and the citizens of these nations and all other nations threatened by Iran 
– were the losers. Without the draw of Governor Palin, the rally only garnered a few thousand 
attendees, and little attention. J Street thus prevented a major political figure from highlighting 
the dangers of Iran’s nuclear program and calling for stringent measures to stop Iran’s nuclear 
program, in a key public forum.

The inspiring speech that Governor Palin had prepared – but was never able to give, due to J Street 
– had highlighted Iran’s ongoing nuclear activities and threats to America and Israel; declared 
that Ahmadinejad “must be stopped”; and called for “truly tough sanctions” on Iran, including 
restricting Iran’s refined petroleum imports, targeting the Iranian regime’s assets abroad, bank 
accounts, investments, and trading partners, and holding Ahmadinejad accountable for the
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crime of inciting genocide.144

In the same release in which J Street bragged “We Won! Palin Not Speaking at Iran Rally,” J Street explained that its “next task” consisted of turning the “Stop Iran!” rally – originally planned as a rally to promote strong action to stop Iran’s genocidal nuclear weapons ambitions – into a rally that instead promoted J Street’s appeasement policies towards Iran. J Street stated:

“our next task is making sure that the messages at the rally reflect the view of a majority of Americans – Jewish and otherwise – that the best way to deal with Iran is through tough, smart diplomacy – not saber rattling and threats of force.”145

J Street’s above-quoted release also falsified public opinion. In fact, the overwhelming majority of Americans and American Jews disagreed with J Street’s “diplomacy only” (no sanctions, no credible military threat) appeasement policies. For instance, a 2011 AJC survey showed that by a large margin of almost 3 to 1, American Jews supported Israeli military action against Iran if the combination of sanctions and diplomacy failed to stop Iran’s nuclear weapons program. Large majorities also favored U.S. military action in the same circumstances.146

J Street’s so-called “smart diplomacy” consisted of lobbying for the catastrophic Iran deal, which gave Iran a $150 billion windfall (now being used by Iran to increase its support for terrorism around the world); allowing Iran to continue to enrich uranium; making it virtually impossible to inspect undeclared sites where Iran may be continuing its weapons work; and paving Iran’s way to developing a nuclear bomb.

(b) Prime Minister Netanyahu: In March 2015 – a very critical time when the Iran deal was expected to be finalized imminently, J Street opposed Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s time-sensitive, important speech to Congress warning about the need for strong measures and/or much better deal provisions to stop Iran’s march towards nuclear weapons.

J Street publicly falsely insisted that Netanyahu’s scheduled speech was “inappropriate,” “a breach of protocol” and “unacceptable,” and had to be delayed. J Street also sent two mass emails to members of Congress, promoting a letter written by Rep. Steve Cohen (D–TN) and notoriously hostile-to-Israel Rep. Keith Ellison (D–MN), urging then-Republican House Speaker John Boehner to reschedule PM Netanyahu’s speech after the Israeli elections – a time when it appeared that the speech would be useless, because an Iran deal would already have been finalized before then. J Street’s Ben-Ami wrote: “Momentum is on our side — and it’s growing... Make it clear that Netanyahu’s speech shouldn’t go forward as planned.”147

In addition, J Street’s director of government affairs, Dylan Williams, leveled the accusation that Netanyahu’s planned address to Congress was “abusing” the U.S.-Israel relationship “in order
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to undermine the president [Obama] and his foreign policy.”148

Then-Anti-Defamation League (ADL) head Abe Foxman, who happened to also oppose Netanyahu speaking to Congress, described J Street’s virulent campaign against PM Netanyahu’s Congressional speech as “inflammatory and repugnant.”149

(4) J Street’s Iran Positions Opposing Sanctions and Timetables for Imposing Sanctions Are Further Left than the Israeli Left and Far Left:

J Street’s Iran positions opposing sanctions and timetables for imposing sanctions are to the left of the Israeli far left. Israeli left-wing and far left-wing political figures publicly called for strong Western sanctions against Iran to stop or delay Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons.

For instance, far left-wing MK Yossi Beilin, party chairman of the far left-wing Meretz Party (and architect of the Oslo accords with the PLO), stated in 2008 that the U.S. National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) understated the threats of Iran’s nuclear program, including the “potential for [Iran] utilising uranium for non-civilian purposes.” Beilin “advocated increased sanctions towards Iran in order to stop [its] centrifugal uranium programs.”150

Similarly, in 2012, at the World Economic Forum in Davos, left-wing former Labor Prime Minister and then-Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak urged “much tougher” international sanctions against Iran, and warned that Iran’s nuclear weapons program “would lead to proliferation, the spread of terrorism and a threat to oil supplies from the Middle East.”151

Other left-wing Israelis who forcefully advocated for tough sanctions include former Meretz Knesset Member (1999-2009) Avshalom Vilan, and Brigadier-General Yisraela Oron, Israel’s highest ranking female soldier. General Oron spoke at a J Street event in 2009, calling for diplomacy to be coupled with punishing sanctions. General Oron said that “the thing that worries me and that worries other Israelis is that [the negotiations are] not limited in time.” At that point, seeing the anxious faces of her J Street hosts, General Oron added, “I’m not sure I’m expressing the J Street opinion.”152 As the Jewish Telegraph Agency explained: “She was not. J Street explicitly opposes a timetable.”153

(5) J Street Lobbies Against Keeping Any Military Option on the Table (Even as a Last Resort), Using J Street’s “Key Strategy” of Misrepresenting Israeli Security Experts’ Views:

153 Id.
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Mispresenting Israeli security experts’ views is one of J Street’s “key strategies” for promoting its agenda. J Street’s subsidiary, the J Street Education Fund, Inc. (“JSEF”), explained in its Guidestar profile that one of J Street’s “key strategies” is to find Israeli security and political individuals to “validate” J Street’s agenda, as follows:

“Israel-Based Organizing: JSEF maintains a full-time staff presence in Israel to organize Israeli validation for our work in the United States. Providing validation from credible Israeli sources that JSEF’s positions are mainstream and accepted in Israel is essential to us achieving our goals in the United States. Israeli validation, particularly from the security, diplomatic and political sectors, for the policies and opinions taken by JSEF in the US, is vital to reach and affect both American Jewish and political audiences.”

A real “pro-Israel” organization would permit Israel’s democratically-elected government to establish and promulgate Israel’s policies and positions. Instead, J Street uses former left-wing Israelis with some sort of political or “security” credential to falsely claim that Israel supports J Street’s agenda, so that J Street can persuade U.S. officials to pressure Israel to adopt J Street’s agenda. That’s quite convoluted. Of course, if the Israeli public really favored J Street’s agenda, Israel’s democratically-elected government would simply adopt that agenda.

And J Street’s deception goes further. Even the leftists that J Street cites do not really support J Street’s views. J Street flagrantly misrepresents their positions.

Liberal Harvard Law School Professor Alan Dershowitz detailed how J Street lobbied against any use of U.S. military force against Iran (even as a last resort), by blatantly misrepresenting Israeli experts’ views, as follows:

“J Street has expressed opposition to any use of military force against Iran, even as a last resort in preventing Iran from developing or even deploying nuclear weapons. This is even weaker than the position of the Obama Administration, which has refused to take the military option off the table, if all other options fail to stop Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons.

Without distinguishing between an Israeli and an American military attack, J Street mendaciously claims that ‘top Israeli security experts and former officials warned about the inefficacy and disastrous consequences of a military strike against Iran’s nuclear facilities’ and that ‘many in the American and Israeli intelligence and security establishments believe that a strike on Iran would fail to end Iran’s nuclear program and may even accelerate it...’

While this may be true of a unilateral Israeli strike, it is untrue of an American or joint attack, which many of these experts acknowledge would wreak havoc on the Iranian nuclear weapons program. Many of these same experts have explicitly called for the United States to maintain its military option as a last resort. But J Street, on its website, expressly ‘oppose[s] legislation authorizing, encouraging or

in other ways laying the groundwork for the use of military force against Iran.’ Such legislation refers exclusively to an American, not an Israeli, attack. But ‘laying the groundwork for the use of military force against Iran’ by the United States is precisely what is needed to deter Iran from going forward with its nuclear weapons program, regardless of whether or not a deal is struck. By credibly laying such groundwork, the United States reduces the chances that it will actually need to employ its military option. By undercutting the threat of employing the military option, J Street increases the likelihood that it will have to be used.

J Street, in addition to undercutting mainstream Israeli and American policy toward Iran, has also mischaracterized the views of those it cites in support of its position, including former Mossad chiefs Meir Dagan and Efraim Halevy. It [J Street] cites these two Israeli security experts as opposing an American strike and an American threat to strike. Both Dagan and Halevy have repeatedly said, however, that the American military option ‘must always be on the table.’ Indeed, the vast majority of Israeli security experts, as well the Israeli public, wants the United States to maintain the military threat against Iran.”

J Street also used the same strategy, of blatantly misrepresenting Israeli experts’ views, to promote the disastrous Iran deal. (See next subsection.)

(6) J Street Was a Leading Lobbyist for the Catastrophic Iran Deal, Despite the Fact that, Across the Spectrum, Israelis, Americans and American Jews Opposed the Deal:

J Street was a leading lobbyist for the Iran deal (a/k/a “Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action” or “JCPOA”), despite the fact that the deal poses an existential threat to Israel (and America), and, across the spectrum, Israelis, Americans and American Jews opposed the deal. This disastrous deal gave Iran $150 billion in sanctions relief up front, plus hundreds of billions of dollars of windfalls from anticipated new business – thereby enabling Iran to increase its support for terrorism. The deal also permitted Iran to retain all its centrifuges, and continue spinning over 5,000 centrifuges to enrich uranium; instituted a weak inspections regime that made it virtually impossible to inspect undeclared sites; and among numerous other pitfalls, paved Iran’s way to a nuclear bomb.

Then-Vice President Joe Biden acknowledged J Street’s enormous role in preventing Congress from rejecting the Iran deal, saying: “J Street played a critical role in mustering the support at home to get that deal through the United States Congress. . . . You made sure the voices of those who support Israel and supported the deal were heard. So thank you – thank you, thank you for your efforts. . . .”

When the basic contours of the deal became known in April 2015, J Street, NIAC, and the Arab-American Institute issued a joint statement saying “We congratulate President Obama,
Secretary Kerry, and the US negotiating team for successfully reaching an historic agreement that provides a framework for preventing a nuclear-armed Iran and averts a disastrous war.” In reality, the agreement paved Iran’s way to acquiring nuclear weapons.

J Street then embarked on a multi-million-dollar lobbying and advertising campaign to promote the final Iran deal. J Street boasted that it spent $5 million on advertisements in major newspapers and magazines (The New York Times, Newsweek, The Washington Post, etc.); television ads in 12 targeted states and Washington DC; and digital ads on Facebook newspaper websites and other digital media. J Street also held 50 meetings to promote the deal to the “grassroots.”

J Street also dredged up several left-wing *former* Israeli officials who had said something not-so-bad about some aspect of the Iran deal, and the rare few *former* officials that supported it. J Street then misleadingly proclaimed that the “Israeli Security Establishment” supports the deal. J Street also trotted around whatever former official it could find to meet with Congress.

In reality, the current “Israeli Security Establishment” overwhelmingly opposed the Iran deal. CAMERA (the Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America”) issued a press release debunking J Street’s false claims that “Israel’s Security Establishment” supported the Iran deal. In addition, the authors of this report personally heard a prominent individual falsely cited by J Street as a supporter of the deal speak out against the Iran deal. However, throughout its massive advertising campaign, J Street continued to purvey its lie that the “Israeli Security Establishment” supported the deal.

J Street’s “Israel Security Establishment” deception to promote the Iran deal was a typical J Street *modus operandi* and “key strategy.” (See above subsection, discussing J Street’s use of the same “key strategy” to oppose keeping a military option against Iran on the table.)

As part of its lobbying effort, J Street also stooped to conducting and touting phony polls. J Street’s poll asked about a hypothetical good deal, instead of the actual Iran deal. J Street then fraudulently claimed that the responses to the hypothetical good deal question was the opinion about the actual deal. (See this report’s Section XXI.(4) for more information on J Street’s phony Iran deal poll, and for the real polls that showed that Americans and American Jews *opposed* the Iran deal by a 2 to 1 margin.)

J Street then used its own phony polls to press key Senators to support the deal. For instance, when J Street pressed New York’s Senator Chuck Schumer to support the Iran deal, J Street spokeswoman Jessica Rosenblum falsely asserted that Senator Schumer would “have the support of the majority of American Jews” if Schumer supported the deal.

In reality, the more the public learned about the actual deal, the greater the opposition grew.
For instance, Sen. Chris Coons (D-Del) said that in the first few days after the Iran deal was initially announced, views on the deal were about evenly split in Delaware, but by the beginning of August, telephone calls against the deal outnumbered those in favor by 10-to-1 in Delaware.162

J Street also touted “340 Rabbis Supporting the Iran deal,” but this was a dismal showing of less than 6% of U.S. rabbis. About 200 of the 340 pro-Iran deal rabbis came from J Street’s own rabbinical cabinet – and these deal-supporters amounted to only one quarter of J Street’s own rabbinical cabinet. Thus, most of J Street’s own rabbinical cabinet apparently either opposed the Iran deal or were neutral. Further, other rabbis on the “340 Rabbis” list represented extreme anti-Israel groups such as the virulently pro-BDS so-called “Jewish Voice for Peace” (JVP).163

The “340 Rabbis” list was a typical J Street ploy. J Street Education Fund, Inc.’s Guidestar profile explains that “Rabbinic organizing” is a J Street “key strategy,” as follows:

“Rabbinic Organizing: Rabbis are vital opinion leaders in the American Jewish community, whose views on Israel carry particular weight among the communal and political audiences J Street needs to influence. JSEF places a high priority on growing public support for its positions from rabbis and other clergy to validate the legitimacy and mainstream nature of its views. JSEF employs a full-time rabbinic director who coordinates our national rabbinical cabinet (of ordained rabbis, cantors and rabbinic students).”164

J Street ignored the fact that Israelis overwhelmingly opposed the Iran deal. For instance, in July 2015, an Israel Hayom poll found that 76% of Hebrew-speaking Jewish Israelis believed that Israel should continue fighting against the deal, while only 15% thought that Israel should not fight it (a margin of over 5 to 1 in favor of fighting the deal).165 Many of the respondents who thought Israel should not fight it likely nonetheless disliked the deal. And opposition to the deal increased as time went on.

Israel’s leaders on both the right and the left uniformly opposed the Iran deal. Left-wing Labor party leader, Isaac Herzog (who had stated in 2014, “I trust the Obama administration to get a good deal”) condemned the actual deal when it was revealed in July 2015, saying that:

“The deal . . . will unleash a lion from the cage, it will have a direct influence over the balance of power in our region, it’s going to affect our borders, and it will affect the safety of my children. . . . [Iran is an] empire of evil and hate that spreads terror across the region. . . . [Under the terms of the deal, Iran] will become a nuclear-threshold state in a decade or so.’ . . . [Iran will use its post-sanctions windfall] to supply more rockets to Hezbollah in

162 Id.
164 https://www.guidestar.org/profile/20-2777557
165 “Most Israelis Think Israel Needs to Continue Fighting Iran Nuclear Deal,” Israel Hayom, July 31, 2015, at http://www.israelhayom.com/site/newsletter_article.php?id=27267
Commentator Jeffrey Goldberg observed that J Street’s support for the Iran deal contravened Israel’s left-wing, saying:

“Herzog, J Street’s natural ally in Israeli politics on matters of the peace process, is putting the group in an uncomfortable position. It can’t be easy to be a self-described pro-Israel group that is lobbying for a deal that the large majority of Israelis loathe.”

Similarly, when the contours of the deal became known in April 2015, left-wing former Labor Prime Minister, Defense Minister and IDF Chief-of-Staff Ehud Barak, opposed the emerging deal, saying that: “a deal . . . that allows Iran’s leadership to announce relief from all sanctions without shuttering a single nuclear facility — surely strengthens the Iranians, and that bodes ill from Iran in other arenas.”

But none of this stopped J Street from going “all out” to promote the Iran deal.

(7) J Street PAC Finances and Runs Ad Campaigns for Pro-Iran Deal Congressional Candidates, and Targets Iran Deal Opponents for Defeat:

Despite “winning” (by preventing the Senate from killing the deal), J Street vindictively announced in January 2016 that it would work to unseat Congressional supporters of Israel who had opposed the Iran deal. J Street’s political director Ben Shnider tried to justify J Street’s effort to unseat Israel’s greatest friends by asserting:

“We see [Senators] Mark Kirk [R-IL] and Ron Johnson [R-WI] as two of our biggest targets . . . They were two of the biggest detractors of the [Iran] deal . . . Iran is being defanged, and they stood in the way.”

In addition, J Street President Jeremy Ben Ami subsequently announced that J Street was launching a $500,000 ad campaign to unseat Senators Pat Tooney (R-PA) and Ron Johnson (R-WI), including television and internet advertising, direct mail and polling. Further, Ben-Ami announced that J Street “was holding an additional $250,000 in reserve for races in New Hampshire and Illinois, where incumbent Republicans who opposed the [Iran] deal [Senators Kelly Ayotte and Mark Kirk] [we]re in tight races.”

---
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Sadly, two of these pro-Israel Senators that J Street specifically targeted for defeat, Mark Kirk and Kelly Ayotte, lost their Senate seats in the 2016 elections.

**Further, every single candidate that J Street PAC raised funds for in 2016 supported the catastrophic Iran deal. Moreover, every challenger that J Street PAC raised funds for in 2016 was trying to unseat a strong pro-Israel opponent of the Iran deal.**

In 2016, every single one of the 24 Senate candidates and 112 House candidates that J Street PAC raised funds for supported the Iran nuclear deal. In addition, every challenger that J Street PAC raised funds for (5 Senate Challengers and 10 House Challengers) supported the Iran deal and was seeking to unseat a strong pro-Israel opponent of the catastrophic Iran nuclear deal. J Street indeed helped defeat key pro-Israel incumbent Iran deal opponents, including Senator Mark Kirk (R-IL) and Senator Kelly Ayotte (R-NH). J Street also helped elect pro-Iran deal candidates to open seats, while defeating pro-Israel Iran-deal opponents such as former Congressman and then-Senate candidate Joe Heck (R-NV). After the 2016 election, J Street bragged about its successful support for Iran deal advocates, as follows:

“In 2016, JStreetPAC distributed a record $3.6 million to its 124 endorsed candidates for Congress, . . . 99% of JStreetPAC-endorsed Members of Congress won reelection and not a single incumbent Iran deal supporter was unseated by a deal detractor. JStreetPAC . . . was a top bundler in key Senate battlegrounds, raising over $200,000 each for endorsees in Illinois, Nevada, New Hampshire, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.”

J Street’s support for pro-Iran candidates, and J Street’s work to defeat candidates who sought to stop Iran’s nuclear weapons program, has been going on for years. For instance, in 2012, J Street successfully raised funds and worked to defeat Congressman Frank Guinta (R-NH), who had a stellar pro-Israel track record, taking a strong stance against Iran’s pursuit of nuclear arms. After Guinta regained his seat in 2014, J Street raised funds to defeat him again in 2016.

More detailed information about J Street PAC’s support for anti-Israel candidates, and J Street PAC’s deceptive (and too often successful) efforts to defeat incumbent pro-Israel Congresspersons, is in Part XI of this report.

**(8) J Street is Attempting to Stop or Weaken Efforts to Impose Post-Deal Sanctions on Iran, Including Sanctions Responding to Iran’s Terrorism and Ballistic Missile Activities:**

At J Street’s February 2017 annual conference, J Street’s Ben-Ami opened the conference with a rousing “call to arms” speech in which he again falsely proclaimed that “the majority support the Iran nuclear accord,” called the catastrophic Iran deal “the signature accomplishment of American and international diplomacy of the past generation,” complained that “President

---


Trump got elected vowing to dismantle [the Iran deal] and his allies in Congress are looking for new ways even as we speak to undermine it,” and exhorted the audience to “fight” and “resist.”\(^\text{173}\)

J Street has been repeatedly “warning” that sanctions legislation could impair the Iran deal – even when the sanctions in fact targeted Iran’s terrorism and ballistic missile activities – and has been seeking to scuttle or weaken such legislation. For instance, on its website, J Street has been urging its members to:

“SAVE THE IRAN DEAL: CALL YOUR SENATORS: There’s a bill in the Senate right now that risks killing the Iran deal, which has blocked all of Iran’s pathways to a nuclear weapon without firing a shot. Small changes could prevent this bill from undermining the deal. Call your senators now.”\(^\text{174}\)

J Street U posted similar “urgent” alerts on twitter.\(^\text{175}\) J Street U also retweeted Israel-critic Martin Indyk’s tweet against imposing sanctions on Iran:

“J Street U @jstreetu @Martin_Indyk: Ratcheting up sanctions on Iran could lead to consequences that even Donald Trump does not want #JSt2017” (8:13 AM - 27 Feb 2017)\(^\text{176}\)

VII. J STREET OPPOSES INCREASING MILITARY AID TO ISRAEL...Promotes Funds to the PA

(1) J Street Lobbied Against Increasing Military Aid to Israel to Counteract Increasing Post-Iran-Deal Threats from Iran and Iranian-Sponsored Terror Groups:

In order to persuade the Senate not to kill the Iran deal in 2015, the Obama administration promised to boost aid to U.S. allies to counteract Iran’s anticipated use of sanctions relief to support terror. Among other things, Secretary of State Kerry promised additional support to Israel for missile defense.\(^\text{177}\) Yet, the eventual slight increase in the MOU was far less than what was needed.

Thus, for the stated purpose of “counter[ing] the increasing threats emanating from Iran” and

---

175 “URGENT: New Legislation Could Kill the #IranDeal,” 8:46 AM - 17 May 2017, at [https://twitter.com/jstreetdotorg/status/864869865156485120](https://twitter.com/jstreetdotorg/status/864869865156485120)
176 [https://twitter.com/jstreetu/status/836247827407831040](https://twitter.com/jstreetu/status/836247827407831040)
“threats from Iranian-backed terrorist groups such as Hamas and Hezbollah” faced by Israel, Senators Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Mark Kirk (R-IL), John McCain (R-AZ), Marco Rubio (R-FL), Ted Cruz (R-TX) and Roy Blunt (R-MO) introduced legislation in September 2016 to increase military aid to Israel by $1.5 billion, including $750 million for missile defense. Senator Ayotte explained:

“Iran is using its financial windfall from the ill-advised nuclear deal to increasingly threaten the U.S. and Israel—our closest and most reliable ally in the Middle East.” Senator Cruz noted: “Support for Israel is not a burden, it is an investment in our mutual national defense against the common enemy that is radical Islamic terrorism. The MOU is an important baseline, but Congress can and must play an ongoing, active role in making sure that the alliance is adequately maintained.” 178

Yet, despite the dangers Israel faces from Iran using its $150 billion Iran deal windfall to support terrorism and develop ballistic missiles that threaten Israel’s existence, J Street viciously opposed increasing aid to Israel by $1.5 billion (which was only 1% of Iran’s windfall). J Street tried to drive a wedge between America and Israel; claimed that military aid to Israel ignored America’s needs; and accused the Senators who sponsored the legislation of misplaced loyalties. In a press release entitled (in capital letters): “LOSING SIGHT OF AMERICA’S OWN NEEDS, GOP SENATORS LOOK TO ADD OVER A BILLION TO AID PACKAGE ISRAEL HAS ACCEPTED,” J Street insisted that this needed and previously promised military aid to Israel was at the expense of:

“the many problems facing our nation, like our aging and crumbling transportation infrastructure, our struggling education system, and the tens of millions of Americans living in poverty.”

J Street also maligned the aid bill as a “stunt” and as an example of a “constant search for new ways to score political points on Israel” that “shows a shocking lack of regard for . . . the needs of the country which these officials have actually been elected to represent.” 180

J Street thus supported leaving Israel at the mercy of the newly enriched Iranian regime dedicated to wiping Israel off the map.

J Street PAC then maliciously raised money to defeat the Senators who co-sponsored the bill to increase the MOU funds to Israel – four of whom were in close reelection battles that November. J Street targeted, raised funds to defeat, and spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in advertising to “successfully” defeat Senators Ayotte and Kirk.

Apparently, it never occurred to J Street that the money J Street spent defeating Israel’s friends could have been better spent on the needs of Americans living in poverty.

(2) J Street PAC Requires Candidates That J Street PAC Endorses and Raises
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Campaign Funds for to Support Aid to the Palestinian Authority:

According to J Street, aid to the Palestinian Authority is sacrosanct. J Street PAC’s introductory “about” website page explains that

“JStreetPAC’s key principles for endorsement [of candidates for J Street PAC’s financial and other support] include: . . . Support for continued aid to Israel and the Palestinian Authority.”^81

As demonstrated above, the “aid to Israel” portion of the above statement is a sham. J Street’s actions reveal that it actually supports sending U.S. tax dollars to the Palestinian Authority (“PA”), but not to Israel.

M.J. Rosenberg, the hostile-to Israel policy director of the left-wing “Israel Policy Forum” (“IPF”), explained that IPF works “in parallel with J Street,” and cited aid to the Palestinian Authority as an example of an issue where J Street’s “ability to raise funds could make a crucial difference in Congress.” Rosenberg stated:

“Take the example of Congresswoman Betty McCollum, from Minnesota. She came out strongly against an AIPAC bill blocking aid to the Palestinians, so AIPAC attacked her in her district and said she was an apologist for terrorists. In the end AIPAC couldn’t do anything. She prevailed. But now, the way it could work is, if she gets the word from some donor that ‘you’re going to lose $25,000,’ she can pick up the phone and call J Street and say, ‘I’m down $25,000 because I stuck my neck out on this issue.’ And they’ll [J Street will] say, ‘We’ll make it up, and you’ll have $30,000.’ I mean, that never existed before. And it really can make a difference.”

“The other thing is, even some of these [Congress]people who take a really hard line on these issues, when you wave $2,000 checks in front of them, they might decide that they don’t really feel the necessity to say this crazy stuff. There’s never been a downside to Palestine-bashing on the part of members of Congress. And now they’re going to be identified. It can only be good.”^82

(3) J Street is Lobbying Against The Taylor Force Act – a Key Bill to Stop the PA from Using U.S. Aid to Pay Palestinian Arab Terrorists to Murder Jews and Americans:

J Street admitted that it is lobbying against the Taylor Force Act."83 The Act – named after an American student murdered by a Palestinian Arab terrorist – is a key Congressional effort to stop the PA’s use of about $400 million per year of U.S. taxpayer dollars to pay Palestinian-Arab terrorists to murder Jews and Americans. The Taylor Force Act, H.R. 1164 (1917-1918) conditions U.S. aid to the PA on the PA taking steps to end acts of violence against U.S. and Israeli citizens, publicly condemning such violent acts, and terminating payments to the perpetrators (and their

---
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families) of terrorist attacks against U.S. and Israeli citizens.184

It’s telling that J Street invokes the needs of Americans in poverty to try to block aid to Israel (see above) – but never mentions the needs of poverty-stricken Americans when it comes to supporting sending U.S. tax dollars to the PA - which uses those dollars to pay Palestinian Arab terrorists to murder and maim Jews and Americans.

(4) From Its Inception, J Street Has Opposed Economic and Diplomatic Pressure and Military Responses to Stop Palestinian Arab Terrorists:

J Street’s lobbying to try to scuttle the Taylor Force Act is just the latest chapter in J Street’s continuing efforts to support unconditional aid to the pro-terror Palestinian Authority regime. From its inception, J Street has opposed necessary economic, diplomatic and military responses to curb Palestinian-Arab terrorist attacks against Jews and Americans. Instead, J Street castigates Israel – the victim of Palestinian Arab terrorism.

J Street President Ben Ami alleges that Israel is simply being “harsh on Palestinians” – apparently without cause, or solely to satisfy Israeli “primal urges.” Ben Ami then claims that this is “wrong, and counterproductive to boot.” Ben-Ami argues:

“One popular way for members of Congress to earn their pro-Israel stripes is to come down as hard as possible on the Palestinians, by using economic and diplomatic pressure or giving the Israelis a freer hand for military strikes. That may satisfy some primal urge to lash out at Israel’s foes, but it does Israel more harm than good. . . . And as long as the only channel for the Palestinians’ ingenuity is building better rockets, not even the Great Wall of China will protect Israel’s cities from their wrath.”185

J Street has consistently supported U.S. funding for the PA and opposed proposals for reducing or terminating U.S. financial assistance in response to the PA’s pro-terror actions.

For instance, in 2011, J Street opposed the House Committee on Appropriations proposal to end assistance to the PA. J Street asserted that the proposal was “counterproductive” and would “undermine the Palestinian moderates.”186 (In fact, those so-called “Palestinian moderates” running the PA are inciting and funding terrorists to murder Jews and Americans.)

J Street’s website also has an action alert and petition urging its readers and members to “Tell Congress that supporting Palestinian aid is pro-Israel.”187

VIII. J STREET CONDEMNS ISRAEL FOR DEFENDING HERSELF FROM ROCKETS, TERROR TUNNELS, AND MAKES PRO-HAMAS DEMANDS ON ISRAEL

(1) **J Street Opposes Israeli Self-Defense:**

J Street co-founder Daniel Levy made a remarkable statement during J Street’s 2011 annual conference, revealing that J Street simply “cannot accept” the reality that Israel needs to defend herself against enemies committed to destroying the Jewish people. Levy said:

“If... a collective Jewish presence in the Middle East can only survive by the sword; it cannot be accepted, [if] it’s not about we do, they hate us for what we are, not what we do, if that’s true, then Israel really ain’t a very good idea.”

Naomi Regan, in a *Jerusalem Post* op ed, commented about regarding Levy’s shocking remarks:

“So let me get this straight: If we Jews dare to defend ourselves from our enemies, it makes the Jewish state untenable? After the Holocaust, I actually thought that was one of the reasons for Zionism, a homeland where Jews could defend themselves from their enemies? Not a very pro-Zionist or pro-peace statement, wouldn’t you agree?”

J Street’s co-founder’s mentality – that Israel mustn’t defend herself – and blaming “what Israel does” for the Arab attacks on Israel – is pervasive at J Street. Even worse, J Street promotes pressuring Israel to adopt J Street’s suicidal prescriptions for the Jewish State.

(2) **When Israel Defends Herself from Terror Attacks, J Street Viciously Condemns Israel and Israel’s Supporters, and Demands Immediate Ceasefires:**

When Israel defends herself from terror attacks perpetrated by Gazan terrorist groups Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad (“PIJ”), and the Popular Resistance Committees – who launched thousands of rockets at Israel and built terror tunnels, J Street condemns Israel and Israel’s supporters, and demands immediate ceasefires.

Operation Cast Lead (late December 2008 to mid-January 2009) was a case in point. Israel launched Operation Cast Lead only after Hamas and the other Palestinian Arab terrorist groups launched thousands of rockets from Gaza into Israel, killing and maiming Israeli civilians and completely disrupting life in southern Israel. Israeli men, women and children had to run for their lives into bomb shelters many times each day. Virtually the entire Israeli public, including the far-left Meretz Party, supported Operation Cast Lead. Meretz called for striking Hamas, declared that:

“the time has come to act without compromise and without narrow political considerations to protect the residents of Gaza-area communities and Sderot.”
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Yet, J Street opposed virtually the entire Israeli public’s expressed need and determination to stop Hamas and PIJ rocket fire on Israeli civilians. J Street’s opposition to Operation Cast Lead also contradicted the views of the entire organized American Jewish community. As an op-ed in Haaretz entitled “The Surrender Lobby” confirmed, “When Israel launched Operation Cast Lead, the organized American Jewish community was unanimous in its support. Except J Street.”

During the days prior to Operation Cast Lead, J Street remained silent while Hamas rained down 150 rockets a day on Israeli towns in southern Israel.

Then, on the first day that Israel began her military operations to stop Hamas’s incessant rocket fire, J Street promptly accused Israel of “escalation” and “deepening the cycle of violence.” J Street went on to slander the American and Israeli public (which overwhelmingly supported Israel’s military action) as not being “real friends” of Israel. J Street called for an immediate ceasefire (while ignoring that Hamas and PIJ broke every previous ceasefire), and also used the occasion to demand that the Obama administration should push for a Palestinian Arab state. J Street ignored that Hamas’s commitment to destroying Israel and murdering every Jew would not cease — and rather would be encouraged — if a Palestinian Arab state was created.

J Street President Ben-Ami’s press release stated:

“we believe that real friends of Israel recognize that escalating the conflict will prove counterproductive, igniting further anger in the region and damaging long-term prospects for peace and stability . . . . Today’s IDF strikes will deepen the cycle of violence in the region . . . prospects of a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict hang in the balance . . . only diplomacy and negotiations can end the rockets and terror.”

J Street’s Ben-Ami further maligned and attempted to delegitimize everyone who supported Israel’s military action to stop Hamas’ rockets. The Jewish Telegraphic Agency summed up J Street’s statements as follows:

“According to J Street officials, if you support Israel’s current course of action, you are: 1) not a real friend of Israel, 2) do not support sanity and moderation, 3) don’t discern nuances, 4) don’t feel compassion for dead and wounded Palestinians, and 5) might be a latent racist.”

(3) J Street Equated Hamas Rocket Attacks on Innocent Israeli Civilians to Israel’s Targeted Action to Destroy Hamas’ Rockets, and Equated the IDF to Hamas:

J Street went even further. In an outrageous display of “moral equivalence,” J Street accused Israel of perpetrating “collective punishment” during Operation Cast Lead: J Street equated Hamas’ rocket fire aimed at Israeli civilians to Israel’s targeted actions to destroy Hamas’ rockets. J Street’s on-line communications director stated:

“While there is nothing ‘right’ in raining rockets on Israeli families or dispatching suicide bombers, there is nothing ‘right’ in punishing a million and a half already-suffering Gazans for the actions of the extremists among them.”\(^\text{94}\)

This preposterous statement of “moral equivalence” led the Union of Reform Judaism’s Rabbi Eric Yoffie, a noted dovish supporter of Israel, to criticize J Street. In an op-ed in The Forward, Yoffie wrote:

“There is much evidence that Israel has worked hard to limit the carnage . . . [N]ot a few Jewish doves have demonstrated an utter lack of empathy for Israel’s predicament. J Street, a new Washington lobbying group and a major voice of the dovish pro-Israel community, has spoken out sharply against Israel’s actions in Gaza. While it claims to represent the moderate American Jewish majority, in this case it has misread the issues and misjudged the views of American Jews. It is not easy for me to write these words. I welcomed the founding of J Street and know many of those involved in its leadership. Furthermore, I am a dove myself.

J Street’s first statement[s] . . . conclusion was that Israel made a mistake in attacking Hamas and that the United States and others must press for an immediate cease-fire. A second J Street statement was worse by far. It [J Street] could find no moral difference between the actions of Hamas and other Palestinian militants, who have launched more than 5,000 rockets and mortar shells at Israeli civilians in the past three years, and the long-delayed response of Israel, which finally lost patience and responded to the pleas of its battered citizens in the south . . . [J Street’s] words are deeply distressing because they are morally deficient, profoundly out of touch with Jewish sentiment and also appallingly naïve.”\(^\text{95}\)

Rabbi Yoffie also noted that, at the start of Cast Lead, he had “checked with my [his] closest Israeli friends, who are all left of center, haters of war and ferocious opponents of the West Bank settlement movement. In virtually every case, they saw the action in Gaza as tragic but necessary and were astounded by the opposition of American doves.”\(^\text{196}\)

In response, J Street doubled down, and called Israel’s efforts to stop rocket fire from Gaza “disproportionate,” “escalatory,” “counterproductive,” and said they “deepen hatred,” produce “isolation” and would “foment extremism.” J Street again
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demanded an immediate cease fire, easing of the Gaza blockade, and prohibiting a ground operation. J Street also quoted a Haaretz portrayal of those who “only” see the trauma inflicted on the people of Sderot as “Pavlovian flag-wavers,” lacking compassion for the dead and wounded on the other side, and “latent racists.”

J Street also despicably equated Hamas terrorist organization to the IDF, in J Street’s 2011 Conference “Giving Voices to our Values” video, which was posted on J Street’s website. The “J Street values” answer to the question “Do you think Hamas is a terrorist organization?” was “Not any more than the IDF is.”

(4) After Operation Cast Lead Ended, J Street Championed the False “Goldstone Report” – Thereby Continuing to Malign Israel’s Actions in Gaza:

J Street continued to malign Israel’s actions in Gaza even after the conclusion of Operation Cast Lead.

After the war, the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) – a corrupt body whose members included real human rights abusers, and that spends its time passing more resolutions against Israel than against all the other nations of the world combined – appointed a Commission of Inquiry into the Gaza war, to be chaired by South African apartheid-era hanging judge, Richard Goldstone. The UNHRC’s predominantly one-sided directive to the Commission (the investigation’s “terms of reference”) mandated “investigat[ing] all violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law that might have been committed at any time in the context of the military operations that were conducted in Gaza during the period from 27 December 2008 and 18 January 2009, whether before, during or after.” In other words, Israel was to be the investigation’s primary target.

In accordance with its UNHRC mandate, the Goldstone Report said virtually nothing about Hamas’ war crimes. The report failed to address Hamas’s practices of embedding its fighters and weapons in densely populated areas; using Palestinian civilians as human shields; falsely reclassifying Hamas personnel as civilian police; and deliberately shooting thousands of rockets at Israeli civilian neighborhoods. Instead, despite the fact that Israeli counter-terrorism operations conformed to the highest standards of restraint, care and proportionality, the Goldstone Report condemned Israel for human rights violations and war crimes – based on unsubstantiated accounts from anti-Israel NGOs and self-interested Palestinian Arabs.

Israelis and Americans were understandably outraged, and overwhelmingly condemned the
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Goldstone Report. Even the Obama Administration strongly condemned the Goldstone Report. And Judge Goldstone subsequently repudiated his own report’s findings. In his subsequent published statement, Goldstone explained that Israel did not intentionally target civilians, and thus did not commit potential war crimes.

Nonetheless, J Street championed the false Goldstone Report.

At J Street’s inaugural national conference in October 2009, Rabbi Eric Yoffie (a dove, longtime “Palestinian state” backer and critic of Israeli settlements) was booed when he tried to defend Israel’s actions in Gaza from the Goldstone Report’s accusations. Yoffie said: “Israel is not in violation of international law in terms of the way they’re dealing with the Gaza question.” In response, the J Street crowd boomed Rabbi Yoffie and cat-called: “Oh, come on!”

J Street still wasn’t finished. The Washington Times reported that J Street approached several U.S. lawmakers in November 2009 asking whether they would be interested in meeting the author of the UN report on the war in Gaza. Ben-Ami also admitted to The Jerusalem Post that his staff had made “two or three” phone calls to U.S. politicians to facilitate meetings with Judge Goldstone.

On November 3, 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed bipartisan resolution HR 867 condemning the Goldstone Report as “biased and unworthy of further consideration or legitimacy,” and castigated the Goldstone Report’s other grievous faults.

While HR 867 was circulating through Congress, a letter was purportedly written by Judge Goldstone to “correct” HR 867. Reports then emerged that J Street Advisory Council member Morton H. Halperin substantially wrote the “Judge Goldstone” letter attempting to derail Congress’s condemnation of the Goldstone Report. (Halperin is current J Street Chairman, and a senior advisor to self-confessed anti-Zionist George Soros’ Open Society Institute.)
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J Street failed to apologize when Goldstone subsequently recanted his report. Instead, J Street continues to falsely condemn Israel’s actions in Gaza.

(5) **In 2010, J Street Lobbied Congresspersons to Sign the Infamous “Gaza 54 Letter” a/k/a “Hamas 54 letter” Condemning Israel, and Urging President Obama to Pressure Israel to Lift the Weapons Blockade of Gaza. J Street Then Attacked Pro-Israel Groups that Opposed this Anti-Israel Letter:**

The Gaza blockade is necessary to curb Hamas’s rocket and tunnel attacks on Israel. The blockade consists of Israel checking shipments to prevent the importation into Gaza of weapons and “dual use construction materials” - which could be, and were in fact used to construct rocket launching pads and terror tunnels. The “Gaza 54” or “Hamas 54” letter, spearheaded by Muslim anti-Israel Congressman Keith Ellison, and named after its 54 unfriendly-to-Israel signers, demanded that Israel lift the Gaza blockade, and accused Israel of “collective punishment” and causing suffering of Gaza’s residents.

The letter failed to mention that in fact, Israel delivers truckloads of food, medicine, and other necessities to Gaza every day, and that both Israel and Egypt imposed the blockade, to prevent rockets and other arms from Iran and the Muslim Brotherhood from reaching Hamas.

The Forward reported that J Street was “actively lobbying members of Congress to sign” the letter, and that Arab and left-wing Jewish groups “including J Street” supported the letter.209

Moreover, J Street’s fundraising arm, J Street PAC, raised campaign funds for many of the “Gaza 54” signers, both before and after they signed this anti-Israel pro-Hamas letter.210

Further, after the pro-Israel group Emergency Committee for Israel criticized congress members for signing this anti-Israel letter, J Street “launched an anti–Emergency Committee for Israel website.”211

(6) **J Street Has Continued to Demand Lifting the Gaza Weapons Blockade:**

J Street has continued to demand that Israel lift the Gaza blockade, and continues to demonize Israel by falsely asserting that Israel is blocking humanitarian supplies from entering Gaza. In fact, the “Gaza blockade” consists of checking that weapons are not being smuggled into Gaza. Israel has always allowed in humanitarian supplies. Israel sends hundreds of truckloads of supplies to Gaza each day.

For instance, in J Street’s press release entitled “Freeze Means Freeze” (which praised former President Obama and Secretary of State Clinton for insisting upon a construction freeze on Jewish settlements in Judea/Samaria and eastern Jerusalem), J Street gratuitously added:
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“Israel also needs to . . . open the Gaza border crossings for humanitarian supplies and reconstruction materials.”

J Street’s 2015 conference featured a keynote address by Maha Mehana, a Gazan friend of “Other Voices,” an NGO whose primary activity is a “continued campaign against the blockade on Gaza.” Mehana piled on false condemnations of Israel during her J Street address, and demanded one-sided “steps towards reparations and where possible return” for descendants of supposed Palestinian Arab refugees. She falsely told the J Street conferees:

“Israeli attacks on Gaza were escalating indiscriminately last summer. The Israeli navy was shelling from the sea. The warplanes were launching bombs and missiles from the sky. The tanks were shelling from the ground . . . . Nowhere was safe and there was nowhere to hide. There are no warning sirens.”

J Street failed to inform its conference audience that, in fact, Israel carefully targeted terrorist sites and took unheard of steps to protect civilians, including multiple advanced warnings to civilians near targeted Hamas weapons caches. There were minimal civilian casualties.

During her J Street address, Mehana never mentioned anything positive about the Jewish State – such as Mehanna’s regular trips from Gaza to an Israeli hospital, where she receives first class treatment for a chronic medical ailment.

(7) J Street Falsely Accused Israel of Killing Palestinian Civilians In Gaza:

In early 2012, Gazan terrorist groups again launched intense rocket fire into Israel, making normal life virtually impossible for civilians in southern Israel, who had to run to bomb shelters every few minutes. In March, the Gazan terrorists were in the last stages of preparing an even larger-scale attack on Israeli civilians. On March 9-12, 2012, the IDF finally responded with pinpoint strikes targeting terrorist installations and the armed Gazan terrorist commanders and fighters who were responsible for the rocket fire, who were also planning large-scale attacks on Israel.

J Street then outright lied that the IDF “killed over a dozen Palestinian civilians” – when, in fact, no civilians were killed. Multiple contemporaneous press accounts, as well as a full list
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of names and terrorist affiliations published at the time\(^{217}\) all showed that the only individuals killed in Israel’s pinpoint strike were 6 officials and fighters from the vicious Popular Resistance Committees terrorist group, and 10 officials and fighters from Palestinian Islamic Jihad.

After J Street’s lie was exposed, J Street compounded its lie with a misleading “revised” statement that merely stated that J Street regretted that its original statement “misstated the number of civilian casualties.”\(^{218}\) J Street’s clever wording of its “revised statement” thus reinforced J Street’s lie, by leaving readers with the false and misleading impression that Israel caused some unspecified number of civilian casualties. J Street never clarified or apologized for the fact that it had lied by saying that there were more than a dozen civilian Palestinian Arab casualties - when in fact no civilian casualties occurred.

In addition, J Street’s “revised” statement once again resorted to immoral “moral equivalence” and blamed Israel for “escalating violence” instead of “addressing outstanding grievances”: J Street “urged all involved to exercise maximal restraint” – thereby equating Israeli forces targeting terrorists to terrorists who deliberately fire rockets into Israel to murder Israeli civilians. Even worse, J Street’s revised statement claimed that “The way to address outstanding grievances is by achieving a two-state solution, not by escalating violence.” In other words, J Street was arguing that Israel could stop terrorists from attacking Israel by creating a terrorist Hamas-Fatah state – which would have even greater capabilities for attacking Israel’s citizens.

J Street’s anti-Israel unethical statement so outraged MK Otniel Schneller from the left-wing Kadima Party, that MK Schneller declared on the Knesset floor:

“At a time when a million Israeli citizens have been living in bomb shelters for four days and four nights, have not gone to school or work and anxiously await the next siren, the terrorists firing on them are getting encouragement and support, not just from Iran and Hezbollah, but also from the left-wing Jewish American organization J Street.... The anti-Israel and anti-ethical statement of J Street should serve as a warning for Israeli politicians and left-wing activists, including members of my party, against supporting and identifying with J Street, as they have done in the past.”\(^{219}\)

(8) *During the 2014 Gaza War, J Street Called for an Early Ceasefire Before Israel Could Begin to Destroy Hamas’s Terror Tunnels, And Again Condemned Israel*

By the summer of 2014, Hamas was again bombarding Israel with rockets multiple times each hour. In addition, Hamas had built dozens of sophisticated multi-channel terror tunnels leading


to Jewish kindergartens and other civilian sites, and was planning to use the tunnels to inflict massive casualties and kidnap Jewish children and other Israeli civilians. On July 8, 2014, Israel finally responded by launching counter-measures in Gaza called Operation Protective Edge.

Virtually the entire Israeli and American Jewish public supported Israel’s military operation – and opposed a ceasefire until the job was complete. Three weeks into the war, pollster Mina Tzemach found that 87% of Israeli Jews said that Israel should not agree to a cease fire because “Hamas continues firing missiles on Israel, not all the tunnels have been found, and Hamas has not surrendered.” Less than 10% said that Israel should cease its operation.

In other words, the Israeli public overwhelmingly wanted the IDF to finally decisively defeat Hamas, demolish Hamas’ terrorist apparatus, and render Hamas unable to continue plaguing Israeli civilian life with day-and-night rocket fire from the skies and terror from beneath the ground.220

Also, a joint Israel Democracy Institute and Tel Aviv University survey polled Israelis on three occasions between July 14 and July 23, and found that 95% of respondents said that Israel’s operation was justified, and only 3% to 4% of the Israeli public regarded Israel’s military operations in Gaza being in any way excessive.221

By contrast, the morning after the IDF began its ground operation in Gaza, J Street immediately issued a public statement calling for a ceasefire. J Street stated that it “regretted that a ceasefire was not reached in advance of this escalation and support[s] [a ceasefire] being brokered quickly.”222 J Street was thus promoting a cease fire before Israel had even launched its primary military operation. J Street thus wanted Israel to take no military action to stop Hamas’s rocket bombardments and Hamas’ imminent planned mass casualty attacks on Israeli civilians, via Hamas’ sophisticated web of terror tunnels.

J Street’s statement also called upon the IDF to “minimize casualties.” The IDF always takes such measures, and did not need J Street’s bad faith, unnecessary advice.

J Street’s statement also declared: “We categorically oppose calls for the reoccupation of the Gaza Strip as the goal of this operation.” The term “reoccupation” acknowledges that there is no current “occupation.” Yet, ironically, in the next paragraph, J Street declared that Israel should “end the occupation.” J Street also asserted that “the Israeli-Palestinian conflict cannot be resolved militarily” – a fallacious argument for opposing Israel’s efforts to defend herself from terror attacks.

Disregarding Israeli citizens’ safety and overwhelming views, J Street continued to call for a ceasefire long before the Gaza terror tunnels and rocket threats could be eliminated. On July 23, 2014, just one week into the IDF’s ground operation, in a speech to more than 20 Democratic Senators at the Senate Democratic Steering and Outreach Committee (DSOC), J Street’s Ben-Ami falsely portrayed many Gazan casualties as civilians and non-combatants, and urged an

“immediate ceasefire.”

(9) J Street U’s Recent Former President Praised Gazan (Hamas) “Resistance” and Falsely Accused Israel of Inflicting Horror on Gaza:

After the 2014 Gaza war, J Street U’s then-incoming president Amna Farooqi (who is a Muslim) praised Gazan/Hamas “resistance” (a euphemism for Hamas shooting rockets at innocent Israeli civilians) saying: “Every movement exercises a range of acts of resistance.”

J Street U’s Farooqi also repeatedly falsely and viciously accused Israel of “horror inflicted on Gaza this summer” and falsely tweeted: “nowhere was safe in Gaza this summer. there was nowhere to hide...the bombings continued day and night.” Farooqi has continued her vicious anti-Israel tweets, including recently accusing the IDF of assaulting and robbing non-violent activists.

J Street and Farooqi omitted that Hamas is responsible for the horrors of Gaza; Hamas’ 19,000 rocket attacks on Israel’s citizen; and Israel’s extraordinary, unprecedented steps to avoid civilian casualties in Gaza (including Israel’s multiple warnings to civilians prior to bombing Hamas rocket installations) – even while Hamas rockets constantly rained down on innocent Israeli civilians.

(10) J Street Supports Engaging Hamas:

From the outset, J Street co-founder and President Jeremy Ben-Ami urged engaging with U.S. designated terrorist group Hamas, saying:

“Hamas won the most recent Palestinian national elections in a landslide. . . [R]esponsible friends of Israel . . . should be engaging with [Hamas and Iran].”

Furthermore, on a since-removed J Street website page entitled, “Resolution of the Conflict Will Involve Hamas,” J Street stated:

“we would not oppose a decision by the Israeli government, the United States, or other countries to find unofficial, indirect ways to engage Hamas in order to advance U.S. and Israeli interests.”

J Street now posts this exact same wording, with the caveat that J Street opposes “official” contact with Hamas, on J Street’s “Myths” website page, under the “myths” subtitle “J Street favors the United States negotiating with Hamas.” Thus, J Street’s “myths” website page confirms that J Street is willing to engage Hamas.228

J Street’s “myths” website page also rationalizes engaging Hamas, by, among other things, calling Hamas a “political movement.” That’s a whitewash of a U.S. designated terrorist organization whose charter calls for the “murder of every Jew” and which is responsible for murdering and maiming thousands of Israelis. J Street’s website alleges:

“Hamas is a political movement that has an important and significant base of support within Palestinian society and politics. Ultimately, a political resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict will require Palestinian political reconciliation between the West Bank and Gazan politics.”229

J Street’s Ben Ami gave similar rationalizations for engaging Hamas in Haaretz in 2009. Ben Ami called Hamas a “political force . . . willing to engage in negotiations and abide by the results,” saying:

“Hamas as a significant political force in that society isn’t going away. I found it very compelling that we were talking to a Lebanese government that included Hezbollah representation. Why wouldn’t we do the same with a Palestinian government that includes Hamas and is willing to engage in negotiations and abide by the results.”230

It is remarkable that J Street supports engaging Hamas, when Hamas opposes negotiations with Israel, and even more importantly, Hamas vehemently opposes peace with Israel. The Hamas Charter (Articles 13-15) declares:

“[Peace] initiatives, the so-called peaceful solutions, and the international conferences to resolve the Palestinian problem, are all contrary to the beliefs of the Islamic Resistance Movement. . . . There is no solution to the Palestinian problem except by Jihad. . . . Palestine is an Islamic land. . . . Jihad for the liberation of Palestine . . . is a duty binding on all Muslims.”231

Hamas’ new policy statement (which does not abrogate its charter) continues to maintain that “Negotiations with the occupation [Hamas’s euphemism for Israel] are not included” and that direct negotiations “serve the interests of the occupation.”232

IX. J STREET BLAMES ISRAEL FOR PALESTINIAN ARAB TERROR, OTHER ISLAMIST TERROR...
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ISLAMIST (INCLUDING AL QAEDA) TERROR & THE PA’S ANTI-ISRAEL INCITEMENT

In J Street’s upside-down Orwellian world, Israel is to blame for the attacks perpetrated by Palestinian Arabs and other Islamist terrorists. J Street’s “blame the victim” mentality also absolves Palestinian Arabs and other Islamists from murdering and inciting the murder of innocent Jews.

For instance, J Street President Ben-Ami proclaimed that:

"[A]s long as the only channel for the Palestinians’ ingenuity is building better rockets, not even the Great Wall of China will protect Israel’s cities from their wrath."233

In another interview, Ben-Ami again blamed Israel for Palestinian-Arab terrorism, saying:

“We’re not doing a very good job at creating a secure home by conducting ourselves in this manner towards another people that are a minority, and that are powerless, and treating them in a way that forces them essentially to become terrorists, and leads to us being again in danger.”234

In short, in J Street’s view, Palestinian Arabs lack moral volition of their own; Israel “forces” Palestinian Arabs to become mass-murderers.

J Street also recently criticized the Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu as “simplistic and lamentable” for blaming the PA’s culture of hatred as the fertilizing the soil from which the individual terrorists spring.235

J Street even blames Israel for other Islamist terror, including Al Qaeda attacks on the U.S. J Street co-founder and President Jeremy Ben-Ami blamed Israel for al Qaeda attacks on the U.S., saying:

“The situation in Israel and Palestine is directly related to recruitment by extremist forces, by Al Qaeda, of the terrorists who then come here.”236

X. J STREET CAMPAIGNS AGAINST MOVING THE U.S. EMBASSY TO ISRAEL’S CAPITAL JERUSALEM; AND FOR DIVIDING JERUSALEM:

(1) J Street Campaigns Against Moving the U.S. Embassy to Israel’s Capital Jerusalem, Despite Widespread Bipartisan Support for the Move:

Massive bipartisan majorities in the House (374–37) and Senate (93-5) voted for the Jerusalem Embassy Act of 1995, which requires that the U.S. embassy must be moved to Israel’s united

Mainstream American Jewish organizations supported the Act’s enactment and have long sought its implementation. Donald Trump’s election raised hopes throughout Israel and the pro-Israel community that the U.S. embassy would finally be moved to Jerusalem, in accordance with the Jerusalem Embassy Act and President Trump’s pre-election pledges.

While Donald Trump was still President-elect, J Street immediately responded by launching a campaign against moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem. An elaborate J Street web page opposing moving the embassy begins with a press release entitled “Moving the Embassy is Still A Bad Idea,” in which J Street President Ben-Ami asserts that moving the embassy would be “inflammatory” and a “danger to U.S. interests.”

In the same press release, Ben-Ami falsely asserted that moving the embassy “misunderstand[s] the Jewish community.” Ben-Ami falsely and misleadingly claimed that “a Gallup poll conducted this year showed that just 24% of American Jews would support the move.” In fact, the majority of the Gallup poll respondents who had any opinion supported the US embassy move to Jerusalem. (56% had no opinion; 24% supported the embassy move to Jerusalem, and only 20% opposed the move.) Moreover, the Gallup poll was not a poll of American Jews, as J Street falsely claimed. The Gallup poll was of all Americans (of which Jews are only 2 or 3%).

In addition, at J Street’s February 2017 annual national conference, the chief of the PLO’s delegation in Washington DC, Maen Areikat threatened that moving the U.S. embassy’s location “is going to have very, very negative repercussions.”

J Street’s February 2017 national conference also featured a panel discussion called “Jerusalem 2017: Crisis and Opportunity.” The event’s written description threatened dire consequences of an embassy move, stating: “Talk of unilaterally moving the American Embassy to Jerusalem has sparked concern of adding fuel to the flames.”

During the J Street panel’s presentation, panelist Ziad Abu Zayyad, who is a BDS advocate and former Palestinian Authority Minister, asserted that moving the U.S. embassy has “dangerous implications.”

Abu Zayyad also falsely asserted that moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem would violate UN Resolution 181, and falsely claimed that Res. 181 made Jerusalem a separate entity.

In fact, Resolution 181 was merely a recommendation, and never became binding international

---
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law, because the Arabs rejected UN Res. 181 and instead invaded and attempted to destroy Israel. Jerusalem thus legally remained an area designated for Jewish settlement and the Jewish homeland under binding international agreements, including the League of Nations Mandate and San Remo Agreement. But sadly, no one a J Street was informed of the actual facts.

The second J Street panelist Hillel Schenker, who grew up in Western Jerusalem and now lives in Tel Aviv, asserted that “Tel Aviv should be capital of Israel” and claimed that when he was growing up: “I personally didn’t miss the fact that you didn’t have access to the Old City.”

Of course, most Jews did terribly miss the fact that the Arabs expelled and denied the Jewish people access to the Jewish quarter and Judaism’s holiest sites in Jerusalem. Jews lived in the Old City for 3,000 years, and were the majority religion in the city since at least the first census in 1840.

Most Jews were deeply upset that Jordan destroyed 58 Jewish synagogues during the 19-year period (1948-1967) when Jordan captured and illegally occupied Jerusalem’s Old City and other portions of eastern Jerusalem. And most Jews in western Jerusalem did not enjoy having barbed wire running through the heart of the city, and Arab snipers shooting at them from the hills of eastern Jerusalem. Unfortunately, J Street did not place such voices on its Jerusalem panel.

The third and final panelist featured on J Street’s Jerusalem panel, Yudith Oppenheimer, accused Israel of “fragmentizing east Jerusalem” and “extremization of the problem.” This is apparently radical jargon for insisting upon dividing Jerusalem, and ethnically cleansing Jews from living in the Old City of Jerusalem – the seat of Judaism’s holiest sites.

*(2) J Street Campaigns To Divide Jerusalem*

The enormous bi-partisan support for the Jerusalem Embassy Act and polling data reveal that Americans overwhelmingly support Jerusalem as the undivided capital of Israel. In a 2014 McLaughlin & Associates poll, in response to the question, “Do you believe that Jerusalem should remain the undivided capital of Israel?,” Americans supported Jerusalem remaining the undivided capital of Israel by more than 4 to 1 ratio (55% to 13%).

In the years when Jerusalem was divided (1948-1967) and Jordan illegally occupied the eastern portion of the city, Jewish children could not even walk to school in the western portion of Jerusalem without being shot at by Arab snipers. It would be a calamity to return to this situation.

Yet, J Street vigorously campaigns to divide Jerusalem. J Street’s “Policy” page on Jerusalem calls for purported “Palestinian areas of East Jerusalem [to] become the capital of the future Palestinian state.” (There is, in fact, no entity named “East Jerusalem.” All areas of Jerusalem are part of an undivided city.)

J Street’s Jerusalem policy page also discriminatorily demands “no construction of Jewish housing” in “Arab” neighborhoods – but makes no similar demand on Arabs to stop building wherever they wish. As described above, J Street’s 2017 annual conference panel on Jerusalem

---
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pushed for the same divisive agenda.

XI. J STREET SUPPORTS ETHNIC CLEANSING OF JEWS & FALSELY CONDEMNS “SETTLEMENTS” (JEWISH COMMUNITIES PAST THE GREEN LINE) AS “ILLEGAL”

(1) J Street Promotes Uprooting Jews From Their Homes and Preventing Jewish Building in the Jewish Homeland Past the 1949 Armistice Lines:

J Street supports uprooting Jews from their homes past the 1949 Armistice lines, a/k/a the “green line” or “pre-1967 lines” – despite the fact that Israel has the international legal, historical and religious right to these areas. The Armistice lines were where the fighting stop after six Arab nations invaded Israel in 1948-1949 and seized areas designated for the Jewish homeland under binding international law. The Armistice agreements specifically stated that the Armistice lines were “without prejudice” to the parties’ borders. Most of Israel’s and Judaism’s holiest sites – including the Western Wall and Temple Mount in Jerusalem, Hebron, etc. are beyond the artificial “green line.”

For instance, J Street’s website even has plans to evacuate 100,000 Jews from their homes.245

J Street has also repeatedly featured speeches by the PLO’s chief representative in Washington, Maen Areikat, who advocates ethnically cleansing Jews from Judea/Samaria and Jerusalem’s Jewish quarter and other holy sites in Jerusalem. Areikat has stated that “absolutely” any Jew who is inside the borders of Palestine will have to leave.246

Similarly, J Street President Ben-Ami said that he does not see how “Israelis and Jews continue to live over the Green Line.”247

J Street also repeatedly condemns Jewish communities in the Jewish homeland past the green line in vicious, fear-mongering terms. (Ben-Ami uses the misleading term “settlements” to refer to Jewish towns, cities and communities in the historic and lawfully designated Jewish homelands in Judea/Samaria and eastern Jerusalem.)

For instance, Ben-Ami’s “call to arms” introductory speech at J Street’s February 2017 annual conference focused on condemning “settlements” (in addition to opposing sanctions aimed at Iran’s terrorist and ballistic missile activities, as discussed in this report’s Section VI.(8) above). Ben-Ami falsely and viciously portrayed “settlements” as an “obstacle to peace” and as part of an “unfolding darkness” and “assault” against “core Jewish values.” Ironically, Ben-Ami engaged in the worst kind of fear mongering during his speech, while accusing those who believe that Jews have a right to live in their homeland (or who seek to sanction Iran) of “weaponizing fear.” Ben-Ami specifically condemned advisors around President Trump, including then-nominee for

246 “Q&A: Maen Rashid Areikat,” by David Samuels, Tablet, Oct. 29, 2010, at http://pages.citebite.com/y5h4v2m4p0dx
Ambassador to Israel David Friedman “who see settlement expansion as a goal, not an obstacle to peace” and exhorted the J Street audience to “fight” and “resist,” as follows:248

“Dark clouds loom on the horizon, not only here in the shadow of the White House, but in Israel, and around the world. Democratic values are under attack, core Jewish beliefs are under assault. . . . Here, in Israel, and around the world, some are manipulating the legitimate fear that people feel, to set neighbor against neighbor, and to erode democratic norms and values. Throughout history, we have seen what happens when demagogues and tyrants weaponized fear. They lead their people down dark paths. . . . At the dawn of the Trump era, we will stand down the darkness right here in these United States. . . . The most hawkish voices may be loud, but they don’t speak for us . . . The two-state solution [a euphemism for creating a terrorist Palestinian-Arab state] is under a sustained assault. One state [a euphemism for an Israel with secure borders, preferred by the Israeli public, 10 to 1] is the problem we are here to fix. . . . We have close advisors around the president, for instance, his nominee to be ambassador as David Friedman, who see settlement expansion as a goal, not an obstacle to peace. . . . All goes against values as to who we are as a Jewish people. . . . Yes my friends, dark clouds are indeed looming on the horizon. . . . The reasons we are here at J Street . . . the only answer is to organize and win . . . We need to be out there on the streets. . . . We will bring that energy to bear at election time . . . I want to hear loudly . . . Are you ready to fight? Are you ready to resist? Are you ready to win?” That’s what I want to hear.249

J Street also attempted to use its complaints about Friedman’s nomination to fundraise.250

(a) J Street Calls Opposing “Settlers’ Ideology” the “Rational” View: J Street President Ben-Ami also stated: “We don’t know what his [Trump’s] policy regarding the conflict between the Israelis and the Palestinians will be, if he will go down the path of the ideology of the settlers and David Friedman, or if he will pursue a rational path.”251

(b) J Street Even Blames the Existence of Jewish Communities Past the Green Line for Arab Terrorism: J Street greeted Israel’s announcement that some housing units would be built in Kiryat Arba by claiming that this “helps perpetuate the cycle of violence and despair.”252 Kiryat Arba is a Jewish town overlooking Hebron, the ancient Jewish community that whose Jewish residents were slaughtered by Arab terrorists in the 1929 Hebron massacre.
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Blaming Arab terrorism on the building of some Jewish apartments is anti-Semitic and absurd. Arab terrorism existed long before a single “settlement” was built, long before the Six Day War, and long before the reestablishment of the Jewish State – as evidenced by the Hebron massacre and other Arab slaughters of Israel’s Jews in the 1920s and 1930s.

(2) J Street Supported the Obama Administration’s Settlement Freeze Demands

Throughout the Obama administration, J Street advocated for freezing and removing the Jewish communities located in Judea/Samaria (the West Bank) and eastern Jerusalem, calling them an “obstacle to peace.” J Street enthusiastically supported and advocated for former President Barack Obama’s demands that Jewish “settlements stop,” and Secretary Hillary Clinton’s infamous 45-minute 2009 phone call during which Clinton screamed at PM Netanyahu: “He [President Obama] wants to see a stop to settlements — not some settlements, not outposts, not ‘natural growth’ exceptions.”

Clinton’s call shocked the pro-Israel community. Especially because at the time as this conversation, the PA named a public square after a terrorist who murdered innocent Jews, and Clinton virtually ignored the PA’s incitement. Moreover, when Israeli PM Netanyahu rejected demands to apply a freeze to Jewish building in Jerusalem, J Street again sided with the Obama administration against Israel.

In a press release entitled “Freeze Means Freeze,” J Street wrote:

“Following Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s rejection of a full settlement freeze [a/k/a refusing to apply the freeze to Jerusalem], Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said that President Obama ‘wants to see a stop to settlements – not some settlements, not outposts, not natural-growth exceptions.’

Amen. A freeze means a freeze. This is exactly the sort of leadership we need from the President and Secretary of State . . .

You can bet the Obama Administration is already hearing from hawkish voices on Israel – urging him to make exceptions, allow for more settlement growth, and to go slow. We’ve got to make sure the President knows pro-Israel, pro-peace Americans support his strong line on settlements, . . . . Continued Israeli settlement expansion in the West Bank is a real obstacle to peace between the Israelis and the Palestinians – and as President Obama said, settlements ‘have to be stopped.’ . . . .

The dance between Prime Minister Netanyahu and President Obama over settlements is just getting started. As in the past, Netanyahu will stall – hoping his American backers have enough time to undermine the President’s efforts in Congress or convince the President that the political costs of bold leadership are too high.

XI. J Street Supports Ethnic Cleansing of Jews & Falsely Condemns “Settlements”...

We’ve got to make sure the President and his Administration [sic] hear from the majority of Americans like us who support the President’s call for a settlement freeze, without exceptions, right now.”254

(3) J Street Promotes Ending Tax Exemptions for Charities with Operations Beyond the “Green Line”:

J Street promotes removing U.S. tax exemptions for donations to pro-Israel groups that support the Jewish right to live in the Old City of Jerusalem, and Judea/Samaria, etc. As more fully set forth in this report’s Section IV.(2), in October 2016, J Street welcomed the Obama Administration’s “strong condemnation” of a few newly announcement Jewish construction units in Judea/Samaria. J Street also called for discriminatory measures against Israel to stop Jewish home building, including “reviewing whether tax-deductible treatment for donations to NGOs that advance settlement expansion meet US eligibility requirements” and enforcing custom regulations requiring goods produced in Judea/Samaria to not be labeled “Made in Israel.”255

J Street also wrote “action letters” recommending that the “IRS examine and report back to the President on whether organizations operating over the Green Line do in fact meet the existing legal standard that such charitable activities not be “illegal [or] contrary to a clearly defined and established public policy.”256

(4) J Street Promotes Declaring Jewish Communities Past the Green Line “Illegal” in UN Resolutions and Elsewhere:

As detailed in this report’s Section IV, J Street has repeatedly vociferously advocated for UN Security Council resolutions and other actions condemning Israeli “settlements” as “illegal.” J Street advocated for and thanked the Obama administration for enabling UN Security Council Resolution 2334 to pass. UNSC Resolution 2334 condemned any Jewish presence over the 1949 Armistice lines is “illegal” (including the Jewish people’s holiest places in Jerusalem and the Jewish Quarter). UNSC Resolution 2334 falsely and outrageously declared, inter alia, that Israeli “settlements” – including in Jewish homes in the Jewish Quarter of eastern Jerusalem – have “no legal validity and constitutes a flagrant violation under international law,” and demanded that “Israel immediately and completely cease all settlement activities in the occupied Palestinian territory, including East Jerusalem.” J Street also thanked then-Secretary Kerry for his accompanying speech condemning Israeli settlements.257

254 “Freeze Means Freeze,” J Street website, May 28, 2009, at http://jstreet.org/a-freeze-means-freeze/#.WUxG41KZO_s
J Street also opposed U.S. Congressional resolutions condemning anti-Israel UNSC Resolution 2334. J Street boasted that the fact that 80 members of Congress voted against the (pro-Israel) Congressional resolution was “thanks in part to the work of J Street.”258

And in 2011, J Street also supported a UNSC resolution falsely calling settlements “illegal,” and urged the Obama administration to not veto such a resolution. J Street stated “we cannot support a U.S. veto of a Resolution . . . that appropriately condemns Israeli settlement policy.”259

(5) J Street Supports the Suicidal-for-Israel “Arab Peace Initiative”:

J Street also supports the suicidal-for-Israel “Arab Peace Initiative,” also known as the “Saudi Peace Initiative” or “API.” The API calls for Israel to first give away her territory over the green line, create a Palestinian Arab state on the “green line” whose capital is eastern Jerusalem, and allow a “right of return” for descendants of supposed Arab refugees to overrun Israel within the green line. Only then, after Israel makes all these suicidal concessions, will the Arabs consider “normalization” of relations with Israel – a vague and meaningless concept that does not recognize the Jewish State.

For instance, in a website posting in which, ironically, J Street tried to defend the fact that it has dozens of Arab and Muslim (including Saudi and Iranian) donors opposed to Israel, J Street noted:

“J Street believes the United States and Israel should explore the possibility of regional, comprehensive peace offered by the Arab League in what is commonly known as the Arab Peace Initiative.”260

XII. J STREET U PROMOTES ISRAEL’S ENEMIES ON CAMPUSES AND ELSEWHERE

(1) J Street U Partners with Anti-Israel Groups, and Brings to Campuses and Conferences Anti-Israel Speakers Who Demonize, Defame and Delegitimize Israel and the IDF:

Prof. Alan Dershowitz aptly states that J Street has “made a generation of Jews ashamed to be pro-Israel.” This is especially true on college campuses. At this pivotal time, students – especially Jewish students – desperately need to hear the truth about Israel’s rights and history and the Palestinian Arab war against Israel, to counteract rampant anti-Israel propaganda. Unfortunately, J Street’s student arm, J Street U, has established itself on numerous American college campuses, where it is intensifying the assault against Israel, in the name of “pro-Israel activism.”


As a Harvard graduate student recently explained:

“Anti-Israel activity abounds at American universities. . . . At the University of Michigan last week, pro-Israel students opposing a student government resolution to divest from Israel allegedly received death threats and were called “kikes” and “dirty Jews” by backers of BDS. . . . Anti-Israel groups utilize other hate-filled tactics to intimidate pro-Israel students on campus. . . . In this climate, it becomes increasingly important that students be well versed in the facts about Israel and its history. Now, more than ever, pro-Israel students needs the support of pro-Israel campus groups to identify and speak out against inaccuracies and injustices that they may witness on campus related to the Jewish state. But . . .

While J Street U claims to be ‘pro-Israel,’ unlike other pro-Israel organizations, J Street does not educate or equip students to distinguish between anti-Israel propaganda and fact. Instead, J Street U partners with some of Israel’s greatest enemies on campus including BDS activists and anti-Israel faculty.”

J Street U does not invite speakers from genuinely pro-Israel organizations to present their viewpoints, or to counter its anti-Israel speakers. Instead, J Street U partners with, and invites to campuses and conferences groups and “activists” who work to delegitimize Israel.

For example:

- On March 6, 2014, the J Street U chapter at Smith College in Northampton, MA, co-sponsored an event with Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP), and the Faculty for Israeli Palestinian Peace entitled “A Forum on the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions Movement.” SJP’s virulent anti-Israel anti-Semitic activities include holding violent demonstrations on college campuses including City University of New York (CUNY) screaming “Death to the Jews,” “Jews out of CUNY” and “Zionists out of CUNY”; holding campus “Apartheid Weeks” and conferences defaming Israel; promoting BDS; sponsoring anti-Israel resolutions, and posting mock eviction notices on students’ dormitory rooms — supposedly replicating eviction notices allegedly used by Israel — filled with unsourced and false accusations, including charging that Israel engages in ethnic cleansing.

The Smith College “Forum on the BDS” announcement also reveals that one of the speakers was Anat Biletzki, an official (and former chairperson) of B’Tselem - another virulent anti-Israel NGO funded by European entities and the New Israel Fund (NIF). B’Tselem defames...
Israelis as “war criminals,” etc. throughout the world. B’Tselem provided much of the false information in the Goldstone report, which falsely accusing Israel of committing war crimes in Gaza. (Goldstone later retracted his report.) In a New York Times op-ed, Biletzki defamed Israel and condemned the Jewish religion, saying: “religion . . . is not really working for human rights.” Biletzki’s defamatory op-ed stated that she and a colleague from another anti-Israel NGO (the so-called “Rabbis for Human Rights,” renamed “T’ruah”) “work for human rights” by “squat[ing] in the mud trying to stop [Israeli] soldiers who have come to set a blockade around a [Palestinian] village or fight[ing] [Jewish] settlers who have come to uproot olive trees.” B’Tselem’s other officials speak similarly. B’Tselem chair Oren Yiftachel called for “effective sanctions” against Israel, and its CEO Jessica Montell called Israel an “apartheid state.”

The Smith College event announcement also provided links to anti-Israel pro-BDS websites – and no pro-Israel or anti-BDS information or links. The only “perspective” was the anti-Israel one.

• J Street U and J Street also sponsor other events by the virulently anti-Israel B’Tselem. For instance, J Street’s 2013 San Francisco conference, attended by J Street U members, featured B’Tselem USA director Anat Saragusti.

• In March 2014, J Street organized and hosted an event at Washington University in St. Louis, MO, promoting a speaker from Breaking the Silence (BtS), a group that partners with BDS campaigners and widely disseminates undocumented, anonymous false accounts of purported Israel Defense Forces human rights violations against Palestinian Arabs. European governments pay BtS to collect anonymous (false) “testimonies” about purported IDF “war crimes” – a propaganda effort aimed at falsely painting Israel as guilty of “intimidation, instilling of fear, and indiscriminate punishment of the Palestinian population.” A 2016 study, conducted by Israeli journalists who were previously partial to BtS’s claims, found that 8 out of 10 of BtS’s allegations were either completely false, grossly exaggerated to make the IDF appear in an unwarranted negative light; or impossible to verify. BtS refuses to provide identifying details regarding its allegations, to try to prevent anyone from checking BtS’s invented claims. IDF veterans who have experienced the IDF’s real incredibly humane, ethical treatment of Palestinian Arabs are typically prevented from speaking out to correct false BtS presentations.

• J Street U also sponsors BtS events defaming Israel at campuses throughout the country. J Street has also been pressuring Hillel to provide space for these events (or to even sometimes provide co-sponsorship), in violation of Hillel’s Standards of Partnership. For instance, J Street U sponsored BtS events at NYU in October 2013; at U Penn (Hillel) in 2013;
at Washington University in St. Louis (Hillel) in March 2014; at Brown University (Hillel) in March 2016; and at Columbia University (twice, once at Columbia U Hillel) in 2016.  

• At UC Berkeley, J Street U invited anti-Israel groups including the **Sheikh Jarrah Solidarity Movement ("SJSM")**, an NIF-funded NGO which opposes the idea of Israel as a Jewish homeland; collaborates with the anti-Israel BDS movement; defames Israel as a “fascist state”; talks about victories over “cowardly Zionists who are perpetrating an apartheid state and ethnic cleansing in Jerusalem”; holds frequent anti-Israel demonstrations calling for “a true end to the occupation,” and “ending the occupation of east Jerusalem” (the location of Judaism’s holiest sites); and urges liquidation of the Jewish Agency and the Jewish National Fund. At a J Street U sponsored campus event, Sheikh Jarrah’s founder declared “Jerusalem is a symbol of evil.” Sheikh Jarrah “activists” viciously malign Israel at J Street events and elsewhere (see next item).

The campus Jewish Student Union at UC Berkeley voted to deny membership to J Street U, because the bylaws of the Jewish Student Union stipulate that a member organization must not host speakers who demonize Israel, and J Street U persisted in inviting such anti-Israel groups.

• J Street’s 2011 annual conference also honored and gave a major platform to **Sheikh Jarrah Solidarity Movement** activist **Sara Benninga**. During her J Street speech, Benninga accused Israel of “fascism,” “ethnic discrimination against its residents,” “dispossess[ion] of individuals from one ethnic affiliation and privileges those of another,” “blatant injustice and discrimination,” “national and racial prejudices,” and “constant harassment,” and urged J Street conference attendees to join Sheikh Jarrah’s “resistance to the occupation.” Benninga also condemned Jews who try to reclaim their homes in eastern Jerusalem and Judea/Samaria, which Arabs had evicted the Jews from in 1948.  

• J Street U also arranged “events around the country” featuring former **Gaza UNRWA director John Ging**, a “champion” of Gazan rights, who promoted political warfare against Israel.

---
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Israel, demonized Israel with false allegations of an Israeli “massacre,” supported pro-Hamas flotillas, and called Israel’s blockade to prevent Hamas from importing more weapons into Gaza a “medieval siege.”

• **J Street U’s 3-day “Student Town Hall” in 2014 at Johns Hopkins University** (which drew over 300 students from 57 colleges) featured a speech by the [PLO’s chief envoy to the U.S., Maen Areikat](https://www.ngo-monitor.org/reports/the_role_of_john_ging_unrwa_director_in_gaza_in_political_warfare/) – who accuses Israel of “state terrorism,” and blames Israel for Hamas’s rocket attacks on Israel. Also, in a 2010 *Tablet* interview, Areikat refused to acknowledge there was a Jewish Temple in Jerusalem, falsely claimed that Israel launched the 1948 war (which was launched by six Arab nations invading Israel), denied that King David ruled in Jerusalem, and stated that “Absolutely” any Jew who is inside the borders of Palestine will have to leave. That’s ethnic cleansing of Jews. J Street also brought Areikat to speak in Seattle in October 2016 and to J Street’s national conference in February 2017.

• Another session at J Street U’s 2014 Student Town Hall at Johns Hopkins University was a panel entitled “Homeland and Diaspora: Political Developments in the Palestinian Territories and Arab American Communities,” featuring anti-Israel propagandists, including:

  (i) **Brookings Institute Fellow and former PA advisor Khaled Elgindy.** Elgindy attributed Palestinian Arab stabbing murders of Jews in Jerusalem to the absence of a settlement freeze in Jerusalem (calling Jerusalem a “peace process free zone”). He encouraged anti-Israel violence, tweeting: “Uprisings . . . . have thus far been the Palestinians’ most effective tool for altering Israel's cost-benefit analysis of the occupation.”

  (ii) **Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) National Policy Analyst Mona Elshishtawy.** MPAC – like the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) and the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) – was founded by members of the Muslim Brotherhood. MPAC wrote a paper rejecting the United States’ designation of


280 “Palestinians Rally Behind Hamas,” – video, CNN, Wolf Blitzer interview of Maen Areikat, Nov. 16, 2012, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqDhgxcop5c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqDhgxcop5c)
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Hezbollah and Hamas as terrorist organizations, and insisted that the Jewish state of Israel be designated as a state sponsor of terrorism. \(^{285}\) At a White House Iftar event in July 2014, Elshishtawy and MPAC condemned then-President Obama after Obama stated that “no country can accept rockets fired indiscriminately at citizens” and “Israel has the right to defend itself against what I consider to be inexcusable attacks from Hamas.” Elshishtawy stated: “it is appalling that the President continues to give Israel a green light to resume their assault on Palestinians.”\(^{286}\)

(iii) **Rebecca Abou-Chedid**, former outreach director for James Zogby’s virulently anti-Israel **Arab-American Institute**, and co-Chair of “**Just Vision.**” Abou-Chedid tweeted that: “Because Arab and Muslim Americans will not be bullied into silence, I will always march with my sister, Linda Sarsour.” (Sarsour promotes anti-Israel boycotts, and said that she wants to take the vaginas away from Muslim women who criticized violent Islamist practices; that “there is nothing creepier than Zionism”; and that women cannot be both Zionists and feminists.) Abou-Chedid also called real concerns about Keith Ellison’s anti-Israel and anti-Semitic record a “smear campaign,” and issued numerous similar tweets, including that: “**The need to defend the indefensible in Isr[ael] is leading to the demonization of [Keith Ellison]. . .**”\(^{287}\) Abou-Chedid’s “Just Vision” says “that ending the occupation alone will not resolve the conflict” – and also demands “refugee rights” (meaning letting descendants of supposed Palestinian refugees overrun and drive Israel out of existence). “Just Vision” also praises the violent First Intifada, produces anti-Israel propaganda films, and partners with anti-Israel groups including +972 Magazine and Breaking the Silence.

(2) **J Street U Mistreats and Dismisses IDF Veterans on Campus**

Israeli students and speakers who have served in the Israel Defense Forces have described how J Street dismisses Israelis’ first-hand experiences, and instead patronizingly proclaims that J Street knows better. Israeli veterans have reported how J Street U partners with Israel’s enemies, and poisons college students against the IDF – against Israelis who have honorably served and protected their country.

For instance, a former IDF officer whose IDF work consisted of providing humanitarian aid to Palestinian Arabs (and who is a self-described Israeli leftist), wrote:

> “During one of my speaking events [on a U.S. college campus, about my experiences as an Israel Defense Forces officer, helping Palestinian Arab civilians in the West Bank and Gaza with humanitarian aid], a student raised her hand to ask a question. The young woman wanted to know what I thought about J-Street and other ‘left-wing’ Jewish groups which criticize Israel. Assuming she was seeking an honest answer, I told her the truth; ‘I am very uneasy about their work . . .’ I started, but she


\(^{286}\) “President Obama Voices Support for Israel at White House Iftar,” by 5Pillars, July 16, 2014, at [http://5pillarsuk.com/2014/07/16/president-obama-voices-support-for-israel-at-white-house-iftar/](http://5pillarsuk.com/2014/07/16/president-obama-voices-support-for-israel-at-white-house-iftar/)

\(^{287}\) Rebecca Abou-Chedid @bintlabaratte twitter, Dec. 6, 2016, at [https://twitter.com/bintlabaratte/status/806223328436490240](https://twitter.com/bintlabaratte/status/806223328436490240)
interrupted: ‘Well, I’m the head of the J Street club on my campus and what you don’t understand is that we see Israel as our younger sister. We want our younger sister to be better — we love her and care about her.’

Disappointed by her lack of interest in dialogue, and offended by her analogy, I replied: ‘So according to you, if I love my younger sister, I need to go around the United States and tell everyone how bad she is? How she doesn’t know what’s good for her? How we must collectively pressure her? And if I truly love my sister, I should tell my parents to cut her off financially? I should publicize her every mistake and defame her on every platform I can? Or if I really care, should I instead work together with her’ . . .

My message to J Street is this: if you are truly pro-Israel, stop patronizing us. Stop lecturing us, publicly defaming us, and using a foreign government to pressure our democratically elected government from thousands of miles away. If you love us and want to support us—then listen to our voices and speak to us as equals. And every once in a while, since you profess to be ‘pro-Israel,’ perhaps you can say something nice about my country.”

(3) J Street U Targets Campus Hillel Houses:

For decades, Hillel houses have been a center of Jewish life and refuge for Jewish students on U.S. college campuses. J Street U works to change that.

J Street U is not satisfied with hosting anti-Israel speakers at neutral locations. Instead, J Street U – together with its partner “Open Hillel” (comprised mainly of J Street U students) demands that Hillel houses must open their doors to J Street’s anti-Israel speakers. As the Jerusalem Post reported, J Street U’s director

“was a featured speaker at the so-called ‘Open Hillel’ conference at Harvard [in the fall 2014] where participants discussed and implemented a plan to conduct opposition research against Hillel’s donors, with Jewish Voice for Peace’s help, in order to attack the donors. In fact, J Street U was called ‘the gateway drug to Open Hillel,’ several of whose members are active in and employed by Jewish Voice for Peace, regarded as a leading anti-Zionist organization by NGO Monitor and many others.”

J Street U and “Open Hillel” have also been waging a battle to pressure Hillel to rescind Hillel’s guidelines forbidding Hillel facilities from being used to host speakers that demonize Israel, oppose Israel’s right to exist, and promote anti-Israel boycotts.

A former IDF soldier who was badly wounded by Hamas terrorists in Gaza described the following alarming experiences with J Street U and its partners subverting his campus Hillel, which made
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this heroic injured Jewish Israeli student’s college campus so unsafe for him that he was forced to end his American education early:

“In 2007, I was severely wounded and nearly killed by a Hamas rocket while serving in the IDF. I eventually recovered (from near fatal brain damage), and enrolled at UCLA in 2009.

My troubles there started on Day One, when I visited UCLA Hillel. Hillel was well-known to be a pro-Israel organization. I was certain I would feel at home. As I got to Hillel, I saw a few students leaving. I heard one of them speak Arabic, and then I heard something horrible: these were the leaders of Students for Justice in Palestine.

Hillel’s student administration had agreed to work with Students for Justice in Palestine! SJP is associated with the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas, and actively works to defame and delegitimize Israel on every college campus where it has an active chapter . . .

On my second day at the UCLA Hillel, I met a Jewish girl to whom I told my story. She didn’t take my side, however. To her, I was an extremist baby-killer because I had served in the IDF. I soon found out that she was a member of J Street, then the rulers of the UCLA Jewish community: either you believed their lies or you supported oppressing and murdering the Palestinians . . .

The next year, things got worse. I was kicked out of a pro-Israel group for no reason at all once it was taken over by J Street followers. I also felt an increased anti-IDF sentiment. Being anti-IDF is also being antisemitic; without an army, Israel would be instantly destroyed by the Palestinian leaders who want “peace . . .

To my American friends: wake up to what is happening on your college campuses. As an Israeli student and IDF veteran, I was unsafe on campus. I felt extremely isolated, disheartened and betrayed.”

(4) J Street’s Gives Phony Excuses for Bringing Anti-Israel Speakers to College Campuses and Conferences:

J Street gives two excuses for bringing anti-Israel speakers to college campuses and national conferences: “to obtain diverse viewpoints” and “to argue against them.” Both of these purported justifications are obviously false: J Street’s so-called “diversity” ranges from speakers who harshly criticize Israel to speakers who openly or covertly seek Israel’s destruction. Speakers who defend Israel and her rights are not invited – and the extremely rare leftwing speaker who says anything to defend Israel is booed off the stage. Moreover, J Street agrees with – rather than argues against – the goals of its hostile-to-Israel speakers.

J Street’s Phony “Diverse Perspectives” Excuse:

J Street’s website admitted that J Street U co-sponsored the above-mentioned BDS event with SJP at Smith College in March 2014. J Street then tried to excuse J Street’s involvement with this virulent anti-Israel group by claiming that there was supposed to be one allegedly pro-Israel speaker (out of 4 speakers on the panel), who withdrew at the last minute, so J Street “believe[d] that it provided a good opportunity for the campus to air different perspectives regarding the boycott movement.”292

J Street’s “an opportunity to air different perspectives” excuse for partnering with anti-Israel groups and bringing anti-Israel speakers to campuses and conferences was clearly phony. The allegedly “pro-Israel” speaker who withdrew from the J Street-SJP Smith College event was a film studies professor who writes that early Israeli films were “Zionist propaganda films,” and writes about “marginalized cultural universes within Israel” and other film topics critical of Israel. It thus seems unlikely that she could have provided any real counterpoint to three professional anti-Israel pro-BDS propagandists.

Ben-Ami also gave similar false “diversity of views” rationalizations for inviting and featuring Jew-hating Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) co-founder and executive director Salam Al-Marayati to J Street’s 2009 and 2017293 annual conferences and J Street U events on college campuses.

Al-Marayati has called for Israel’s destruction, stating that “the establishment by force, violence and terrorism of a Jewish state in Palestine in 1948” was “unjust” and “a crime,” vowed to “work to overturn the injustice.” Al-Marayati stated that “We should put the State of Israel on the suspect list” of possible 9/11 perpetrators; likened Israel’s supporters to Hitler; and said that Hezbollah’s attacks against Israel should be seen as “legitimate resistance.” His organization MPAC blamed Israeli policies for the Palestinian Arab terrorist attack on the Sbarro Pizzeria in Jerusalem on Aug. 8, 2001, in which 15 innocent Jewish civilians were killed, including 7 children and a pregnant woman, and 130 were wounded. MPAC has also said that designated terrorist group Hezbollah fights for “American values.” MPAC also sponsored a March 2009 protest to “Defend al-Aqsa Mosque and al-Quds,” during which the demonstrators chanted slogans encouraging Palestinians to wipe out Israel: “From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free. From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free.”294

Yet, Ben-Ami attempted to explain away his invites to Al-Marayati with the same false “diversity of views” excuse. A 2009 profile of Ben-Ami reported: “Ben-Ami remains unapologetic about inviting Al-Marayati. ‘We want a diversity of views,” [Ben-Ami] said, “and that includes

Ben-Ami also tried to justify inviting Al-Marayati by pointing out that other conference speakers included two former Israeli officials and a U.S. Senator. Ben-Ami conveniently omitted that all three of those officials also shared far leftwing or unfriendly-to-Israel views. As discussed below, Ben-Ami has also falsely invoked his second phony excuse for repeatedly featuring Al-Marayati at J Street and J Street U events.

**J Street’s Phony “We Only Bring Them to Argue Against Them” Excuse:**

After J Street President Ben-Ami gave a speech the Westchester Reform Temple in Scarsdale, New York in December 2015, Ben-Ami was asked about J Street U’s practice of bringing anti-Israel speakers to college campuses. Ben-Ami responded by invoking a false “we bring them to argue against them” excuse – and then revealed that J Street in fact agreed with its anti-Israel pro-BDS speakers’ goals. ZOA’s report on the event related:

“Ben-Ami admitted that J Street brings pro-BDS speakers to college campuses and conferences – but then falsely claimed that J Street only does so to “argue against them.” In fact, J Street honors and gives platforms to the heads of the BDS movement- with no argument against them. Ben-Ami also revealed that J Street’s supposed argument “against” BDS consists of agreeing with and reinforcing BDS’s ideology and aims! Ben-Ami stated: “The best argument against BDS is to say that we agree with the right of Palestinians to get out from under the occupation.”

J Street’s utter failure to “argue against” its anti-Israel speakers, and J Street’s agreement with such speakers’ destructive goals, was on full display at the “MPAC-J Street Peacemaking Forum” at Georgetown University in Washington DC on April 12, 2010. The forum, which was a collaboration between the anti-Israel Muslim Public Affairs Council and J Street, featured MPAC’s Salam Al-Marayati and J Street President Ben-Ami.

During the MPAC-J Street Forum, Al-Marayati repeatedly falsely condemned Israel and promoted policies that were inimical to Israel’s continued existence – while Ben-Ami failed to correct even a single one of Al-Marayati’s falsehoods, and never mentioned or condemned the long history of Palestinian Arab terrorism and war against the Jewish State.

Instead of “arguing against” and correcting Al-Marayati’s falsehoods, and instead of explaining the truth of Israel’s rights and actions to the susceptible, ill-informed college audience, Ben-Ami characterized telling the truth as an unwinnable “desire to own the truth” and “a huge mental barrier.” Further, Ben-Ami piled on more anti-Israel mistruths, and stated that he agreed with Al-Marayati’s goals.

---
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For instance, at the Georgetown University J Street-MPAC forum:

- Al-Marayati asserted that there was “a history of injustice of the displacement of the Palestinian people” and “every day suffering of the Palestinian people.” Ben-Ami apparently agreed: Ben-Ami spoke about “how we [Jews] treat another people that are oppressed [Palestinian Arabs].”

- Al-Marayati falsely asserted that “the settlements are the major impediment, a major obstacle.” Again, Ben-Ami apparently agreed, and insisted that there had to be a “rollback of at least some settlements.” Ben-Ami never mentioned that the real obstacle to peace is Palestinian Arab terrorism and the Palestinian Arab goal of eliminating Israel.

- Al Marayati accused Israel of “war crimes” and “atrocities. . . against the people of Gaza and the territories” and insisted that we have to “end the occupation.” Again, Ben-Ami failed to “argue against” Al-Marayati’s false charges that Israel committed atrocities.

- Al Marayati falsely asserted that “the right of return is a principle that I cannot negotiate away for the Palestinian people” and that UN Resolution 194 guarantees Palestinians a “right of return.” Ben-Ami again utterly failed to correct Al-Marayati’s misleading statement.

In fact, UN Resolution 194 never spoke of “Palestinian refugees,” nor was it so limited. Resolution 194 spoke of “refugees” – a term that included the close to one million Jewish refugees driven out of their homes in Arab nations and in eastern Jerusalem and Judea/Samaria, by the six Arab nations’ armies that invaded Israel in 1948. Moreover, a desire to live in peace is a pre-requisite. Res. 194 stated that “refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to property which, under principles of international law or in equity, should be made good by the Governments or authorities responsible.” Notably, the governments responsible for creating both the Arab and Jewish refugees (and thus responsible for compensation) were the governments of the six Arab nations that invaded Israel and directed the Palestinian Arabs to leave Israel.\(^{299}\)

- Al-Marayati also advocated for placing financial sanctions on Israel to end settlements. In response, Ben-Ami stated that he agreed with the “larger goal” of “ending the occupation,” but just had a “disagreement about tactics.” Ben-Ami said that he was not yet ready for financial penalties “now,”\(^{300}\) and instead advocated for exerting U.S. pressure “actively knocking heads,” imposing timelines, and dictating to the parties the outcome that they needed to reach.

- Al-Marayati also asserted the half-truth that his potential appointment to a national commission on terrorism in 1998 was rescinded because of pressure from the ZOA, ADL, the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, and AJC (American Jewish Committee) – and called these groups “one segment of the Jewish that says they don’t want to give us

\(^{299}\) UN General Assembly Res. 194, Dec. 11, 1948, UN website, at https://unispal.un.org/DPA/DPR/unispal.nsf/o/C758572B78D1CD0085256BCF0077E51A, para. 11. Incidentally, para. 8 of UN Res. 194 resolved that all faiths should be guaranteed access to their holy sites in Jerusalem – but Jordan denied the Jewish people access to their holy sites in Jerusalem during the entire time when Jordan illegally occupied eastern Jerusalem and Judea/Samaria (1948-1967).

\(^{300}\) See however, Section V of this Report, describing J Street’s support for anti-Israel labelling regulations, targeted BDS, and BDS’s sponsors and goals.
credibility.” Ben-Ami then added a total lie to Al-Marayati’s half-truth. Ben-Ami blamed the rescission of Al-Marayati’s appointment on anti-Muslim prejudice, saying: “People say you can’t be on some national commission because you have a Muslim name.”

In fact, Al-Marayati’s own anti-American, anti-Israel and pro-Hezbollah statements and activities were ultimately responsible for the rescission of Al-Marayati’s appointment; Rep. Richard Gephardt (who initially appointed Al-Marayati) “rescinded the appointment, saying it would take too long for Al-Marayati to obtain a security clearance.”

Simply put, J Street and J Street U do not “argue against” their anti-Israel speakers.

(5) **J Street U Focuses on the Pro-Palestinian Goal of “Ending the Occupation” (and Viciously Maligns Israel)**

J Street U chapters throughout the country openly admit that their goal is “ending the occupation.” That’s a euphemism for either forcing Israel to retreat to indefensible borders, and ending Israel’s existence entirely. It’s the same goal as Israel’s enemies.

In March 2015, a mob of J Street U members besieged Hillel headquarters, demanding a meeting with Hillel CEO Eric Fingerhut. Hillel’s CEO responded by appearing at J Street U’s August 2015 leadership meeting, and tried to speak about working together to combat BDS. J Street U and its members mocked the Hillel CEO, and demanded that Fingerhut should say that Israeli “occupation” is the reason for BDS. J Street U and its leadership posted a barrage of social media messages such as

> “@eric_fingerhut repeatedly calls for common ground b/w @jstreetu & @HillelIntl. We will never compromise on condemning occupation.”

During Q&A after Fingerhut spoke, then-J Street U’s Muslim President Amna Farooqi bluntly said:

> “We are not here to talk about the pro-Israel conversation on campus. We are here to talk about the occupation.”

Farooqi also announced at the same event that in 2015, J Street U was going to focus on “their favorite topic: year-long anti-occupation work.”

J Street U’s Amna Farooqi also urged J Street U members to use financial pressure tactics (including demanding “financial transparency” over the green line - a form of targeted BDS) to press American Jewish organizations and the larger Jewish community to “address the

---


302 See, e.g., “J Street U at UChicago,” at [https://blueprint.uchicago.edu/organization/jstreetu](https://blueprint.uchicago.edu/organization/jstreetu)
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Farooqi also said during her major speech at J Street’s national conference:

“We must take . . . make the difficult choices to end the occupation . . . [T]he American Jewish community and the pro-Israel community hold an enormous amount of power on this issue. We must use the power. . . J Street U is taking the lead in pushing our communal organizations to disclose how their funding supports settlements and other obstacles to peace. . . . We are holding our institutions accountable for their role in perpetuating the occupation. . . . If there was ever a time to go all in, with everything we have, to hold our institutions accountable, to follow the money, to an end to occupation, it is now. We must . . . create the future that we want to see: an end to the occupation, a free Palestine . . . ”

In a revealing interview, then-J Street U President Farooqi candidly admitted that she has “Muslim solidarity with Palestinians” and that she is using a “Jewish” organization to pressure Israel because Muslim groups cannot do the job as effectively:

“The work I do [about Israel] is the best expression of Islam ... Because I was Muslim I had a sense of Muslim solidarity with Palestinians ... I got involved in this because I want to make change and I think the American Jewish community has more agency. If I thought moving the American Muslim community would move this – they just don’t have the role in it.”

Commentator Daniel Greenfield summed it up:

“In short, if Amna Farooqi thought that Muslim groups were more effective in fighting Israel, she would be over there. But she tried it and it didn’t work. Also Muslim groups will sometimes have a glass ceiling for women. So she decided to work through Jewish groups which have more ‘agency’ and more power to push her anti-Israel agenda.”

Farooqi’s tweets were full of foul-mouthed anti-Israel venom, expletives such as “f---ing” and gratuitous insults of Israel’s leaders such as: “why is Bibi is [sic] a douchebag serious question.” As described in this report’s Section VIII.(9), after the 2014 Gaza war, instead of condemning Hamas’s war crimes, Farooqi falsely accused Israel of “inflicting horror” on Gaza, and praised Gazan/Hamas “resistance” - a well-known euphemism for Hamas and other Palestinian-Arab...
attacks on innocent Israeli civilians. Farooqi also tweeted her support of BDS.\textsuperscript{312} (See this report’s Section V.(8).) Farooqi also falsely accused Israel of pervasive racism and oppression in her keynote speech to J Street’s 2015 annual conference.\textsuperscript{313} (See this report’s Section III.(5.).)

The fact that a virulently anti-Israel Muslim was placed at the helm of J Street U, to focus J Street U members on J Street’s anti-Israel pro-Palestinian “anti-occupation” agenda and spew anti-Israel hatred, leaves absolutely no doubt that J Street and its student arm are anti-Israel organizations.\textsuperscript{314}

J Street’s “anti-occupation” tactics also include encouraging Jewish students to go to Israel to join anti-Israel Palestinian Arab protests. At J Street’s 2015 national conference plenary, BDS promoter, frequent J Street speaker and honoree Peter Beinart called for young Jews to “amplify Palestinian non-violent protest in the West Bank” by joining these demonstrations.\textsuperscript{315} These demonstrations are often violent: Palestinian Arabs throw huge boulder-sized rocks and bricks and other lethal projectiles at Israelis, and the IDF responds – when endangered – by attempting to stop the violence directed at them using non-lethal means such as tear gas. (Jews have been murdered by Palestinian Arab rock throwers.)\textsuperscript{316}

Sickeningly, Beinart analogized Jews joining anti-Israel demonstrations to whites joining civil rights protests in Mississippi – and said that it will awaken America’s conscience when the IDF tear-gasses young Jewish “protestors”!\textsuperscript{317} Helping American blacks obtain voting rights of course bears no similarity to aiding and abetting enemies who want to murder and expel Jews from the Jewish homeland.

Also, at the same J Street national conference session, J Street Executive Council member and anti-Israel lesbian Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum stated: “it’s essential for those of us who consider ourselves religious Jews, but not orthodox Jews, to speak out against the occupation.”\textsuperscript{318} (Ironically, despite Israel’s stellar record of protecting LGBTQ rights, and Palestinian Arab discrimination and violence directed at LGBTQ persons, Rabbi Kleinbaum and her LGBTQ synagogue engage in “open hostility to the Jewish state,” causing prominent gay pro-Israel

\textsuperscript{312} Farooqi twitter account, Nov. 14, 2014, at https://twitter.com/afarooqi99/status/533382294036545536
\textsuperscript{313} “J Street U Student Board Member Amna Farooqi’s Incredible J Street Talk,” Mar. 25, 2015, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuTHJy6hNMw
\textsuperscript{318} Id., video at minute 39.
congregants to publicly leave Kleinbaum’s synagogue.319)

(6) **J Street U Brings College Students on Anti-Israel Trips, Including Visits to Honor Terrorist Yasser Arafat’s Grave and Meetings with Anti-Israel NGOs in Israel**

Apparently, bringing anti-Israel NGOs and hostile Palestinian Arab leaders to U.S. college campus is insufficient for J Street U. J Street U also takes American college students to visit anti-Israel NGOs, memorials honoring Jew-killers, and hostile Palestinian leaders in Israel.

A highlight of J Street’s 2013 annual conference was a panel entitled “J Street U Presents: Unpacking Birthright,” discussing how J Street U could subvert the Birthright Israel program.320 (Birthright Israel is a pro-Israel educational trip for young adults to strengthen their Jewish identity and connection with and understanding of Israel, paid for by pro-Israel donors.)

J Street subverts Birthright Israel trips by persuading students who are in Israel after completing a Birthright trip, or otherwise traveling in Israel, to go on an “add on” J Street trip to Ramallah and other PA areas. On these add on trips, J Street takes students to visit the gravesite and memorial to terrorist Yasser Arafat, and to meet with anti-Israel NGOs, such as the Soros- and NIF-supported “Machsom Watch” that feed the students false stories about Israeli “human rights violations.”321

J Street’s tour guides on these trips are also accomplished anti-Israel propagandists. On a recent trip, the tour guide falsely told gullible students that the “Israeli occupation” restricts Palestinian Arabs’ access “to their own water.” A student on the trip then accused Israel of “appalling” violations of Palestinian Arabs’ human rights to water, on a J Street blog.322

In fact, “under Israeli rule, the Palestinian water supply has become larger, more technologically sophisticated, of higher quality, and much easier to access; almost entirely due to Israeli efforts.”323 A water expert recently recounted in the New York Times how Israeli-Palestinian joint water projects steadily improved “water infrastructure for both Israeli settlements and every Palestinian city and town” – but then, “beginning in 2008, the Palestinian leadership decided to turn water into a political tool to bludgeon Israel.” The PA manufactured a sham water crisis by halting joint cooperation projects, and then falsely blamed Israel – even though


“Israel was scrupulously adhering to the Oslo Agreement and providing more than half of all the water used by Palestinians in the West Bank.”

Sickeningly, J Street brings students to lifelong terrorist Yasser Arafat’s grave to falsely portray Arafat as a reformed man of peace. At a synagogue speech in Westchester County, New York by J Street President Ben-Ami, a woman in the audience asked: “Why is J Street bringing Jewish students to Ramallah to pay homage to Yasser Arafat’s grave?” Ben-Ami responded that J Street brings students to Yasser Arafat’s grave to teach the students that a former Palestinian terrorist renounced and abandoned violence in 1993, and became a man of peace who even won the Nobel prize because he successfully made a peaceful transformation! In fact, Arafat – the bloodthirsty terrorist responsible for murdering 22 Jewish school children at Ma’alot in 1974 – remained intent on murdering Jews and destroying Israel throughout his entire life. Arafat announced in Arabic that the 1993 Oslo accord was merely a step towards destroying Israel in stages. Arafat rejected a generous statehood offer in 2000, and instead instigated and directed the Second Intifada from 2000 through 2005 – also called “Arafat’s War” – in which Palestinian Arab terrorists murdered almost 2,000 innocent Israeli Jews (and American Jews) and injured over 10,000 innocent Jews.

(7) J Street U Incubated the Openly Anti-Zionist, Lawless “If Not Now” Organization

Radical groups tend to seed and spawn even more extreme radical groups and front groups. Individuals that radical groups indoctrinated into their hateful ideology form new groups that use even more extreme methods to advance the same ideology. Often, the new group is simply a front for the original group, and enables the original group to portray some degree of moderation while doing its dirty work through the new entity. For instance, the Iranian-funded designated terrorist organization Hamas – which is dedicated to murdering every Jew and wiping Israel off the map – sometimes wants to put on a more “moderate” face, by for instance, agreeing to a temporary cease fire. Thus, Iran has backed new vicious rejectionist terrorist groups, such as al-Sabireen and Palestinian Islamic Jihad.

Top J Street U student leaders (including J Street U’s former board president) formed a new radical organization called “If Not Now.” “If Not Now”’s stated anti-Israel agenda – “end the occupation” and “stop the war on Gaza” – is virtually identical to J Street’s agenda. However, “If Not Now” has abandoned J Street’s hypocritical “fig leaf” of claiming to be “pro-Israel” and has adopted even more radical methods. “If Not Now” rejects dialogue; chains itself to tables; unlawfully blockades headquarters and events of American Jewish communal organizations; demands that these Jewish communal organizations disavow Israel’s government; and boasts when its members are arrested.

Commentator Daniel Greenfield explained that J Street U’s seeding of this new group appears to be a deliberate J Street tactic, as follows:
“Since J Street U is very obviously the creature of the money and power behind J Street, the latest tactical development appears to be to use J Street U to ‘seed’ new anti-Israel front groups that are more youth oriented. These groups then join with J Street U’s campaigns against the Jewish state while claiming that they represent ‘millennials’ and that Jewish organizations must listen to younger voices.

If Not Now appears to be a typical example. It postures as an independent volunteer grass roots anti-Israel group. In fact it’s a group of J Street U people trying out a new brand.

Simone Zimmerman, the most prominent figure associated with the new hate group, was the J Street U National Student Board President. She claims to be in Brooklyn, but If Not Now’s headquarters is listed in a residential building in Washington D.C. That’s where the J Street mothership is also located.

While Simone Zimmerman attempts to cultivate the fake moderate image that is a signature of the J Street brand, the If Not Now hate group evolved out of anti-Israel protests during Hamas’ attacks on Israel, and Simone Zimmerman retweets violently anti-Israel bigots, including Max Blumenthal, who has called for the ethnic cleansing of Jews from Israel and helped inspire the Kansas City Jewish Community Center shooter, along with Hamas apologists like Glenn Greenwald and Yousef Munayyer.

There’s nothing moderate about that listing or about Simone Zimmerman. This is what your social media looks like if you hate Israel and want to see it destroyed.

Other If Not Now activists were also top J Street U people. Tamara Shapiro was J Street U’s director, Yonah Lieberman co-created a J Street U chapter, Max Berger worked for J Street, Emily Mayer was with J Street U at Haverford.

The official narrative is that If Not Now parted ways with J Street because the group was insufficiently opposed to the Jewish State and insufficiently supportive of Hamas. As a practical matter though this is how radical groups have always operated, with a front group that makes efforts to appear moderate while incubating radical organizations within itself that ‘split off’ but still pursue the same agenda.

Despite claims of a split, If Not Now is just pursuing the exact same agenda as J Street U, protesting Jewish charities for supporting Israel, while claiming to be the voice of a new generation.

It’s the same scam with a new brand and slightly less of a paper trail.

If Not Now is J Street. J Street is JVP. The same goes for the rest of the paper organizations of the anti-Israel left which are pursuing the same tired discredited anti-Zionist agenda that they have for a century now. This agenda predated the ‘67 war and the liberation of ‘67 Israel. It
predated the reborn state’s independence. It is premised only on the hard left’s rejection of a Jewish national state for racist reasons. Everything else, including the lies about “Palestinian suffering” is window dressing and propaganda for the anti-Semitic left and its Jewish collaborators.

The brand is constantly being refreshed in a feverish effort to make an old hateful ideology seem youthful and new. New organizations are constantly being created and destroyed. But they all share one agenda. The destruction of the Jewish State.”

XIII. J STREET-PAC WORKS & RAISES MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO ELECT HOSTILE-TO-ISRAEL U.S. CONGRESSPERSONS & TO DEFEAT ISRAEL’S BEST FRIENDS IN CONGRESS:

(1) J Street PAC’s Deceptive Practices:

J Street PAC misleadingly calls anti-Israel Congresspersons “pro-Israel” and vice versa, to deceive voters. As one commentator put it: “What mainstream pro-Israel activists rightly brand as anti-Israel, J Street lists as supporters of Israel.”

For instance, J Street PAC glowingly describes a hostile-to-Israel Senator who accused Israel of war crimes as “a strong supporter of Israel and two-state peace.” Likewise, J Street PAC gushes that a J Street PAC endorsee “is a true champion of the pro-Israel, pro-peace movement” – when that endorsee was in fact the co-author of a Congressional letter falsely portraying as a “moderate” Iran’s new president – who was implicated in blowing up the AMIA Jewish Center.

Conversely, as discussed in subpart (3) below, J Street ran Orwellian campaigns falsely accusing Israel’s best friends in Congress of “endorsing policies that are not pro-Israel,” and called pro-Israel opponents of the disastrous-to-Israel-and-America Iran deal “obstructionists.”

J Street also helps its endorsees obtain campaign volunteers, via J Street’s website, and a designated J Street employee.

(2) J Street PAC Supports Hostile-to-Israel Congresspersons:

The Washington Free Beacon’s 2012 analysis of over 50 candidates endorsed by J-Street revealed that:

331 “Volunteer for a Campaign,” J Street website, at http://jstreet.org/get-involved/volunteer-for-a-campaign/#.WXRdIIMaZPzl
“The self-described “pro-Israel, pro-peace” liberal advocacy group J Street is soliciting funds for Congressional candidates who are openly hostile to Israel while simultaneously targeting for defeat explicitly pro-Israel lawmakers who do not agree with its radical Middle East agenda.”\(^{332}\)

Former AIPAC executive director Morris Amitay stated:

“[J Street] is showing their true colors... [L]ook at who they’re supporting— it’s people most observers would consider to not be friendly to Israel... They sort of help the bad guys on this issue.”\(^{333}\)

Former U.S. diplomat Elliot Abrams stated:

“It is ironic that J Street turns out to want American Jews to be one issue voters. J Street supports candidates critical of Israel and opposes candidates who are very pro-Israel. Doesn’t much matter where they stand on anything else. Maybe, we should salute J Street’s bipartisanship: They barely care what party you’re in as long as you think undermining the Government of Israel is a good idea.”\(^{334}\)

J Street’s forty-one 2010 candidates included twenty-eight signers of J Street’s anti-Israel “Gaza 54” letter falsely condemning Israel for defending her population from Hamas’ thousands of rocket attacks on Israeli civilians, and demanding that the Gaza weapons blockade be eased. J Street even supported Rep. Keith Ellison, who spearheaded the “Gaza 54” letter.\(^{335}\)

Interestingly, J Street’s own website – while trying to argue that it is a “myth” that J Street supports anti-Israel candidates – confirms that J Street PAC requires its candidates to support creating a Palestinian state (a so-called two-state solution), U.S. pressure (which J Street euphemistically calls “active U.S. leadership to help end the conflict”), and U.S. funding to the Palestinian Authority, saying:

“To be eligible for JStreetPAC endorsement, a political candidate must demonstrate that they support a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, active US leadership to help end the conflict, the special relationship between the US and Israel, continued aid to the Palestinian Authority...”\(^{336}\)

J Street vice president for campaigns Carinne Luck, admitted that the Obama administration and people “on the Hill” (meaning, pro-Palestinian Congresspersons) wanted J Street to “move


\(^{333}\) Id.

\(^{334}\) Id.


Jews” further to the left.337 That’s the opposite of “pro-Israel.”

J Street’s candidates have failed to sign bipartisan pro-Israel letters; voted against bi-partisan resolutions affirming the U.S.-Israel alliance; rejected Israel’s right to defend herself from terrorists; signed the infamous “Gaza 54” a/k/a “Hamas 54” letter demanding that Israel end her defensive measures against the terrorist group Hamas; opposed sanctioning Iran; and continue to support funding the PA and the disastrous Iran deal.

Further, ZOA’s analysis reveals that all of J Street’s 2016 candidates supported the catastrophic Iran deal. This was confirmed after the 2016 election, when J Street President Ben-Ami wrote a letter to J Street’s members boasting about J Street’s “successful” support for pro-Iran deal Congresspersons and defeat of two (pro-Israel) opponents of the Iran deal. Ben-Ami bragged:

“[A record] 99 Members of the incoming Congress (over half the Democratic Caucus) and 19 Senators are J Street-endorsed . . . We supported 124 candidates with a record $3.6 million, raising more through our PAC than nearly all other pro-Israel PACs combined . . . Not one Member of Congress who we endorsed and who supported the Iran deal lost their seat to a deal opponent. Instead, two of the most persistent opponents of the [Iran deal] were defeated.”338

As the author of an article discussing Ben-Ami’s letter commented, that’s “nothing to be proud of, considering the direction Iran has taken since the deal.”339

J Street’s troubling endorsees, who J Street raises funds for, include, for example:

• Rep. Keith Ellison: Muslim Congressman Ellison has one of the worst anti-Israel, anti-Semitic records in Congress, detailed in this report’s Section XVI (“J Street Supports Anti-Israel Appointments”). Very briefly: Ellison was involved with Farrakhan’s anti-Semitic Nation of Islam for a decade; and was taped making anti-Semitic comments at one of his many fundraiser appearances for organizations related to Hamas. Ellison spearheaded and persuaded 53 other Democratic Congresspersons to sign his infamous “Gaza 54” letter to President Obama (written by J Street), which falsely accused Israel of humiliating and wreaking “collective punishment” on Gaza residents and demanded that President Obama should pressure Israel to lift the Gaza weapons blockade; and co-authored and spearheaded a letter opposing Netanyahu’s timely speech to Congress. Ellison was one of only 8 Congresspersons who voted against a 2014 bipartisan bill to provide $225 million to Israel’s “Iron dome” missile defense system. Yet, J Street

339 Id.
repeatedly threw its support behind Ellison, and is endorsing and fundraising for Ellison yet again for the 2018 election.


“J Street also supported Rep. John Dingell of Michigan, one of the most widely recognized anti-Israel members of Congress. With a +3 rating by the Arab American Institute, Dingell voted No on withholding US contributions until the UN retracts accusations of Israeli war crimes, on opposing any unilateral declaration of a Palestinian state, and Absent on a bill to ensure that United States taxpayer dollars are not used to fund terrorist entities in Lebanon. What point is J street making by giving him PAC money, and why are they so happy he won?”

Upon Dingell’s retirement after the 2014 Congressional session, the Arab American Institute (AAI) honored their “great friendship” with Dingell and “his support of a sovereign Palestinian state,” and supported his wife Debbie Dingell to replace him (over a potential Arab-American candidate) “because Arab American Democrats in Dearborn have been an integral part of Rep. Dingell’s team.”

Since 2014, J Street – like the Arab American Institute – continues to support Debbie Dingell’s repeated successful runs for her husband’s former seat. Debbie Dingell supports a Palestinian state and the Iran deal, and called the Congressional invitation to Israeli PM Netanyahu a “political sideshow.”

Together with fellow anti-Israel J Street candidates Keith Ellison and John Yarmuth (D-KY, – another “Gaza 54” letter signer), Debbie Dingell spearheaded a letter that blamed Israel for Palestinian Arab violence, and praised as “agents of peace” anti-Israel activists, an Intifada supporter, and key members of groups dedicated to “ending the occupation of Palestinian lands.” Dingell and the new PLO Representative to the U.S. were honorees and speakers at an

---
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April 2017 “Arab America” event sponsored by AAI and the Qatar Foundation International.\textsuperscript{347} In January 2017, Dingell voted \textit{against} the bi-partisan Congressional resolution condemning viciously anti-Israel United Nations Security Council Resolution 2334.\textsuperscript{348}

\textbf{• Rep. Lois Capps (D-CA):} Capps sided \textit{against} Israel on key Congressional resolutions and letters – while J Street’s financial support helped her win her sometimes close election races in 2008,\textsuperscript{349} 2010,\textsuperscript{350} 2012,\textsuperscript{351} and 2014.\textsuperscript{352} In 2009, Capps was one of the small minority (8\%) of House members who voted \textit{against} a bi-partisan resolution that both affirmed Israel’s right to defend herself and condemned the anti-Israel Goldstone Report.\textsuperscript{353} Also in 2009, Capps declined to join the majority (327) of House members who signed the bipartisan Steny Hoyer (D-MD)–Eric Cantor (R-VA) letter reaffirming the U.S.-Israel alliance.\textsuperscript{354} In 2010, Capps signed the infamous “Gaza 54” J Street-orchestrated letter asking then-President Obama to pressure the Israel to end defensive measures against Hamas in Gaza.\textsuperscript{355} Also in 2010, Capps declined to join the majority (338) of House members who signed the bipartisan Ted Poe (R-TX)–Gary Peters (D-MI) letter reaffirming Israel’s right to defend itself in the wake of the “Gaza Freedom Flotilla” incident,\textsuperscript{356} during which pro-Hamas activists attacked and viciously beat Israeli soldiers/ship inspectors with knives, clubs and metal rods.\textsuperscript{357}

In 2011, Capps was one of the 44 signers of the Price-Welch J Street letter advocating for continuing funding the Palestinian Authority, despite PA attempts to obtain statehood without
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\textsuperscript{348} “Which Members of Congress Are Anti-Israel?,” at \url{http://chelm.freeyellow.com/anti-israel.html}


\textsuperscript{350} “J Street PAC Launches 2010 Campaign; Endorses 41 Candidates,” J Street website, Jan. 21, 2010, at \url{http://jstreet.org/press-releases/jstreetpac-launches-2010-campaign-endorse-41-candidates_1/#.WWHRL8aZPzI}


\textsuperscript{352} “J Street 2014 Election Night Scorecard,” at \url{http://libcloud.s3.amazonaws.com/862/5f/c/312/JStreet_PAC_2014_Scorecard - 79.pdf}

\textsuperscript{353} H. Res. 867 (111th Cong.): “Calling on the President and the Secretary of State to oppose unequivocally any endorsement or further consideration of the ‘Report of the United Nations Fact Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict’ in multilateral fora,” at \url{https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/111/hr867/votes/listed_at_http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/111/hr867}; votes listed at \url{https://www.govtrack.us/congress/votes/111-2009/hr838}

\textsuperscript{354} “Signatories to Hoyer-Cantor Letter Reaffirming the U.S.-Israel Alliance,” at \url{http://api.ning.com/files/SERpaLSGtw-H8JMT7plUg*m1X9YoqFykJ-gCHj7UontBtyUEi zfAwI5uDWzWXiCBaXMlRMD322nFsJYVEEnoYyaRChsd7RcXG/Signatories_to_HoyerCantor_Letter.pdf}


\textsuperscript{357} “Footage of Mavi Marmara Passengers Attacking IDF Soldiers,” at \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMmDfvAMTqc}
recognizing Israel, and the PA’s continued support for terrorism. In 2012, Capps was the only House member to vote “no” on H. Res. 556 condemning Iran for persecuting and imprisoning a Christian Pastor (but then said her vote was a mistake). Capps announced that the Iran deal had her “full support.” Capps retired after the 2015-2016 session. J Street then supported Capps’ replacement – another Iran deal supporter Salud Carbajal (D-CA), who won with J Street’s assistance.

• Rep. George Miller (D-CA): Miller likewise signed the infamous “Gaza 54” 2010 letter, as well as the Price-Welch letter to continue sending U.S. tax dollars to the PA, and the Price-Dent letter falsely portraying Iranian Pres. Rouhani as a moderate. Miller was also one of the few in Congress who voted against bi-partisan H. Resolution 392 (May 2002; passed 352-to-21), which voiced “solidarity with Israel” in the struggle against Palestinian terrorism. This was during the deadly Second Intifada, in which Palestinian Arab suicide bombers murdered and maimed close to 10,000 Jews. When asked to explain his vote, Miller complained that H. Res. 392 didn’t call for a Palestinian state. Miller also did not support (and instead was one of the few Congresspersons who merely voted “present”) a January 2009 bi-partisan bill overwhelmingly supporting Israel’s right to defend herself against Hamas attacks from Gaza. (Miller retired in 2015.)

• Senator Tammy Baldwin (D-WI): Baldwin was another “Gaza 54” letter signer supported by J Street PAC. Baldwin also voted against a 2009 Iran sanctions bill and condemned Israel for defending against armed militants aboard the “Freedom Flotilla.” Baldwin also supported the Iran deal. During her 2012 Senate race, the Emergency Committee for Israel (a real pro-Israel group), ran ads against her, explaining that:

“Throughout her career in the House of Representatives, Baldwin has been . . . hostile to the U.S.-Israel alliance. She has accused Israel of war crimes,

361 See signatories listed in footnoted articles to Lois Capps section, supra.
befriended anti-Israel groups, refused to sign bipartisan letters of support for Israel....”367

Yet, J Street ran ads defending Baldwin. J Street endorsed and raised funds for Baldwin’s 2010 House race, gave her a critical $55,000 boost for her successful 2012 Senate election,368 and is again fundraising for her 2018 Senate race.369

• Rep. David Price (D- NC): Price also signed the “Gaza 54” letter, and supported the Iran deal. Also, together with Rep. Peter Welch, Price spearheaded a letter asking President Obama to continue sending U.S. aid to the Palestinian Authority despite the PA’s attempts to unilaterally establish statehood at the United Nations without recognizing Israel.

Price also co-authored the Price-Dent letter to Obama (in conjunction with J Street, which asked Congresspersons to sign the letter) that falsely portrayed Iran’s then-newly elected president Hassan Rouhani as a moderate who would “pursue a policy of reconciliation and peace,” urged nuclear negotiations and diplomacy with Iran, and urged that the U.S. should do nothing to “delegitimize” or “weaken” Rouhani’s presidency.370 This false moderate portrayal of Rouhani was concocted to promote the then-upcoming disastrous Iran deal. Rouhani was implicated in one of the worst terrorist attacks on innocent Jews in modern times. Shortly before Argentine prosecutor Alberto Nisman was murdered in January 2015, Nisman advised that he had evidence tying Rouhani to the Iran-directed Hezbollah 1994 bombing of the AMIA Buenos Aires Jewish Center, in which 85 innocents (mostly Jews) were murdered and hundreds were wounded.371 J Street repeatedly supported Price, and is again supporting him for 2018.

• Rep. Peter Welch (D-VT): Welch likewise signed the infamous “Gaza 54” letter and Price-Dent letter, and supported the Iran deal. In addition, in November 2011, together with David Price, Welch spearheaded a J Street-supported letter urging that U.S. aid to the Palestinian Authority should continue, despite the PA’s attempts to unilaterally establish statehood at the United Nations without recognizing Israel, which violated the Oslo accords.372 Welch has a “+2” rating from the Arab American Institute, meaning that he has a “pro-Arab pro-Palestine voting
J Street supported Welch in every Congressional race since J Street’s inception (2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016), and is again fundraising for Welch’s 2018 election campaign.374

**• Blatantly Anti-Israel Congressman Nick Joe Rahall II (D-WV):** Arab-American Nick Rahall was known as one of the most blatantly anti-Israel voices in Congress. Rahall referred to Israel as a “monster,” a “spoiled child,” “bullies,” and the “Israeli Occupation Forces.” He consistently voted against Israel; and signed the infamous Gaza 54 letter,375 and Price-Dent letter.376 In addition, Rahall stated: “Israel can’t continue to occupy, humiliate and destroy the dreams and spirits of the Palestinian people and continue to call itself a democratic state.” He was one of only 8 House members to vote against a resolution supporting Israel’s right to defend herself, which was supported by 410 House members; and was the only member of the House to oppose the 1993 resolution urging Arab states to end their Arab boycott of Israel.377 Despite J Street’s support, Rahall was finally defeated in 2014, after 38 years in Congress.

**• Rep. Joe Garcia (D-FL):** As a one-term Congressman, Garcia did not have a substantial record on Israel issues. However, Garcia accepted campaign donations and spoke at the annual fundraising dinner for the radical Islamist group EMERGE USA, along with Dr. Sayed Ammar Nakshawani, who stated: “It is barbaric that this Zionist state is allowed to continue.”378 Garcia was defeated in 2014, despite J Street’s support.379

**• Rep. Donna Edwards (D-MD):** Edwards also signed the “Gaza 54” letter and Price-Dent letter – and was one of J Street’s first endorsed candidates in 2008. In 2009, Edwards voted “present” – rather than “yes” – on a near-unanimous resolution endorsing Israel’s right to defend herself against Gaza rocket attacks.380 Edwards also demanded “full settlement closures,” and characterizes Jewish communities as an impediment to peace. Edwards’ controversial anti-Israel statements included: “America would be making a big mistake if it allows Israel to substitute ‘outpost closures’ for full ‘settlement closures’ throughout the country”; “large Jewish settlements . . . impede any lasting peace agreement”; “natural growth [of Jewish communities
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373 Peter Welch On the Issues, at [http://www.ontheissues.org/House/Peter_Welch_Foreign_Policy.htm](http://www.ontheissues.org/House/Peter_Welch_Foreign_Policy.htm)
is] an obstacle to a functional two-state solution”; and “It will be impossible to [form a separate Palestinian state] if [Jewish] settlements are allowed to continue to develop.”381

When pro-Israel Democrats who were alarmed by Edwards’ anti-Israel statements sought to support a Democratic primary candidate against Edwards in 2009, J Street PAC sent out an urgent fundraising appeal to assist Edwards, and raised tens of thousands of dollars to help Edwards fend off a pro-Israel Democratic primary challenger.382 “Open Secrets” shows that J Street PAC is Edwards’ third largest lifetime contributor.383

**Pro-BDS Candidate Zephyr Teachout (D-NY):** In 2016, J Street (unsuccessfully) supported Teachout for an open Congressional seat. During a September 2016 debate, Teachout (wrongly) claimed that the Iran deal has been “successful”384 (ignoring Iran’s violations and intercontinental ballistic missile launches). Teachout also initially refused to take a position on BDS; then said she opposes it; and then said that she opposes New York Governor Cuomo’s anti-BDS executive order. (Her final position was thus pro-BDS.)385 An organization that really opposed anti-Israel boycotts would not support such a candidate.

And this is only a small sampling of J Street PAC’s hostile-to-Israel candidates!

**(3) J Street PAC Targets Pro-Israel Congresspersons for Defeat:**

As the Washington Free Beacon’s analysis revealed, J Street “target[s] for defeat explicitly pro-Israel lawmakers who do not agree with its radical Middle East agenda.”386

Strong pro-Israel Congresspersons targeted by J Street have included the following, among many others:

- **Pro-Israel Senators Who Co-Sponsored a Bill to Increase MOU funding to Israel:** Senators Mark Kirk (R-IL), Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), Marco Rubio (R-FL) and John McCain (R-AZ): J Street PAC maliciously targeted and raised hundreds of thousands of dollars to try to defeat the staunch pro-Israel Senators (Marco Rubio, Mark Kirk, Kelly Ayotte and John McCain) who co-sponsored a 2016 bill to increase MOU funds to Israel. (See this report’s Section VII.(1).) The proposed aid increase was designed to help Israel defend against Iran’s increased support for anti-Israel terrorism after Iran received billions in Iran deal sanctions relief. The same targeted senators also opposed the Iran deal, and also supported numerous other pro-Israel bills and resolutions. Two of those great pro-Israel Senators, Mark Kirk and Kelly Ayotte, were sadly defeated in the 2016 election.
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• Pro-Israel Senators Who Opposed the Iran Deal, Including Pat Toomey (R-PA),
Rob Portman (R-OH), Ron Johnson (R-WI), Richard Burr (R-NC), Kirk, Ayotte,
Rubio and McCain, and Senate Candidate Congressman Joe Heck (R-NV):

In 2016, J Street specifically targeted Senators (and Representatives) who had opposed the Iran deal. For instance, during the 2016 campaign, J Street produced video ads praising the Iran deal and condemning Senators Toomey and Ayotte, etc. for opposing the deal. In a “campaign spotlight,” J Street PAC accused Senator Toomey of: “join[ing] in with several aggressive Republican attempts to undermine the negotiations that led to the Iran nuclear agreement.”

Similarly, J Street PAC’s “campaign spotlight” condemned Dr. Joe Heck (a Congressman who was running for Senate) as “an outspoken opponent of diplomatic solutions” because Dr. Heck voted against the Iran deal and called it a “bad deal.”

And, after pro-Israel stalwart Senator Mark Kirk was defeated, J Street PAC bragged: “J Street PAC was a lead supporter of Tammy Duckworth in her successful effort to unseat Congress’ most persistent Iran deal obstructionist, Mark Kirk.”

• Pro-Israel Congressman Joe Walsh (R-IL):

In 2012, J Street targeted for defeat first-term Congressman Joe Walsh, who was one of Israel’s staunchest champions in Congress.

Walsh co-sponsored strong pro-Israel House Resolution 392: “Supporting Israel’s right to annex Judea and Samaria in the event that the Palestinian Authority continues to press for unilateral recognition of Palestinian statehood at the United Nations,” which noted that the PA’s attempts to bypass negotiations with Israel by going to the UN violated the Oslo accords and other agreements. Walsh also authored a Washington Times op ed “Myth of a Two-State Solution,” which eloquently explained that it is a myth that creating a Palestinian Arab state will bring peace, saying:

“The two-state solution can never work when one of the domains, the Palestinian state, does not even acknowledge the other state’s (Israel’s) right to exist and has as its entire purpose in life wiping Israel off the face of the earth. Never will peace come when one side possesses such hate and routinely expresses that hate through violence and blood. It is time to let go of the two-state-solution insanity and adopt the only solution that will bring true peace to the Middle East: a single Israeli state from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean Sea. Israel is the only country in the region dedicated to peace and the only power capable of stable, just and democratic government in the region.”

388 Id. (J Street PAC Campaign Spotlight).
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And in May 2011, when then-President Obama called for Israel’s retreat to the indefensible 1967 lines, Cong. Walsh leapt to Israel’s defense, and wrote an op-ed criticizing Obama for throwing Israel under the bus; and criticizing Obama’s other anti-Israel statements, including Obama’s attacks on Jewish settlements.\textsuperscript{393} Walsh also spearheaded a letter, signed by 34 Congresspersons, to US House leadership calling for all aid to Egypt to be suspended until Egypt’s then new Muslim Brotherhood President, Mohamed Morsi “publicly reaffirm Egypt’s treaties, promote peace with Israel, and continue to recognize Israel’s right to exist as a Jewish state.”\textsuperscript{394}

Rep. Walsh’s ardent support for Israel led J Street PAC to launch a vicious Orwellian campaign against Walsh. J Street issued a “red alert” to J-Street supporters to oust Walsh from Congress in November 2012, and created and broadcasted ads against Walsh.\textsuperscript{395} Absurdly and deceptively, J-Street accused Congressman Walsh (and others who criticized Obama for calling for Israel’s retreat to indefensible borders) of “calculated attempts to pervert what it means to be pro-Israel.”\textsuperscript{396} J Street also falsely proclaimed: “The policies endorsed by Representative Walsh are not pro-Israel.”\textsuperscript{397}

Rep. Walsh responded:

“For a group like J Street who only claims to be pro-Israel to go after me for being pro-Israel makes no sense . . . . They hide under the cover of ‘pro-peace, pro-Israel,’ but they’re pro-Palestinian . . . No one from the middle to the right takes them seriously. They’re almost a joke. They’re extremely toxic and so loudly in your face to anyone who takes even a little bit of a pro-Israel stance.”\textsuperscript{398}

Tragically, Congressman Walsh was defeated in 2012 by Tammy Duckworth (D). J Street boasted of this “victory” – although Duckworth also had a party registration advantage.\textsuperscript{399}

• Pro-Israel Congressman Allen West (R-FL): Allen West is a war hero and, like Joe Walsh, was a first-term Congressman in 2010 who was one of Israel’s chief defenders and supporters in Congress. Rep. West was also the first African-American Republican Congressman from Florida since Reconstruction. Rep. West correctly called J-Street a “Jewish Pro-Palestinian organization”

and criticized J-Street’s “just trust Iran” positions.\(^{400}\) In January 2011, Congressman West joined staunch pro-Israel House Foreign Affairs Committee Chairwoman Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-Fla) to condemn Obama’s permission to the PLO mission in Washington D.C. to fly the PLO flag. Rep. West noted that raising the PLO flag in Washington D.C. was “an attempt to legitimize an organization with a known history of terrorist actions.”\(^{401}\) Rep. West was also a co-sponsor of a resolution supporting Israel’s rights with respect to existing Jewish communities in Judea/Samaria.\(^{402}\) Rep. West also wrote to then-President Obama seeking the release of Jewish prisoner Jonathan Pollard from his unprecedented lengthy sentence for passing information to an ally.\(^{403}\) J-Street PAC also targeted West. As with Congressman Walsh, J-Street PAC expended tens of thousands of dollars to defeat Congressman West, and targeted Rep. West with Orwellian ads falsely accusing Cong. West’s strong pro-Israel positions of not being pro-Israel.\(^{404}\) Unfortunately, Cong. West lost his seat in a very close election – another J Street “victory” that harmed the pro-Israel cause.

**Rep. Lee Zeldin (R-NY):** One of J Street’s top targets is incumbent Congressman Zeldin. Rep. Zeldin is a staunch pro-Israel advocate, strong opponent of the Iran deal, and has been the only Jewish Republican in Congress for much of his tenure (until 2017). Rep. Zeldin and pro-Israel Democratic Congresswoman Grace Meng co-sponsored a bi-partisan proposal to give Israel the massive ordnance penetrators (MOPs) needed to destroy Iran’s nuclear facilities.\(^{405}\) Open Secrets lists J Street PAC as the biggest contributor to Rep. Zeldin’s 2016 opponent, Anna Throne-Holst. J Street PAC’s contributions to Rep. Zeldin’s opponent were four times the amount contributed to her by the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.\(^{406}\) J Street’s criticism of Zeldin included comments such as:

> “Zeldin has proven himself to be one of the most extreme opponents of diplomacy and pro-Israel, pro-peace policies. He has criticized the Obama administration for speaking out against settlement expansion, and demanded that a State Department spokesman be fired for pointing out that both Palestinian and Israeli civilians have carried out acts of violence and terror. . . . He has been an outspoken leader of efforts to oppose


the Iran nuclear deal, and to undermine it since its implementation. In August, he was slammed by J Street for outrageous comments in relation to negotiations over returning frozen Iranian assets, . . .”

**Rep. Cong. Mike Bost (R-IL):** Rep. Bost strongly opposed the Iran deal, accurately explaining that the deal: “paves the way for Iran to advance its nuclear capabilities” and that by “legitimizing Iran’s nuclear program, allowing for self-inspections, and lifting arms and missile embargoes, this agreement fails to ramp up accountability on a regime that proclaims ‘death to America’ and promises to ‘wipe Israel off the map.’ We must do better for the sake and safety of our children and grandchildren.” Rep. Mike Bost also voted to suspend the president’s authority to lift sanctions against Iran and for a resolution finding that President Obama failed to comply with the “Iran Nuclear Agreement Review Act,” which required the Administration to share the full agreement with Congress resolution.

In 2016, J Street unsuccessfully attempted to defeat and replace Rep. Bost with a challenger, Chares Baricevic, whom J Street described as a supporter of “diplomacy” with Iran (J Street’s euphemism for supporting the disastrous Iran deal) and “a two-state solution based on 1967 borders with land swaps” (J Street’s euphemism for Israel’s retreat to indefensible borders to make way for a terrorist Palestinian Arab Hamas Iran-satellite state).

**• Rep. Charlie Bass (R-NH):** Rep. Bass possessed stellar pro-Israel credentials. Rep. Bass served in Congress from 1995-2007, and returned to Congress in 2011. Rep. Bass co-sponsored the bi-partisan United States-Israel Enhanced Security Cooperation Act of 2012, which the House overwhelmingly passed (with 411 yeas; 9 present, 2 nays). Not surprisingly, the small handful of “no” or “present” votes came from lawmakers endorsed by and/or publicly affiliated with J-Street, including John Dingell (who voted “no”) and Reps. Donna Edwards (D-MD), Lynn Woolsey (D-CA), Barbara Lee (D-CA), Pete Stark (D-CA), Andre Carson (D-IN), Betty McCollum (D-Minn.), Keith Ellison (D-Minn.), Walter Jones (R-NC), and Earl Blumenauer (D-OR) (who voted “present.”). By contrast to Rep. Bass’s strong pro-Israel record, Rep. Bass’ challenger, Ann McLane Kuster, had virtually no public record regarding Israel, and no pro-Israel credentials. J Street PAC touted Kuster as “a progressive hero” and “a community activist.” Rep. Bass ended up losing the 2012 election. Thus, another great pro-Israel Congressman was lost, with the assistance of J-Street PAC’s anti-Israel targeting. J Street PAC continues to support Kuster.
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who has adopted J Street’s positions, including supporting the Iran deal, and voting against a January 2017 bi-partisan House resolution criticizing anti-Israel UNSC Resolution 2334.\footnote{H. Res. 11 vote, at \url{https://www.govtrack.us/congress/votes/115-2017/h11}}

- **Rep. Frank Guinta (R-NH):** Rep. Guinta (who served in Congress in 2011-2012 and 2015-2016) also possesses stellar pro-Israel credentials – and was repeatedly targeted for defeat by J Street PAC. Guinta took a strong stance against Iran’s pursuit of nuclear arms, and expressed strong support for Israel.\footnote{‘The Anti-Israel Lobby: ‘Pro-Israel, Pro-Peace’ J Street Backs Congressmen Who Do Not Support Israel,” by Adam Kredo, Washington Free Beacon, May 23, 2012, supra.} Conversely, the Arab American Institute’s 2012 “Scorecard” rated Guinta as “anti-Palestinian, anti-Arab” based on Guinta’s votes for the Jerusalem Embassy and Recognition Act (H.R. 1006); withholding US contributions to the U.N. until the UN retracts its false accusations of Israeli war crimes (H.R. 1501); a resolution opposing any unilateral declaration of a Palestinian state (H. Res. 268); and a bill prohibiting any US government document from referring to “Palestine” (H.R. 2457).\footnote{Frank Guinta, \textit{On the Issues}, at \url{http://www.ontheissues.org/House/Frank_Guinta_Foreign_Policy.htm}}


- **Rep. Dr. Nan Hayworth (R-NY):** Ophthalmologist Dr. Hayworth was a strong pro-Israel Congresswoman, who was elected in 2010. The Arab-American Institute gave her a negative (-3) rating (meaning that she is pro-Israel).\footnote{“Nan Hayworth, \textit{On the Issues},” at \url{http://www.ontheissues.org/NY/Nan_Hayworth_Foreign_Policy.htm}} She was an additional sponsor of H.R. 2829, the United Nations Transparency, Accountability, and Reform Act of 2011, sponsored by Cong. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, which called for withholding funding for UN anti-Semitic, anti-Israel Durban process meetings and investigations, and provided that contributions could only be made to UNWRA when a certification is in effect that UNWRA facilities are not being used for terrorist operations and that members of foreign terrorist organizations are not being employed by UNWRA, etc.
J Street “successfully” targeted Nan Hayworth for defeat in 2012, and again supported her opponent when Rep. Hayworth unsuccessfully attempted to regain her seat in 2014. J Street PAC has been one of her opponent’s top funders.422

• **Rep. Bobby Schilling (R-IL):** Journalist Lori Lowenthal Marcus’ analysis of J Street PAC’s anti-Israel endorsees noted that J Street PAC successfully supported a candidate who “has nothing whatsoever to say about foreign policy” over first-term pro-Israel Congressman Bobby Shilling in 2012 – and that “in losing Schilling, Israel has lost a great friend in Congress, with a zero rating by the Arab American Institute.”423

• **Rep. Mike Coffman (R-CO):** J Street also (unsuccessfully) targeted Mike Coffman for defeat. Coffman is a strong opponent of the Iran deal and ransom payments to Iran, who immediately said, on the day the Iran deal was announced:

  “The economic sanctions should be strengthened and only relaxed when Iran stops engaging in state-sponsored terrorism,”

and

  “From my experience in the region [as a Marine Corps combat veteran], watching Iran fund terrorist attacks against my fellow Marines, I have learned that Iran cannot be trusted. I will stand with our ally Israel in opposing this agreement when it comes before Congress.”424

• **Numerous Other Iran Deal Opponents:** J Street targeted for defeat numerous other Congresspersons who supported real pro-Israel policies and opposed the Iran deal.

**XIV. J STREET PROMOTES U.S. PRESSURE ON ISRAEL TO ADOPT J STREET’S AGENDA: ISRAEL’S RETREAT TO THE INDEFENSIBLE 1949 ARMISTICE LINES, DIVIDE JERUSALEM, AND A PALESTINIAN ARAB “RIGHT OF RETURN” TO DESTROY ISRAEL**

J Street promotes U.S. officials pressuring Israel to accede to J Street’s agenda of an Israeli retreat to the indefensible 1949 Armistice lines – which J Street sometimes refers to as “stopping settlements” and “stopping expansion” – and other dangerous concessions. For instance, J Street President Ben-Ami stated:

  “The United States clearly has a lot of influence on Israel because of the nature of the relationship and if you’re really serious about stopping the settlements and about what American policy is--American policy says no more settlements, no more expansion and take down those outposts—if we’re serious about it, then we need to start to act serious. And it’s time to act like the big brother or the parent and to say ‘enough is enough and we’re going to take the car keys if you don’t stop
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driving drunk.’ We’re not talking about simply business as usual. There’s got to be some sort of intervention here where the U.S. says to Israel the time has come to finally do something.

When the U.S. president closes the door with the Israeli prime minister, the U.S. president has a lot more chips to play than any other person who closes that door. And within Israel, the Israeli prime minister may have a tough time because of their domestic politics fulfilling their commitments. It’s going to be a lot easier if they say to their coalition partners and to the rest of the government, ‘I have to do this because the president of the United States is telling me to do it.’ And it’s time for the president to know that there’s a group of people here who recognize that that is not only in Israel’s best interests, it’s in the U.S.’s best interests. We’ve got to step up and start to make this a more serious, meaningful policy.”

On yet another occasion, Ben-Ami argued: “This is a moment when I think American politicians need to help Israel help itself . . . .”

These statements illustrate J Street’s condescending attitude that Israel is not a sovereign state whose policies must be determined by her democratically-elected officials and electorate living on the front lines, who have ensuring the Jewish people’s safety at heart. According to J Street, Israel is a reckless, maverick teenager who needs to be forced to adopt J Street’s dangerous policies.

And indeed, J Street’s policies would be catastrophic for Israel. J Street asserts that “land for peace remains the best – and only – formula for achieving Israeli security, and preserving Israel’s Jewish character and democratic values.” Never mind that every prior Israeli concession to the Palestinian Arabs resulted in more terror and rocket attacks on innocent Israelis.

In sum, J Street seeks to compel the Israeli government and electorate to act contrary to Israel’s own vital interests.

Tower Magazine’s assistant editor Aiden Pink observed:

“The problem is what J Street represents: The idea that American Jews have the right and the responsibility to ‘fix’ Israel when it is perceived to have erred — to impose their ideas in contradiction to Israeli self-determination. This idea weakens Israel, weakens the American Jewish community, and — most problematically — contains at its heart an implicit repudiation of Zionism itself . . . to game the American political system so as to pressure Israel into

making a specific choice that the Israeli citizenry, in the form of its duly elected government, does not wish to make, is to deny Israelis the right to shape their state as they best see fit. It is arrogant and anti-democratic. . . it negates the belief in Israel’s right to self-determination—which is the whole point of the Zionist enterprise. It is, in other words, a form of anti-Zionism. And it is exactly what J Street does.”

Simply put, J Street works to enlist American Jews to push the American government to pressure Israel to adopt dangerous concessions. And according to J Street’s Orwellian logic, such American pressure somehow actually strengthens Israeli security.

Further, J Street’s methods of pressuring Israel include redefining the term “pro-Israel.” J Street says that its purpose is to “change what it means to be pro-Israel from the traditional definition of having to support everything the government [of Israel] does.” J Street’s description of the traditional pro-Israel definition is a straw man; no-one has asserted that one must automatically or completely support everything the Israeli government does. However, J Street’s actions are a far cry from simply not supporting everything that the Israeli government does. J Street calls anti-Israel positions “pro-Israel.” J Street does not seek to enlarge the pro-Israel tent; but rather, to substitute a new, hostile, condescending “pro-Israel-ism,” peopled with Israel’s opponents rather than her supporters.

XV. J STREET FALSELY CLAIMS THAT PA LEADERS DEDICATED TO ANTI-ISRAEL TERROR ARE “PEACE PARTNERS”

Palestinian Authority (PA) officials such as Mahmoud Abbas and Salaam Fayyad have a long, continuing history of inciting terror and murderous intifadas against Israelis in PA official media, mosques, schools and textbooks; and rejecting generous offers for a Palestinian state. The PA/PLO insists on replacing all of Israel with “Palestine.” Official PA maps, emblems, stamps, stationary and schoolbooks all show “ Palestine” replacing all of Israel. The PA systematically demonizes Jews and Israelis as evil, in a manner similar to the Nazis’ anti-Semitic propaganda. The PA honors terrorists, and includes designated terrorist organizations (including Hamas, PFLP and Palestinian Islamic Jihad) in the PA government; and pays terrorists and their families lifetime pensions to murder Jews. The PA/PLO incited intifadas in

429 “Cracks In The Pro-Israel Wall,” by Adam Dickter, Jewish Week, May 5, 2011, at http://www.thejewishweek.com/special_sections/israel_now/cracks_pro_israel_wall
XV. J Street Falsely Claims PA Leaders are “Peace Partners”

which over 14,000 innocent Jews were murdered and maimed.434

Yet, incredibly, despite all this, J Street still falsely claims that these PA leaders are “peace partners” and want to live side by side with Israel in peace.

For instance, J Street’s founding VP of New Media and Communications Isaac Luria (whom Ben-Ami called “the voice and spirit of our online advocacy since even before our [J Street’s] launch in 2008”435 ) falsely asserted that the PA leadership is a “peace partner,” saying:

“Yes, there is a partner. The current Palestinian Authority leadership — Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and Palestinian Prime Minister Salaam Fayaad [sic] — are actually the most moderate and pro-peace Palestinian leaders the Palestinian Authority has ever had. . . . And under their leadership, the Palestinian Authority has made enormous strides in improving security in the West Bank, building Palestinian government institutions in the past few years, and cracking down on hateful speech and incitement.”436

J Street also brings top PA/PLO officials to J Street’s conferences – where these officials pretend to want peace, and hurl false accusations at Israel. For instance, J Street’s 2015 annual conference featured Arafat-loyalist, PLO official, propagandist and chief negotiator Saeb Erekat. Erekat had infamously fabricated the false claim that Israel perpetrated a massacre at Jenin – when in fact no massacre occurred.437 Erekat also repeatedly falsely accuses Israel of perpetrating terrorism and ethnic cleansing, and absurdly compares Israel to ISIS, saying, for instance: “Whoever wants to defeat ISIS and ISIS’ terror must start by drying up the swamp of the Israeli occupation, as it is the worst type of terror.”438 Erekat also claims that the genocidal Hamas and PFLP are not terrorists.439

Author Alan Skorski noted:

“Nothing says ‘pro-Israel’ and ‘pro-peace’ more than inviting a speaker who has stood with the grandfather of modern day terrorism, Yasser Arafat, and who has accused Israel of war crimes and compared it to ISIS... Saeb Erekat’s invitation was so offensive that Hillel International President Eric Fingerhut rescinded his [Fingerhut]’s acceptance to participate in the event.”

(J Street responded with a “march on Hillel” protesting Fingerhut, and protesting Hillel’s policy of not hosting speakers that demonize Israel. The J-Street activists also papered Fingerhut’s office with crude notes.)

Erekat was also the chief negotiator for PA teams that rejected over-generous Israeli offers for Palestinian statehood. Erekat even rejected former U.S. Secretary of State Kerry’s requests to extend peace negotiations.

During his J Street speech, Erekat tried to portray the realities of the PA/PLO leadership’s sponsorship and incitement of terror as merely a figment of Israel’s imagination, saying:

“Even if Mother Teresa is the president, Israel will claim we’re terrorists.”

Erekat also told his J Street audience that “Palestine will be a country of freedom, democracy, human rights, women’s rights” — a claim that is laughable, in light of the fact that the Palestinian Authority is a corrupt kleptocracy that hasn’t held an election in over eleven years and persistently violates human rights. For instance, in the PA, being gay is punishable by death. Moreover, a state of “Palestine” would likely promptly be taken over by Hamas and Iran, who have horrendous human rights records.

Erekat also demanded an end to Israeli “occupation,” and asserted that the “only solution” was the “67 lines” — a “solution” that would be suicidal for Israel, and would cut Jews off from the Jewish people’s holiest sites and land.

And while Erekat professed to want peace at J Street, Erekat did not address or offer to end the PA’s indoctrination of children and the entire Palestinian Arab public to hate Jews, and the PA’s payments to terrorists to murder Jews – the real causes of lack of peace. Nor did Erekat address the PA’s rejection of repeated overly generous Israeli offers.


443 “Chief Palestinian Negotiator Saeb Erekat Speaks at J Street” – video, Mar. 26, 2015, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnBLOJmq56k
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In sum, it is downright Orwellian that J Street proclaims that PA/PLO leaders are “peace partners” and gives platforms to leading PA/PLO propagandists - while the same PA/PLO leaders continue to incite hatred and violence against Jews, unabated – and continue to pay terrorists to murder Jews.

XVI. J STREET SUPPORTS ANTI-ISRAEL APPOINTMENTS (e.g.: Keith Ellison)

J Street enthusiastically backed radical Islam apologist and Israel-basher Keith Ellison for Democratic National Committee (DNC) Chairperson – despite the fact that Congressman Ellison’s anti-Israel, anti-Semitic record was so concerning that American Jewish organizations across the spectrum opposed Ellison’s 2016-2017 DNC chairman candidacy.

For instance, even the increasingly leftwing Anti-Defamation League, which initially supported Ellison’s candidacy, subsequently reversed itself, and declared Mr. Ellison’s record to be “deeply disturbing and disqualifying” after a tape came to light revealing Ellison’s antisemitic comments at a 2010 fundraiser. Ellison was taped saying that: “United States foreign policy in the Middle East is governed by what is good or bad through a country of seven million people [Israel]; “A region of 350 million all turns on a country of 7 million”; and “We can’t allow another country [Israel] to treat us like we’re their ATM.”

Ellison associated with the black supremacist, anti-Semitic Nation of Islam for nine years, and defended the Nation of Islam’s notorious anti-Semitic leader, Louis Farrakhan, and other black, anti-Semitic figures. Ellison also co-sponsored anti-Semitic speeches by Kwame Ture entitled, “Zionism, Imperialism, White Supremacy or Both.”

Ellison also accused moderate Muslim reformer, Dr. M. Zudhi Jasser, founder and president of the American Islamic Forum for Democracy, of consorting with turncoats

“who would seek to ingratiate themselves with powerful people in the white community and would there turn them on the rest of us and give license to attack us all. Now is somebody going to snatch my 13-year-old daughter’s hijab off, call her a horrible name, spit on her because of something that you said, Dr. Jasser, I worry about that.”

Ellison’s Congressional record is one of the worst. In 2014, Ellison was one of only 8 Congresspersons who voted against a bi-partisan bill to provide $225 million to Israel’s “Iron dome” missile defense system. (395 representatives voted for the bill.)


In 2010, Ellison spearheaded and convinced 53 other Democratic Congresspersons to sign his infamous “Gaza 54” letter to President Obama (written by J Street\(^450\)), which falsely accused Israel of humiliating and wreaking “collective punishment” on Gaza residents, and demanded that President Obama should pressure Israel to lift the Gaza weapons blockade. Ellison’s demand would have enabled Hamas to obtain more weapons to kill and terrorize innocent Israeli civilians.\(^451\) The anti-Israel smears in Ellison’s “Gaza 54” letter are still being used today to promote anti-Israel, anti-Semitic boycotts, divestment and sanctions, on the website of the leading BDS group in the U.S. BDS and virulently anti-Israel Muslim groups publicly asked their members to thank Congressman Ellison for the Gaza 54 letter.\(^452\)

Ellison also co-authored and spearheaded a 2015 letter demanding that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s speech to Congress regarding the Iran deal must be delayed until after the sanctions deadline – when the visit would have been useless.\(^453\)

Ellison also met with a top Hamas fundraiser and Muslim Brotherhood leader, Mohammed al-Hanooti, an unindicted co-conspirator in the Holy Land Foundation trial, at a 2009 campaign fundraiser for Virginia House of Delegates candidate Esam Omeish. Ellison also led a Congressional effort to endorse parts of the perniciously-biased UN Goldstone Report; and campaigned in 2012 to successfully help anti-Israel challenger Bill Pascrell unseat Congressman Steve Rothman (D–NJ) – who was a strong supporter of Israel.” Leading Democratic funder Haim Saban publicly announced: “Keith Ellison would be a disaster for the relationship between the Jewish community and the Democratic Party.”\(^454\)

Yet despite Ellison’s manifestly terrible record on Israel and blatant anti-Semitism, J Street leapt to Ellison’s defense and championed his candidacy for the DNC Chair. J Street falsely claimed that “Rep. Ellison is and has long been a friend of Israel, a champion of pro-Israel, pro-peace policies and an admirable elected official whose thoughtful and considered leadership has

---


shown deep respect for Jewish values and the Jewish people.”455 In still another release, J Street claimed that “Representative Ellison is a true friend to the Jewish people.”456

J Street also repeatedly denounced any attempt to expose or challenge Congressman Ellison’s disturbing record on Israel as “spurious charges” and “poisonous discourse,”457 and as a “transparent smear campaign driven by those whose true objections may be to the Congressman’s religion, strong support for the two-state solution and/or concern for Palestinian rights.”458 J Street thus smeared as bigots the American Jews across the political spectrum who exercised their right and duty as caring Jews and American citizens to express concern about Ellison’s antisemitic and anti-Israel record.

XVII. J STREET OPPOSES PRO-ISRAEL APPOINTMENTS (e.g.: David Friedman)

J Street ran a vicious “Stop Friedman” campaign to try to block the confirmation of President Trump’s pro-Israel, eminently qualified nominee for Ambassador to Israel, David Friedman – one of America’s leading attorneys, who speaks fluent Hebrew and has made a lifetime study of Israel and the Middle East.459

J Street defamed Friedman as someone who “consistently aligned himself with some of the most irresponsible charges and conspiracy theories of the far-right, Islamophobic fringe in this country,” and as someone who lacks “any diplomatic or policy credentials.”460

J Street’s elaborate “Stop Friedman” web page461 called Friedman “unfit” and included extensive propaganda opposing Friedman’s confirmation, including partisan press releases; letters from various groups (which J Street may very well have organized) including five former ambassadors to Israel (all of whom were pro-Iran deal and had long anti-Israel records 462); editorials; and statements from J Street’s far leftwing, hostile-to-Israel allies. J Street also ran repeated “urgent”
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458 “Continuing Attacks on Congressman Ellison,” J Street release, supra.
461 http://jstreet.org/get-involved/stop-friedman/#.WRFhMvLMv_s
462 ZOA documented that the five former ambassadors had previously joined together to promote the Iran deal, and had extensive anti-Israel records. See “Five Fmr. U.S. Amb. to Israel Who Criticized Nominee Friedman Are Hostile to Israel Are Biased – Not Credible,” Feb. 17, 2017, at http://zoa.org/2017/02/10353245-pro-iran-deal-hostile-to-israel-fmr-ambassadors-criticizing-nominee-friedman-are-biased-not-credible/
email, petition and telephone drives against Friedman, and urged US citizens to increase pressure against Friedman as his confirmation hearing and vote approached.

J Street also attempted to use Friedman’s nomination to fundraise, and attacked Friedman at J Street’s February 2017 annual conference, one month prior to Friedman’s confirmation vote. In his opening remarks to the 2017 J Street national conference, Ben-Ami cleverly engaged in his own fear-mongering by casting Friedman as part of an “unfolding darkness” in the Trump era, that “goes against Jewish values”; assailed “the most hawkish voices” in the U.S.; and asserted that “demagogues and tyrants” were “weaponizing fear.” Ben-Ami also asserted:

“Democratic values are under attack, core Jewish beliefs are under assault. … The two-state solution [a euphemism for creating a terrorist Palestinian-Arab state] is under a sustained assault. One state [a euphemism for an Israel with secure borders, preferred by the Israeli public, 10 to 1] is the problem we are here to fix. We have close advisors around the president, for instance, his nominee to be ambassador as David Friedman, who see settlement expansion as a goal, not an obstacle to peace. . . . All goes against values as to who we are as a Jewish people. . . . Are you ready to fight? Are you ready to resist? Are you ready to win?”

Following Friedman’s confirmation, J Street continued its attacks on Friedman, saying, for instance: “Friedman’s right-wing views are dangerous and totally out of step with our community’s values and decades of US foreign policy.”

And previously, during the final days of the 2016 presidential campaign, J Street created and publicized a video entitled “Uncovering Trump’s Connections to the Settlement Movement,” which tried to criticize Trump for his “connections” to then attorney David Friedman and other prominent pro-Israel, pro-Judea-and-Samaria American and Israeli individuals. Amusingly, the video backfired, and ended up bolstering support for then-candidate Trump.

XVIII. J STREET ADVOCATES FOR ANTI-ISRAEL POLITICAL PARTY PLATFORMS

(1) J Street Pushed for an Anti-Israel 2016 Democratic Party Platform:

463 E.g., “Stop Friedman!” J Street phone campaign, at http://jstreet.org/get-involved/stop-friedman/#.WRe1BVLMy_s
During the 2016 presidential campaign, J Street pushed for an anti-Israel Democratic Party Platform. In the Huffington Post, J Street’s Ben Ami complained that: “the current [2012] Democratic platform mentions neither settlement expansion nor the rights and aspirations of the Palestinian people.” Ben-Ami called for rejecting supposedly “outdated notions of what it means to be pro-Israel,” and demanded that the Democratic Platform Committee rewrite the platform to include “opposition to [Israeli] settlements,” opposition to “occupation over the Green Line in the territory Israel has occupied since the 1967 War,” and affirmation of a Palestinian “right to dignity and self-determination” in their own state.

In other words, Ben-Ami wanted the Democratic platform to support ejecting Jews from their homeland – even from the old city of Jerusalem – in favor of a Palestinian-Arab terrorist state.

The 2016 Democratic Platform Committee included three of Senator Bernie Sanders’ representatives who were (and are) leading rabid opponents of Israel. All three have strong ties to J Street. They were: (i) Muslim leading anti-Israel Congressman Keith Ellison (a featured recipient of J Street PAC contributions, discussed in this report’s Section XVI); (ii) Professor Cornell West; and (iii) Arab-American Institute head James Zogby, who has accused Israel of committing a “Holocaust” against the Palestinians, called Israelis “Nazis,” and called Cuban-American Congresswoman Ileana Ros-Lehtinen an “Israel-firster” - an anti-Semitic trope implying dual loyalty. Zogby also praised the Intifada as a “good story,” and was a leading architect of propaganda themes used to pry progressive Jews away from supporting Israel, including portraying Israel as an anti-Democratic occupier and oppressor of innocent Palestinians - the same themes later employed by J Street. J Street, Ellison and Zogby were also Senator Sanders’ Middle East advisors.

Zogby’s anti-Israel Arab-American Institute (AAI) and J Street work together. In October

---

469 The 2012 Democratic Party Platform stated: “…the Democratic Party seek[s] peace between Israelis and Palestinians. A just and lasting Israeli-Palestinian accord, producing two states for two peoples, would contribute to regional stability and help sustain Israel’s identity as a Jewish and democratic state. At the same time, the President has made clear that there will be no lasting peace unless Israel’s security concerns are met. President Obama will continue to press Arab states to reach out to Israel. . . . And even as the President and the Democratic Party continue to encourage all parties to be resolute in the pursuit of peace, we will insist that any Palestinian partner must recognize Israel’s right to exist, reject violence, and adhere to existing agreements.” 2012 Dem. Party Platform, at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/papers_pdf/101962.pdf
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2009, AAI and J Street convened a large joint meeting of both groups’ activists. At the 2016 Democratic convention, Zogby’s AAI and J Street also co-hosted a joint forum to promote placing U.S. pressure on Israel to create a Palestinian state.

During the Democratic Party platform committee deliberations, Sanders’ anti-Israel representatives led an effort to insert J Street-style demands into the 2016 Democratic Party Platform, including that the platform should call for an end to “Israeli occupation” and “illegal” settlements. After some wrangling, the resulting 2016 Democratic Party platform moved in J Street’s direction. The platform specifically called for a Palestinian state, and deleted the provision in the 2012 Democratic platform that had stated: “We will insist that any Palestinian partner must recognize Israel’s right to exist, reject violence, and adhere to existing agreements.”

(2) J Street Demands That Future Democratic Platforms Must Do More to Condemn Israel:

Following the adoption of the 2016 Democratic platforms, J Street praised the Democratic platform’s new pro-Palestinian provisions, and applauded the anti-Israel members of the Democratic platform committee’s efforts to go even further. J Street also insisted that future Democratic platforms “must” have even more anti-Israel “progress,” saying:

“The Democratic platform, for the first time, included language recognizing the legitimate rights and national aspirations of the Palestinian people. . . it made clear that Palestinians too deserve “independence, sovereignty and dignity. . . .

Of course there must be and will be further movement in the party’s position in the future. . . . to oppose unlimited expansion of Israeli settlements and . . . call out the ongoing occupation. In fact, over 40 percent of the platform committee supported an amendment that would have done just that, signaling the direction in which the party is moving on these issues. . . . [T]he progress in the Democratic Party is an encouraging sign. . . .”

(3) J Street’s Platform Advocacy Betrays Pro-Israel Democratic Party Champions:

478 The 2016 Democratic Party Platform stated: “. . . We will continue to work toward a two-state solution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict negotiated directly by the parties that guarantees Israel’s future as a secure and democratic Jewish state with recognized borders and provides the Palestinians with independence, sovereignty, and dignity. While Jerusalem is a matter for final status negotiations, it should remain the capital of Israel, an undivided city accessible to people of all faiths. Israelis deserve security, recognition, and a normal life free from terror and incitement. Palestinians should be free to govern themselves in their own viable state, in peace and dignity.” 2016 Dem. Party Platform, at http://s3.amazonaws.com/uploads.democrats.org/Downloads/2016_DNC_Platform.pdf
479 See and compare the 2016 and 2012 Democratic platform language, quoted in the respective previous and 9th previous footnotes.
J Street’s advocacy for Democratic Party platforms that delegitimize Israel, and J Street’s condemnation of a Republican platform that stands with Israel, once again demonstrates that J Street sides with Israel’s enemies.

A real “pro-Israel” organization would promote a pro-Israel Democratic Party platform in the noble tradition of pro-Israel Democratic champions such as President Lyndon Johnson – who said that an Israeli withdrawal to the 1949-1967 situation “is not a prescription for peace but for renewed hostilities”; and New York Senator and UN Ambassador Daniel Patrick Moynihan – who blasted the UN General Assembly’s infamous “Zionism is a form of racism and racial discrimination” resolution as a “lie scarcely exceeded in all the annals of untruth and outrage,” “outrageous,” “obscene,” “an infamous act,” “an abomination,” “an unspeakable thing,” and a “great evil loosed upon the world.” A real pro-Israel organization would promote a platform that pro-Israel Democrats serving in Congress today would be proud of.

(4) J Street Condemned the 2016 Pro-Israel Republican Party Platform:

At the same time that J Street praised the Democratic platform’s adoption of anti-Israel measures, J Street and Ben Ami angrily condemned the pro-Israel 2016 Republican National Platform as “extreme,” “irresponsible,” and as the work of the “far right” (reminiscent of Walt & Mearsheimer’s scurrilous “Israel Lobby” canards). J Street bitterly complained that the Republican platform did not call for a Palestinian state, and that the Republican platform refused to label Israel an “occupier” of her tiny own land – and thus, in J Street’s view, supported a megalomaniac “Greater Israel.”

The pro-Israel, real lasting “pro-peace” 2016 Republican platform appropriately states:

“We reject the false notion that Israel is an occupier . . . . The United States seeks to assist in the establishment of comprehensive and lasting peace in the Middle East, to be negotiated among those living in the region. We oppose any measures intended to impose an agreement or to dictate borders or other terms, and we call for the immediate termination of all U.S. funding of any entity that attempts to do so. Our party is proud to stand with Israel now and always.”

Yet J Street’s Ben Ami wrote:

“The Republican Party platform are a sobering reminder that irresponsible and extreme ideas are gaining traction on the American political right. . . . The 2016 Republican platform . . . withdraws support for the two-state solution, deletes all reference to Palestinians and makes a point of emphatically rejecting the notion that Israel is an occupying power in the West Bank. These positions move the GOP far outside the American consensus . . . These changes didn’t come from nowhere — they appear to be driven by the concerted lobbying efforts of far-right activists . . . These

482 “Greatest Speech Ever Delivered at U.N.: Moynihan on Zionism is Racism, 1975” – video, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rg1Lzgywd4
hardliners . . . want their party to equate support for Israel with support for Greater Israel — and they want to treat Palestinians as if they don’t exist.”

XIX. J STREET CONDEMNS MAINSTREAM PRO-ISRAEL JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN GROUPS AND LEADERS AS “FAR RIGHT” EXTREMISTS, AS NOT “TRUE FRIENDS” OF ISRAEL, AND AS HOLDING U.S.-ISRAEL POLICY “HOSTAGE”

(1) J Street’s Introductory Video Attacked Jewish and Christian Pro-Israel Groups and Officials:

In 2008, J Street introduced itself to the world with a video calling pro-Israel Christian and Jewish groups and officials “far right” “extremists” who “block the path to peace.” J Street hurled these false accusations at leaders of pro-Israel groups: CUFI (Christians United for Israel); the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA); the Emergency Committee for Israel (Bill Kristol); Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN Chairman Minister Pat Robertson, who states that Jews shouldn’t give up Jerusalem). J Street leveled the same attack at pro-Israel officials including former U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. John Bolton (who obtained rescission of the anti-Israel UN “Zionism is Racism” resolution); former Vice President Cheney; and former House Speaker Newt Gingrich (who condemned Russia and the Obama administration for their anti-Israel UN votes), among others.

(2) J Street Further Demonizes Pro-Israel and Jewish Groups Such as AIPAC and ZOA:

In addition to demonizing ZOA in its introductory video, J Street attacks AIPAC, ZOA and other Jewish groups for defending Israel. For instance, in a NY Times Magazine article, J Street’s Ben-Ami mocked pro-Israel groups’ defense of Israel from present-day attacks as a mere reaction to “emotional . . . ancestral impulses,” and falsely claimed that AIPAC and ZOA, etc., “stifle dissent.” Rabbi Shmuley Boteach commented about Ben-Ami’s accusations:

“Get it. [According to Ben-Ami,] [i]f you support Israel’s right to defend itself against missiles raining down on its kindergartens and nursing homes it’s not because you believe in a country’s legitimate right to defend itself against attack but because you’re [sic] reptilian Jewish brain has still not gotten over your great-grandmother being disemboweled by Chemielnitzki. Talk about delegitimizing the other side. And all this from a man who started J Street because right-wing Jews [supposedly] stifle debate! . . .

486 “A New Pro-Peace, Pro-Israel Political Voice (J Street),” Youtube video, April 12, 2008, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8TN5Rs_5sk
I am not one to get easily offended, but reading Ben-Ami’s words, in the New York Times of all places, borders on the anti-Semitic. His caricature of leaders of major Jewish organizations — heroes like Malcolm Hoenlein, Howard Kohr, and Morton Klein — as mistrustful cranks who seek to hijack American foreign policy is deeply troubling, as is his contention that Jews who believe that a tough military posture, after all the terror Israel has experienced in response to two decades of land-for-peace-deals, are paranoid brutes stuck in the past.”

In a video entitled “AIPAC vs. J Street” produced by Russian-state-owned news, the late Danny Schechter, apparently on behalf of J Street, called AIPAC a “belligerent hostile lobby,” “dangerous,” and a “bullying” and “intimidation” tool, and called the democratically-elected Israeli government “not representative” and “dominated by a narrow elite,” that “is trying to silence any debate.”

(3) J Street Condemns Christian Zionists, and Tries to Drive a Wedge Between Christian Zionists and Jews:

Christian Zionists are great friends to Israel and the Jewish people, and sincerely believe the Torah’s prescript: “I will bless those who bless you, and whoever cursed you I will curse, and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you.” (Genesis 12:1-3) Christian Zionist groups such as Proclaiming Justice to the Nations (PJTN) and CUFI help lobby for pro-Israel legislation and help combat anti-Israel BDS. Christian Zionists correctly understand that Israel belongs to the Jewish people, that peace depends on Israel keeping and defending her land, and not giving concessions to Arab terrorists, and that peace will come only when Arabs stop their inexcusable terrorist war against Israel. For instance, CUFI’s “The Israel Pledge,” prominently featured on CUFI’s website homepage, says:

“We believe that the Jewish people have a right to live in their ancient land of Israel, and that the modern State of Israel is the fulfillment of this historic right. We maintain that there is no excuse for acts of terrorism against Israel and that Israel has the same right as every other nation to defend her citizens from such violent attacks. We pledge to stand with our brothers and sisters in Israel and to speak out on their behalf whenever

---
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xix. ...condemns mainstream pro-israel jewish & christian groups as extremists

and wherever necessary until the attacks stop and they are finally living in peace and security with their neighbors.\(^{493}\)

J Street defames Christian Zionists, and tries to drive a wedge between Jews and Christian Zionists, by outrageously and falsely claiming that Christian Zionists’ support for Israel and the Jewish people is really aimed at having Jews killed and “goading Arabs into war.” J Street President Ben-Ami stated:

“Are Israel and American Jewry really so desperate that we must cozy up to people whose messianic dreams entail having us all killed or converted to Christianity? Hagee, the founder of Christians United for Israel, and his ilk believe that Israel dare not cede any territory in the quest for peace, claiming that the Bible promised all of the holy land to the Jews. In other words, Christian Zionists look at the trade-offs that Israel must make to achieve peace -- and hope to thwart them. Then again, peace is not what these folks have in mind; they hope that Israel will seek to permanently expand its borders, thereby goading the Arabs into a war that will become the catalyst for Armageddon and the second coming of Christ. Do your ambitions for Israel extend beyond turning it into the fuel for the fire of the “End of Days”? Then Hagee and company are not -- repeat, not -- your friends.”\(^{494}\)

4) J Street Promotes & Expands on Walt & Mearsheimer Canards, by Saying Pro-Israel Jewish and Christian Groups Hold American Policy “Hostage”:

J Street promotes the false premise, promulgated in the anti-Israel, anti-Semitic, distortion-filled Walt and Mearsheimer book called The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, that pro-Israel groups hold American policy “hostage” by working for pro-Israel policies that – in Walt and Mearsheimer and J Street’s distorted view – harm American interests. Moreover, J Street goes even further than Walt and Mearsheimer. Whereas, Walt and Mearsheimer “only” smeared pro-Israel Jewish groups, J Street smears both pro-Israel Jewish groups and Christian Zionists, as holding American policy “hostage.” J Street’s Ben Ami stated:

“One thing they [Walt and Mearsheimer] certainly get right is that there is a problem here . . . , which is that there is an array of forces that have combined to hold American policy hostage. . . . It’s not purely a group of people who are American Jews who are interested in Israel. It’s a broader array of the neo-cons and their view of the world and the Christian Zionists and their view of eternity together with some relatively conservative Jewish leaders.”

5) J Street Falsely Accuses Israel's Supporters of Not Being “True Friends” of Israel:

J-Street President Ben-Ami also stigmatizes supporters of Israel who do not endorse J Street’s positions as being counterfeit friends of the Jewish State, and enablers of Israel’s self-destruction. Ben-Ami promoted pressuring Israel to adopt J Street’s agenda, and analogized Israel to a

\(^{493}\) CUFI website home page, at http://www.cufi.org/site/PageServer.

wayward teenager, with this infamous, insulting analogy that attempts to undermine Israel’s sovereign right and ability to make decisions affecting her own citizens’ lives: “Would a true friend not only let you drive home drunk but offer you their Porsche and a shot of tequila for the road?”

XX. J STREET OPPOSES REQUIRING A PALESTINIAN STATE TO RECOGNIZE ISRAEL AS A JEWISH STATE

In contrast to the widely-held view in Israel that Palestinians need to accept Israel as a Jewish state for a final peace settlement, J Street asserts that no such recognition is necessary, and misleadingly asserts that purported PA recognition of Israel’s “right to exist” is sufficient for peace. J Street’s Vice President for Communications and New Media Isaac Luria wrote:

“[Peace is possible without the Palestinians recognizing Israel as a Jewish State.] Yes it is. Israel’s Jewish character is a matter of self-identification and it does not matter whether the Palestinians – or anyone else for that matter – recognize it as such. What does matter is that the Palestinians recognize Israel’s right to exist, something President Abbas has done . . .”

J Street’s formula enables the PA to continue its policy of refusing to truly recognize Israel, in any real and meaningful manner. PA President Abbas declared that “recognition” of Israel’s “existence” is limited to dealing with Israel on “functional” issues where there is no other choice for the time being, such as obtaining tax payments. There is no real PA “recognition” of Israel: The PA’s maps, official emblem, official stationary, textbooks, etc. all continue to show “Palestine” replacing all of Israel.

Moreover, Abbas and other PA officials have repeatedly insisted that no Palestinian organization, no other political party (including Fatah and the PFLP – which are the main parties comprising the PLO and PA government), and no forces should recognize Israel’s existence. For instance, Abbas stated: “Hamas is not required to recognize Israel . . . It is not required of Hamas, or of Fatah, or of the Popular Front to recognize Israel . . .” Similarly, Muhammad Dahlan, a senior leader of the PA’s major political party Fatah, stated:

“I want to say for the thousandth time, in my own name and in the name of all of my fellow members of the Fatah movement: We do not demand that the Hamas movement recognize Israel. On the contrary, we demand of
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the Hamas movement not to recognize Israel, because the Fatah movement does not recognize Israel even today.”

XXI. J STREET CONDUCTS DECEPTIVE POLLS AND MISREPRESENTS POLLING DATA TO CREATE THE FALSE IMPRESSION THAT AMERICAN JEWS SUPPORT J STREET’S AGENDA

J Street also “lies with polls.” J Street cites polls inaccurately and conducts its own misleading “push polls” and hypothetical polls to bolster its false claims that Israelis and American Jews agree with J Street’s agenda, including J Street’s demands for greater Israeli concessions. For instance:

(1) J Street’s VP Conducts J Street Polls, Destroying Their Credibility:

J Street pays its own vice president, Jim Gerstein, and Gerstein’s polling company, Agne Strategic Communications, to do misleading self-serving “polls” to try to demonstrate support for American pressure on Israel to make concessions. J Street’s IRS filings showed that it paid Gerstein and Agne $107,000 in 2010. Lenny David (the former Deputy Chief of Mission at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, and current Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs publications director) noted regarding J Street’s payments to its vice president: “The ‘business transactions involving interested persons,’ to use the IRS phrase, is a questionable corporate practice by a supposedly not-for-profit organization. It also totally destroys the credibility of J Street’s self-serving polls.”

(2) J Street Mispresented Settlement Construction Freeze Polling:

In June 2009, J Street’s campaign director, Isaac Luria, misleadingly cited a Dahaf Institute poll to falsely claim that “Israelis want the president to stand up to the settlers.” Luria said, “A poll recently showed that 52% of Israelis want a freeze on settlement construction and 56% want Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu to agree to President Obama’s call for an end to settlement construction.” In fact, J Street misrepresented the poll’s findings. The Dahaf Institute poll actually showed that Israelis: favored continued natural growth of Jewish settlement communities by 54% to 42%; stated that President Obama’s policies were bad for Israel by a margin of 53% to 26%; and opposed the American demand for a halt to construction in Judea.
and Samaria” by 55.6% to 29.5% (almost a 2 to 1 margin).

Most egregiously, J Street buried the salient fact that the 56% who purportedly stated that Prime Minister Netanyahu should agree to President Obama’s demands of a construction freeze were answering a hypothetical question in which the only two alternatives posed were either agreeing with Obama’s demands or suffering U.S. imposition of sanctions against Israel. In other words, 56% would agree to a freeze only if Israel had a gun to her head and no other choice. Further, the Dahaf poll’s respondents included Israeli Arabs, who were more likely to favor J Street’s positions.

Other contemporaneous polls of Israeli opinion also showed J Street’s claim to be baseless. A June 2009 Jerusalem Post/Smith Research Institute poll showed that Israelis, by a decisive 69% to 27% margin, opposed freezing construction within large Jewish communities in the Judea/Samaria. A further Smith Institute poll in August 2009 also found that an all-time low of a mere 4% of Israelis favored President Obama’s policies.

(3) J Street Ignores the Polling Data Showing That J Street’s Constantly-Touted “Solution” Will Not Bring Peace:

J Street blithely ignores the evidence the American Jewish public – even Jewish Democrats who presumably voted for Obama – do not favor J Street’s constantly-touted refrain that creating a Palestinian state is the panacea and “solution” for achieving peace.

A July 2009 Global Marketing Services poll of American Jews who are Democrats reported that: “Asked to choose between the Obama view that ‘if Israel could settle its dispute with the Palestinian refugees and give them a nation of their own, that the Arabs would live in peace with Israel’ and the Israeli government view that ‘the Arabs will never live in peace with Israel and that giving them a nation of their own will just make them stronger,’ Jewish Democrats sided with the Israeli view by 52 percent to 20 percent.” (almost a 3 to 1 margin).

(4) J Street Conducted Phony Iran Deal Poll & Misrepresented the Poll’s Results:

In 2015, J Street (via its Vice President’s polling firm) conducted and touted a phony poll, which J Street then used to falsely claim that the majority of Jews supported the Iran deal. J Street’s shamefully misleading poll asked about a hypothetical Iran deal that would only give Iran “modest relief from sanctions,” and that would only reduce sanctions gradually as Iran met compliance benchmarks, in exchange for enrichment restrictions to “far below” what is necessary for a nuclear bomb, and “intrusive” full time inspectors at Iran’s nuclear facilities “to make sure Iran is not developing nuclear weapons.”

J Street’s loaded hypothetical poll question was thus a far cry from the actual Iran deal, which: gave hundreds of billions of dollars of sanctions relief and economic windfalls to Iran near the outset of the deal (not “gradually”); allowed enrichment in excess of the amounts needed for

civilian use; and delays and places numerous roadblocks in the way of obtaining inspections of Iran’s undeclared nuclear activities. In addition, under the Iran deal, no Americans are allowed to inspect Iranian facilities, and inspectors must first be approved by Iran officials before they can even enter Iran.507

In other words, J Street’s poll was a classic case of “How to Lie with Statistics.”

Outrageously, J Street used the results of its hypothetical favorable deal scenario poll to: falsely claim that 59% of American Jews supported the actual catastrophic Iran deal; to falsely claim that American Jews “overwhelmingly” support the deal and “have Obama’s back” on the deal; to falsely assert that American Jews supported the Iran deal even more than the general population did508; and to falsely claim that the majority of Jews supported the Iran deal.509

The legitimate polls of the actual Iran deal after its terms were publicized showed that American Jews and the general American public both overwhelmingly opposed the Iran deal. The McKeon and Associates poll conducted on July 29-30, 2015 found that American Jews opposed the deal by more than a 2 to 1 margin (45% to 22%). Opposition to the deal crossed all party lines: out of those having an opinion, the majority of Jewish Republicans, Libertarians and Democrats all opposed the deal. And Jewish youth (ages 18-30) – who will be most affected, and will live (or die) by the Iran deal’s outcome – opposed the deal by a 4 to 1 margin.510

Another poll of American Jews, commissioned by The Israel Project, found that 58% opposed, and only 30% favored the deal (that is, almost 2 to 1 were against the deal), after presenting respondents with both the Obama Administration’s language defending the deal and opponents’ arguments. A majority of those having an opinion also opposed the deal prior to receiving information from both sides.511

The respected Quinnipiac University poll showed that the general American population opposed the Iran deal by about a 2 to 1 margin (57% to 28%) - almost as much as American Jews did.512 (Thus, J Street’s claim that American Jews favored the deal more than the general public was also false.)

J Street also ignored the polling that supported the fact that diplomacy is unlikely to stop Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons, and that American Jews strongly favor American and Israeli military action to stop Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons. The 2010 American Jewish Committee (AJC) poll found that 72% of American Jews believed there was “little” or “no” chance that a combination of diplomacy and sanctions could stop Iran from developing nuclear weapons, while only 4% believe that there is a “good chance” that these approaches could work, and 23% said there was “some” chance. The same poll found that if diplomacy and sanctions failed, that American Jews overwhelmingly favored Israeli military action to prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons, by almost a 3 to 1 margin (70% to 26%), and American military action to stop Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons by almost a 2 to 1 margin (59% to 35%). Yet, contrary to the sentiments of the American Jewish public, J Street opposes a credible military option.

Incredibly, at J Street’s February 2017 annual conference, J Street’s Ben-Ami once again lied that “the majority support the Iran nuclear accord.”

(5) J Street Misrepresented Gallup Poll About Moving The U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem:

Donald Trump’s election raised a realistic possibility that the incoming administration would move America’s embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, in compliance with longstanding U.S. law and Trump’s campaign promises. J Street’s Ben Ami promptly attempted to derail the embassy move, by misleadingly and falsely claiming that: “A Gallup poll conducted this year showed that just 24% of American Jews would support the move.” In fact, the majority of the Gallup poll respondents who had any opinion supported the US embassy move to Jerusalem. (56% had no opinion; 24% supported the embassy move to Jerusalem, and only 20% opposed the move.) Moreover, the Gallup poll was not a poll of American Jews, as J Street falsely claimed. The Gallup poll was of all Americans, of which Jews are only 2 or 3%.

In fact, Americans overwhelmingly support Jerusalem as the undivided capital of Israel. In a 2014 McLaughlin & Associates poll, to the question, “Do you believe that Jerusalem should remain the undivided capital of Israel?” Americans supported Jerusalem remaining the undivided capital of Israel by more than an overwhelming 4 to 1 ratio (55% to 13%).

XXII. J STREET SUBVERTS JEWISH TRADITIONS AND VALUES

One of J Street’s particularly insidious techniques involves turning Jewish teachings, traditions, values and holidays upside down. J Street falsely depicts Jewish traditions and values; ignores Israel’s humane actions; and falsely portrays Israel as an oppressor. J Street then uses these
false depictions to support J Street’s positions threatening Israel’s existence. This technique is especially effective on young Jews who are ignorant about real Jewish ethical teachings, the meaning of Jewish holidays, and past and present Middle East events.

(1) J Street Ignores the Real Jewish Value of Self-Defense; and Falsely Claims Appeasement is a “Jewish Value”:

Jews love peace, and pray for peace daily. However, enemies trying to kill Jews are inimical to peace. Thus, real Jewish ethical teachings prioritize life and safety. Judaism teaches that there is a right and duty of self-defense – to preserve and protect one’s own life and the lives of one’s family and nation from enemies bent on murder. The Talmud states, in Sanhedrin 72a: “If someone is coming to kill you, rise against him and kill him first.”

Thus, when Hamas fires rockets at Israeli civilians, or Palestinian Arab terrorists stab and ram trucks into innocent Jews, there is an ethical duty to stop them – including by killing the terrorists if necessary. Judaism recognizes that failing to exercise this right of self-defense causes more deaths: “Those who are kind to the cruel, in the end will be cruel to the kind.”

Jewish charitable obligations to the poor and oppressed (such as impoverished widows) involve providing food, money and jobs; there is no obligation to give one’s enemies weapons and a state that would endanger the Jewish people.

By contrast to actual Jewish teachings, J Street’s distorted supposed “Jewish values” are “social justice” and “pursuing peace” at all costs – both of which are euphemisms for falsely maligning Israel as an “oppressor” and appeasing terror regimes, at the cost of Jewish lives and the safety of the Jewish nation.

For instance, J Street President Ben-Ami described his supposed “values” as the foregoing, at the beginning of the “Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC)-J Street Peacemaking Forum” at Georgetown University. At this forum, Ben-Ami agreed with and failed to contradict MPAC’s executive director Salam Al-Marayati, who, among other things, has called for Israel’s destruction.519 Ben-Ami stated:

“Judaism to me is Jewish values of social justice, how we treat another people that are oppressed, putting into action the values we were raised to believe in, what it means to be Jewish.”

J Street’s “Rabbinic Cabinet” likewise distorts Judaism. For example, the J Street Rabbinic Cabinet invites “Rabbinic colleagues” to support J Street’s goal of creating a Palestinian (terror) state, using a distorted letter that omits controlling Jewish self-defense teachings. The letter


519 See Al-Marayati’s and MPAC’s litany of horrible statements in this report’s Section XII(4), regarding J Street U’s phony excuses for bringing anti-Israel speakers to campuses and conferences.
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begins with a selective partial out-of-context Talmudic/Torah quote – and omits the rest of the quote, which commands going to war against those who reject a Jewish peace offer. The letter even falsely portrays creating a Palestinian terror state as the “only” solution and a “mitzvah” (commandment)! The pertinent portions of the J Street Rabbinic Cabinet invitation letter read:

“SEEK PEACE and PURSUE IT (Psalm 34:15)

‘Great is Peace,’ as the Midrash (Leviticus Rabbah 9) teaches, ‘Since even in a time of war, one should begin with peace. . . . ‘ Even when peace is most difficult, when hostility is greatest, one is commanded to pursue peace.’ . . .

In our pursuit of peace, the sage Hillel’s entreaty ‘If not now, when?” weighs heavily upon us. . . .

Peace between the Israelis and Palestinians can only be achieved by negotiations ending with two states. J Street is educating the American public and elected officials about the urgency of a sustained and successful peace process and is supporting legislators and candidates who support both Israel’s security and the creation of a viable Palestinian State. Judaism teaches that peace making is one our most important mitzvoth.”

The above-quoted J Street Rabbinic Cabinet letter falsifies Judaism teachings. Specifically:

First, there is no Jewish obligation or commandment (mitzvah) to offer a state to an enemy who is trying to kill you or others. There is no Jewish commandment to create a Palestinian Arab Hamas Iranian satellite terror state that will terrorize, launch rockets at and attempt to eradicate Israel. Creating such a state is surely not the “only solution” – as the J Street Rabbinical Cabinet’s out-of-context selection. Instead, as noted above, Judaism commands immediate, effective self-defense: “If someone is coming to kill you, rise against him and kill him first.” (Sanhedrin 72a)

Second, the full Torah passage (which is in Deuteronomy/Devarim 20:10-20) is very different from the J Street Rabbinical Cabinet’s out-of-context selection. The Torah passage indicates that a peace offer to an enemy does not involve giving an enemy a “state.” The Torah passage calls for only offering an opportunity to live peaceably. Moreover, if the initial peace offer is rejected, the passage commands that Jews must crush the enemy and end its terrorism once and for all. There is no Jewish “mitzvah” or obligation to engage in lengthy “peace processes” or repeated attempts to appease and provide weapons and land to an enemy such as Hamas or the PA. There is no Jewish obligation to make more and more concessions to Palestinian Arab leaders who repeatedly rejected peace offers (including in 1937, 1947, 2000 and 2008) and instead went to war, launched thousands of rockets into Israel, and murdered and maimed thousands of Jews in intifadas.

The full pertinent Torah passage reads:

“When you approach a city to wage war against it, you shall propose peace to it. And it will be, if it responds to you with peace, and it opens up to you, then it will be, [that] all the people found therein shall become

tributary to you, and they shall serve you. But if it does not make peace with you, and it wages war against you, you shall besiege it, and the Lord, your God, will deliver it into your hands, and you shall strike all its males with the edge of the sword. However, the women, the children, and the livestock, and all that is in the city, all its spoils you shall take for yourself, and you shall eat the spoils of your enemies, which the Lord, your God, has given you. Thus you shall do to all the cities that are very far from you, which are not of the cities of these nations. However, of these peoples’ cities, which the Lord, your God, gives you as an inheritance, you shall not allow any soul to live. Rather, you shall utterly destroy them: The Hittites, and the Amorites, the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, the Hivvites, and the Jebusites, as the Lord, your God, has commanded you. So that they should not teach you to act according to all their abominations that they have done for their gods, whereby you would sin against the Lord, your God. When you besiege a city for many days to wage war against it to capture it, you shall not destroy its trees . . . for you may eat from them, . . . However, a tree you know is not a food tree, you may destroy and cut down, and you shall build bulwarks against the city that makes war with you, until its submission.”

Third, the J Street Rabbinical Cabinet letter twists Hillel’s famous “if not now” statement – which concerns personal improvement and study - into another specious argument for creating an enemy state.

(2) J Street Subverts the Holocaust:

An utterly vile modern-day blood libel subverts the enormous tragedy of the Holocaust, by portraying the Holocaust’s Jewish victims as the “new Nazis.” J Street speakers have used such analogies. For instance, J Street conference speaker Helena Cobban compared Israel’s security fence to fences surrounding Nazi concentration camps. J Street’s analogy is outrageous: Israel had to erect the security fence to stop Palestinian Arab terrorists from murdering and maiming thousands of Jews, while the Nazi fences were erected to imprison and murder Jews.

J Street also issued a public statement that it “stood unequivocally behind” Washington D.C. Theater J’s decision to feature a reading of Caryl Churchill’s play, “Seven Jewish Children (A Play For Gaza).” The pro-Israel group COPMA (Citizens Opposed to Propaganda Masquerading as Art) explained that this play is “a widely condemned, anti-Jewish blood libel that described Israelis as Nazis, glorying in killing non-Jewish children.” Even Theater J described the play

---

as conveying a “sense of tragic historical irony that Jews once under siege [by the Nazis] were now laying siege [to Gaza].” The J Street defended and “stood unequivocally behind” the program featuring this defamatory play.

(3) **J Street Subverts the Traditions and Meanings of Jewish Holidays:**

**Passover:** Passover celebrates the Jewish people’s freedom from slavery in Egypt, and return to Israel. Matzah eaten at Passover seders symbolizes the poor, broken unleavened bread that Jews ate while escaping from Egypt. Jews sing during Passover seders: “Next year in Jerusalem” and “Rebuild the [Jewish] Temple in Jerusalem speedily in our days.”

But J Street reverses the meaning of Passover into a demand to give away sacred parts of Jerusalem and Israel to an enemy that seeks to destroy the Jewish State. J Street’s Passover Haggadah supplement turns the matzah into a symbol for “separating from” and “breaking from a piece of [Israel],” and “break[ing] free . . . from the bondage of occupation.” The J Street Haggadah supplement also tells readers to urge Congress to support the U.S. “role” of pressuring Israel for a “two state solution.” J Street thus twists Passover into an occasion for promoting creating a Hamas-Palestinian-Iran satellite state and expelling Jews from the very same land that the real Passover holiday celebrates Jews returning to and rebuilding.

**Hanukkah:** J Street likewise turns the meaning of Hanukkah upside down. Hanukkah celebrates the Jewish Maccabees’ successful battles to free Israel from the Selucids (Syrian-Greeks) and overcome internal traitors (“Hellenists”) who adopted the Greek’s ways, followed by the Maccabees’ rededication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem. The word Hanukkah means “rededication.” The Selucids had murdered thousands of Jews; tried to impose Greek culture and beliefs on the Jewish people; banned Jewish practices; burned Torahs; and turned the holy Jewish Temple into a place for idol worship.

The Maccabees’ base was in and around Bet El in Judea. Likewise, the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem rededicated by the Maccabees was over the “green line.” Thus, the Maccabees were based in, fought for, and rededicated the very same areas that J Street pressures Israel to turn over to Arab terrorists.

J Street’s Hanukkah messages contradict everything that Hanukkah stands for. J Street President Ben-Ami’s 2010 “Hanukkah message” promoted J Street’s “mission” of curtailing “settlements” and imposing a two-state solution - which would mean expelling Jews from, and giving Arab terrorists the land that the Maccabees were based in, fought for, and rededicated. Ben-Ami urged J Street activists to push then-President Obama to exert “even bolder . . . to exert even stronger . . . uh p . . . leadership” to achieve J Street’s “mission.” (Ben-Ami seemed to start to say “pressure” - a Freudian slip.)

In December 2016, J Street U sent Israeli Ambassador Ron Dermer a snide “Hanukkah message” and basket that included an “anti-settlement” book and map of Israel that chopped off Israel at the “green line.” Thus J Street’s “Hanukkah basket” also demanded Israel’s retreat from the areas that the Maccabees lived in and fought for!

Yom Kippur: Yom Kippur – the holy day when Jews fast, seek forgiveness and pray for life in the coming year – is yet another occasion for J Street to promote its agenda endangering Jewish lives.

For instance, J Street rabbis’ “Yom Kippur” sermons were emailed and posted by J Street’s Rabbinic Relations Director, Rabbi Jonathan Geffen, with a message lauding the sermons as “courageous” and an “inspiring example” of promoting “justice for Palestinians.” These “inspiring examples” included Virginia Reform Rabbi Amy Schwartzman’s Yom Kippur sermon bemoaning supposed “suffocation felt in Gaza,” and advocating for “an end to settlements, the Israeli army pulling out of the West Bank, and a newly empowered Palestinian Authority that helps put a lid on Hamas violence.” (In fact, the PA’s major party, Fatah brags of killing more Jews than Hamas has!)

J Street’s Rabbi Geffen also quoted J Street Rabbi Noa Kushner’s Yom Kippur sermon accusing Jews of not caring about Gazans, saying: “we hear about the deaths of innocents and we jump to our arguments rather than stop and weep . . . I am worried about our collective neshama (soul). . . I worry we are building an Iron Dome around our hearts.” These J Street “rabbis” ignored Israel’s extraordinary efforts to protect Gazan civilians. (Noa Kushner also founded “The Kitchen” – a “Jewish spiritual” group that tells members to “share your privilege” by donating to the Council on American Islamic Relations - an unindicted co-conspirator implicated in funneling money to Hamas.)

Rabbi Geffen’s Yom Kippur message also accused Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu of giving a “mean-spirited and negative response” to Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas’s September 2014 UN speech. In his UN speech, Abbas had falsely accused Israel of “absolute war crimes,” “genocidal crimes” and “historic injustice inflicted on the Palestinian people in Al-Nakba of 1948.” Abbas also threatened “we will not forgive” and insisted upon a Palestinian
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Arab “legitimate right to resist this colonial, racist Israeli occupation” - meaning a “right” to continue terrorist attacks on Israelis. But according to J Street’s rabbis, Israel’s Prime Minister should have welcomed Abbas’ hostile UN speech inciting violence against innocent Israeli civilians.

In sum, J Street’s “Judaism” and false “Jewish values” – like the rest of its ideology – are anti-Jewish and anti-Israel.
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